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Like most technology-driven industries, the telecommunication sector has historically been characterized by
steady growth punctuated by an occasional leap forward, usually when a new technology is introduced. This
historical pattern has repeated in the development of every new communications network technology,
beginning with telegraph in the 1840s, the telephone in the 1870s, radio telegraphy or “wireless” in the
1890s, radio broadcasting in the 1920s, television broadcasting in the 1950s, geostationary satellite
communications in the 1960s, computer communications in the 1970s, optical communications in the 1980s,
and the Internet and mobile communications in the 1990s. For the last 139 years, the ITU has adapted to and
embraced all new innovations in communications technologies.
In the latter part of the twentieth century, the almost simultaneous arrival of two major innovations—mobile
phones and the Internet—not only changed the face of communications, but also gave fresh impetus for
economic growth.
This report attempts to give a snapshot view (March 2004) of how Internet Protocol (IP) networks and the
Internet, as well as their convergence with other kinds of networks, have impacted on ITU’s activities. In
today’s rapidly evolving telecommunications environment, it is difficult to capture all of ITU’s IP-related
activities in a complete and comprehensive report. However, hopefully the report provides a simple overview
of the ITU for the uninitiated, as well as an overview of the wide scope of the ITU’s activities related to IP
networks and the Internet—ranging from technical standards to regulatory and policy matters to development
initiatives.
Chapter One: Background on ITU gives an introduction to the ITU, its evolving role, and its overall structure
and activities. Chapter Two: Understanding Telecommunication Network Trends explains some recent trends
in the telecommunication sector and, in particular, the impact of the almost simultaneous arrival of two
major innovations, mobile phones and the Internet. Chapter Three: Overview of ITU Activities Related to
Internet-Protocol (IP) Networks describes how IP-related technologies have become strategic elements in the
design, development and use of many telecommunication networks, which in turn has had a major impact on
ITU Sector work programmes in its radiocommunication, telecom standardization and development focuseddomains. This chapter also describes how decisions taken by ITU Member States have shaped ITU’s
mandate related to IP-based networks and the Internet. Chapter Four: Internet-Protocol Related Activities in
the ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector describes Internet-Protocol related activities in the ITU
Telecommunication Standardization Sector. Chapters Five and Six describe respectively the same for the
ITU Telecommunication Development Sector and the ITU Strategy and Policy Unit. Chapter Seven: Case
Study—How ITU’s Broadband Standards Improve Access to the Internet provides a practical case study of
how ITU standards for broadband are improving access to the Internet, in particular, using Digital Subscriber
Line (DSL) and cable modem technologies. Chapter Eight: Case Study—How ITU’s Internet Training
Centre Initiatives Provide Capacity Building in Developing Countries is a case study demonstrating how the
ITU Telecommunication Development Sector has been assisting developing countries meet their human
resource requirements for skilled Internet professionals through Internet and IP-related training programmes
established at training and educational institutions throughout the developing world. Chapter Nine: World
Summit on the Information Society and ITU Activities looks at how the WSIS Declaration of Principles and
Action Plan overlaps with ongoing or planned ITU activities. Chapter Ten: Summing Up makes some
concluding remarks on the Report.
ITU, the United Nations specialized agency for telecommunications, is committed to playing a positive role
in the development of the information society and to extending the benefits of advances in new information
and communication technologies (ICTs) to all the world’s inhabitants. This is in line with the Resolution of
the highest administrative organ of ITU (Resolution 101 of the Plenipotentiary Conference (Minneapolis,
1998)), which calls upon ITU to “fully embrace the opportunities for telecommunication development that
arise from the growth of IP-based services”, and subsequent ongoing calls from ITU Member States to
continue to actively pursue this objective.
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GLOSSARY
3G: Third-generation mobile network or service.
Generic name for mobile network/service based on the
IMT-2000 family of global standards.
ADSL: Asymmetric digital subscriber line. A
technology that enables high-speed data services to be
delivered over twisted pair copper cable, typically with
a download speed in excess of 256 kbit/s, but with a
lower upload speed.
Corresponds to ITU
Recommendation (standard) ITU-T G.992.1
ADSL2: Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line 2,
(ITU-T G.992.3 and ITU-T G.992.4). A sequel to the
original ITU Recommendation. It allows increased
line speeds, new power-saving elements, and extends
the reach of the original ADSL specification.
ADSL2+: Asymmetric digital subscriber line 2 plus,
(ITU-T G.992.5). This revised version of ADSL2
enables increased speeds by increasing the frequencies
used on the copper line.
ATM: Asynchronous transfer mode. A transmission
mode in which the information is organized into cells;
it is asynchronous in the sense that the recurrence of
cells from an individual user is not necessarily
periodic.
Bandwidth: The range of frequencies available to be
occupied by signals. In analogue systems it is
measured in terms of Hertz (Hz) and in digital systems
in bits per second (bit/s). The higher the bandwidth, the
greater the amount of information that can be
transmitted in a given time. High bandwidth channels
are referred to as “broadband” which typically means
1.5-2.0 Mbit/s or higher.
Bit (binary digit): A bit is the primary unit of
electronic, digital data. Written in base-2, binary
language as a “1” or a “0”.
Bit/s: Bits per second. Measurement of the
transmission speed of units of data (bits) over a
network. Also kbit/s: kilobits (1’000) per second;
Mbit/s: megabits (1’000’000) per second, and Gbit/s:
Gigabits (1’000’000’000) per second.

Broadband: Although there exist various definitions
of broadband that have assigned a minimum data rate
to the term, it may be defined as transmission capacity
with sufficient bandwidth to permit combined
provision of voice, data and video, with no lower limit.
Effectively, broadband is implemented mainly through
ADSL, cable modem or wireless LAN (WLAN)
services.
Browser: Application that retrieves WWW documents
specified by URLs from an HTTP server on the
Internet. Displays the retrieved documents according to
the Hyptertext Markup Language (HTML).
Burstiness: Technical jargon used to describe a high
peak-to-average rate of packets as they are received
over the network. There is no unique mathematical
definition of “burstiness”, but a traffic stream is
considered to be more “bursty” than another if its
packets are more clumped together.
Cable modem: A technology that allows high-speed
interactive services, including Internet access, to be
delivered over a cable TV network.
CAGR: Compound annual growth rate.
CDMA: Code division multiple access. A technology
for digital transmission of radio signals based on
spread spectrum techniques where each voice or data
call uses the whole radio band and is assigned a unique
code.
CDMA2000: Code division multiple access 2000. A
third-generation digital cellular standard based on
Qualcomm technology. Includes CDMA2000 1x,
1xEV-DO (Evolution, Data Optimized) and 1xEV-DV
(Evolution, Data and Voice). One of the IMT-2000
“family” of standards.
Cellular: A mobile telephone service provided by a
network of base stations, each of which covers one
geographic cell within the total cellular system service
area.
Channel: One of a number of discrete frequency
ranges utilized by a base station to transmit and receive
information from cellular terminals (such as mobile
handsets).
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Circuit-switched connection: A temporary connection
that is established on request between two or more
stations in order to allow the exclusive use of that
connection until it is released. At present, most voice
networks are based on circuit-switching, whereas the
Internet is packet-based. See also Packet-based.
Connectivity: The capability to provide, to end-users,
connections to the Internet or other communication
networks.
Digital: Representation of voice or other information
using digits 0 and 1. The digits are transmitted as a
series of pulses. Digital networks allow for higher
capacity, greater functionality and improved quality.
DNS: Domain Name System. The Domain Name
System is a distributed hierarchical lookup service. It
is primarily used on the Internet and other IP-based
networks to translate between domain names and
Internet Protocol (IP) addresses.
DOCSIS: Data over cable systems interface
specifications, (ITU-T J.112). ITU-T Recommendation
J.112 for cable modems, originally based on
technologies developed by Cablelabs. It specifies
modulation schemes and the protocol for exchanging
bi-directional signals over cable.

ENUM: Electronic Numbering. A protocol that is the
result of work of the IETF's Telephone Number
Mapping working group that provides facilities to
resolve ITU-T E.164 telephone numbers into other
resources or services on the Internet through a lookup
service using the Domain Name System (DNS).
Ethernet: A protocol for interconnecting computers
and peripheral devices at high speed. Ethernet can run
on several types of wiring including: twisted pair,
coaxial, and even fibre optic cable. Ethernet was
invented at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center in the
1970s by Dr. Robert M. Metcalfe. Formal
specifications for Ethernet were published in 1980 by a
multi-vendor consortium that created the DEC-IntelXerox (DIX) standard. This technology was later
adopted for standardization by the LAN standards
committee of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE 802) and the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO). The standard
is periodically updated including 100-Mbps Fast
Ethernet and 10 Gigabit Ethernet.
FWA: Fixed wireless access. Technologies that
provide Internet access between fixed access points.
FDMA: Frequency division multiple access. A cellular
technology that has been used in the first-generation
analogue systems (i.e. NMT, AMPS, and TACS).

DOCSIS2: Data over cable systems interface
specifications
2,
(ITU-T
J.122).
ITU-T
Recommendation J.122, approved at the end of 2002,
is based on a revised version of DOCSIS, originally
based on technologies developed by Cablelabs.

FTTH: Fibre to the home. A high-speed fibre optic,
Internet connection that terminates at a residence. See
FTTx.

DSL: Digital subscriber line. See also ADSL, ADSL2,
ADSL2+, SHDSL, SDSL, VDSL and xDSL.

FTTx: Fibre to the x, where x is a home (FTTH),
building (FTTB), curb (FTTC), or neighbourhood
(FTTN). These terms are used to describe the reach of
an optical fibre network.

DSLAM: Digital subscriber line access multiplexer. A
device, located at the central office of a DSL provider,
that separates and routes the voice-frequency signals
and data traffic on a DSL line.
E-commerce: Electronic commerce. Term used to
describe transactions that take place online where the
buyer and seller are remote from each other.
E-mail: Electronic mail. A method of electronically
passing messages from one computer user to another,
typically over computer networks.
End-user: The individual or organization that
originates or is the final recipient of information
carried over a network (i.e. the consumer).
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Fixed line: A physical line connecting the subscriber
to the telephone exchange. Typically, fixed-line
network is used to refer to the PSTN (see below) to
distinguish it from mobile networks.
Frequency: The rate at which an electrical current
alternates, usually measured in Hertz (see Hz). It is also
used to refer to a location on the radio frequency
spectrum, such as 800, 900 or 1’800 Mhz.
GEO: Geostationary earth orbit. A satellite in orbit
35’650 km above the Earth in a rotation that mimics
that of the Earth, thus appearing stationary in the sky.

GMPLS: Generalized Multiprotocol Label Switching.
An extension of the existing MPLS that supports TDM,
wavelength and spatial switching. One of the main
architectural enhancements proposed by GMPLS is the
complete separation of the control and data planes of
various networking layers.
Half duplex: Half duplex refers to a communication
channel that can only handle one-way traffic at a time.
In essence, each side of the communication must wait
until the other is finished transmitting to start sending
information. By contrast, full duplex communication
allows for both parties to broadcast and receive at the
same time.
Hotspot: An access point to a wireless local area
network (WLAN). Hotspots are areas where wireless
data can be sent and received, and Internet access is
provided to wireless devices. For example, a laptop
computer can be used to access the Internet in a hotspot
provided in an airport or hotel.
Hz: Hertz. The frequency measurement unit equal to
one cycle per second.
IMT-2000: International Mobile Telecommunications2000. Third-generation (3G) “family” of mobile
cellular standards approved by ITU. For more
information see the website at: http://www.itu.int/imt.
Incumbent: The major network provider in a
particular country, often a former State-owned
monopoly.
Internet: Global network of interconnected networks
that use the Internet protocol (see IP).
Internet backbone: The collection of main network
connections and telecommunications lines comprising
the Internet.
IETF: Internet Engineering Task Force. Large open
international community of network designers,
operators, vendors, and researchers concerned with the
evolution of the Internet architecture and the smooth
operation of the Internet open to any interested
individual.
IP: Internet protocol. The dominant network layer
protocol used with the TCP/IP protocol suite. The IP
protocol suite is maintained by the IETF.

IP telephony: Internet protocol telephony. IP
telephony is used as a generic term for the conveyance
of voice, fax and related services, partially or wholly
over packet-based, IP-based networks. See also VoIP
and Voice over broadband.
IPR: Intellectual property rights. Copyrights, patents
and trademarks giving creators the right to prevent
others from using their inventions, designs or other
creations. The ultimate aim is to act as an incentive to
encourage the development of new technology and
creations which will eventually be available to all. The
main international agreements are the World
Intellectual Property Organization’s (WIPO) Paris
Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property
(patents, industrial designs, etc.), the Berne Convention
for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works
(copyright), and the World Trade Organization’s
(WTO) Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).
ISDN: Integrated services digital network. A digital
switched network, supporting transmission of voice,
data and images over conventional telephone lines.
ISP: Internet service provider. ISPs provide end-users
access to the Internet. Internet Access Providers (IAPs)
may also provide access to other ISPs. ISPs may offer
their own proprietary content and access to online
services such as e-mail.
ITU: International Telecommunication Union. The
United
Nations
specialized
agency
for
telecommunications. See http://www.itu.int/.
ITU-D: Telecommunication Development Sector. One
of
three
Sectors
of
the
International
Telecommunication Union (ITU).
ITU-R: Radiocommunication Sector. One of three
Sectors of the International Telecommunication Union
(ITU).
ITU-T: Telecommunication Standardization Sector.
One of three Sectors of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU).
LAN: Local area network. A computer network that
spans a relatively small area. Most LANs are confined
to a single building or group of buildings. However,
one LAN can be connected to other LANs over any
distance via telephone lines and radio waves. A system
of LANs connected in this way is called a wide-area
network (WAN). See also WLAN.
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LLU: Local loop unbundling. The process of requiring
incumbent operators to open the last mile of their
legacy networks to competitors. Similar reference to
ULL (unbundled local loop).
Local loop: The system used to connect the subscriber
to the nearest switch. It generally consists of a pair of
copper wires, but may also employ fibre-optic or
wireless technologies.
Main telephone line: Telephone line connecting a
subscriber to the telephone exchange equipment. This
term is synonymous with the term fixed line used in
this report.
Mobile: As used in this report, the term refers to
mobile cellular systems and to mobile phones.
MPLS: Multi-Protocol Label Switching. An IETF–
defined protocol originally based on Cisco tag
switching technology that is used in IP traffic
management. Basically, it provides a means for one
router to pass on its routing priorities to another router
by means of a label and without having to examine the
packet and its header, thus saving the time required for
the latter device to look up the address for the next
node. It can also facilitate Quality of Service (QoS)
provisioning.
OFDM: Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing.
A method of digital modulation in which a signal is
split into several narrowband channels at different
frequencies in order to minimize interference among
channels that are close in frequency. OFDM is used in
European digital audio broadcast services, and also in
wireless LANs.
Packet: Block or grouping of data that is treated as a
single unit within a communication network.
Packet-based: Message-delivery technique in which
packets are relayed through stations in a network. See
also Circuit-switched connection.
Penetration: A measurement of access to
telecommunications, normally calculated by dividing
the number of subscribers to a particular service by the
population and multiplying by 100. Also referred to as
teledensity (for fixed-line networks) or mobile density
(for cellular ones), or total teledensity (fixed and
mobile combined).
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Pervasive computing: A concept which describes a
situation in which computing capability is embedded
into numerous different devices around the home or
office (e.g. fridges, washing machines, cars, etc.). Also
referred to as ubiquitous computing. Pervasive
communications implies that the microchips in these
devices are also able to communicate, for instance their
location and status.
Protocol: A set of formal rules and specifications
describing how to transmit data, especially across a
network.
PSTN: Public switched telephone network. The public
telephone network that delivers fixed telephone
service.
QoS: Quality of service. A measure of network
performance that reflects the quality and reliability of a
connection. QoS can indicate a data traffic policy that
guarantees certain amounts of bandwidth at any given
time, or can involve traffic shaping that assigns varying
bandwidth to different applications.
RFID: Radio frequency identification. A system of
radio tagging that provides identification data for
goods in order to make them traceable. Typically used
by manufacturers to make goods such as clothing items
traceable without having to read bar code data for
individual items.
SDO: Standards Development Organization. An
organization that develops standards.
Server: (1) A host computer on a network that sends
stored information in response to requests or queries.
(2) The term server is also used to refer to the software
that makes the process of serving information possible.
SDSL: Symmetrical DSL. A proprietary North
American DSL standard. However, the term SDSL is
often also used to describe SHDSL.
SGML: Standard Generalized Markup Language.
international standard (ISO 8879) which specifies rules
for the creation of electronic documents in markup
systems regardless the underlying platform used.
SHDSL: Single pair high-speed DSL. The informal
name for ITU-T Recommendation G.991.2 that offers
high-speed, symmetrical connectivity over a twisted
copper pair.

SIP: Session initiation protocol. An IETF-specified
standard (RFC 2543) used to initiate, manage, and
terminate interactive sessions between one or more
users on the Internet.

VDSL: Very-high-data-rate digital subscriber line.
(ITU-T G.993.1). The fastest version of DSL that can
handle speeds up to 52 Mbit/s over very short
distances. Often used to branch out from fibre
connections inside apartment buildings.

Spectrum: The radio frequency spectrum of hertzian
waves used as a transmission medium for cellular
radio, radiopaging, satellite communication, over-theair broadcasting and other services.

VoIP: Voice over IP. A generic term used to describe
the techniques used to carry voice traffic over IP (see
also IP telephony and Voice over broadband).

TCP: Transmission control protocol. A transport layer
protocol that offers connection-oriented, reliable
stream services between two hosts. This is the primary
transport protocol used by TCP/IP applications. The IP
protocol suite is maintained by the IETF.

VPN: Virtual private network. A method of encrypting
a connection over the Internet. VPNs are used
extensively in business to allow employees to access
private networks at the office from remote locations.
VPNs are especially useful for sending sensitive data.

TDM: Time Division Multiplexing. A digital
transmission method that combines signals from
multiple sources on a common path. This common path
is divided into a number of time slots and each signal
or channel is assigned its own intermittent time slot,
allowing the path to be shared by multiple channels.

W3C: World Wide Web Consortium. W3C was created
in October 1994 to lead the World Wide Web to its full
potential by developing common protocols that
promote its evolution and ensure its interoperability.
See http://www.w3c.org.

lines

WAN: Wide area network. WAN refers to a network
that connects computers over long distances.

Total teledensity: Sum of the number of fixed lines
and mobile phone subscribers per 100 inhabitants. (See
Technical Notes). See Penetration.

W-CDMA: Wideband code division multiple access.
A third-generation mobile standard under the
IMT-2000 banner, first deployed in Japan. Known as
UMTS in Europe. See also CDMA.

Ubiquitous computing: A term that reflects the view
that future communication networks will allow
seamless access to data, regardless of where the user is.
See Pervasive computing.

WDM: Wave division multiplexing. Technology that
allows multiple data streams to travel simultaneously
over the same fibre optic cable by separating each
stream into its own wavelength of light.

Teledensity: Number of main telephone
per 100 inhabitants. See Penetration.

ULL: Unbundled local loop. See LLU.
UMTS: Universal mobile telecommunications system.
The European term for third-generation mobile cellular
systems or IMT-2000 based on the W-CDMA
standard. For more information see the UMTS Forum
website at: http://www.umts-forum.org/.
Universal
access:
Refers
to
reasonable
telecommunication access for all. Includes universal
service for those that can afford individual telephone
service and widespread provision of public telephones
within a reasonable distance of others.
USO: Universal service obligations. Requirements that
governments place on operators to offer service in all
areas, regardless of economic feasibility.

Wi-Fi: Wireless fidelity. A mark of interoperability
among devices adhering to the 802.11b specification
for Wireless LANs from the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE). However, the term
Wi-Fi is sometimes mistakenly used as a generic term
for wireless LAN.
Wi-Fi5: Wireless fidelity 5. A mark of interoperability
among devices adhering to the 802.11a standard at
5 MHz.
WiMAX: Fixed wireless standard IEEE 802.16 that
allows for long-range wireless communication at
70 Mbit/s over 50 kilometres. It can be used as a
backbone Internet connection to rural areas.
Wireless: Generic term for mobile communication
services which do not use fixed-line networks for direct
access to the subscriber.
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WLAN: Wireless local area network. Also known as
Wireless LAN. A wireless network whereby a user can
connect to a local area network (LAN) through a
wireless (radio) connection, as an alternative to a wired
local area network. The most popular standard for
wireless LANs is the IEEE 802.11 series.
WLL: Wireless local loop. Typically a phone network
that relies on wireless technologies to provide the last
kilometre connection between the telecommunication
central office and the end-user.
WSIS: The United Nations World Summit on the
Information Society. The first phase of WSIS will take
place in Geneva (hosted by the Government of
Switzerland) from 10 to 12 December 2003. The
second phase will take place in Tunis (hosted by the
Government of Tunisia), from 16 to 18 November
2005.
For
more
information
see:
http://www.itu.int/wsis.
xDSL: While DSL stands for digital subscriber line,
xDSL is the general representation for various types of
digital subscriber line technology, such as ADSL,
SHDSL, and VDSL. See ADSL, SHDSL, VDSL.
XML: Extensible Markup Language. XML is an
extremely simple dialect of SGML. The goal is to
enable generic SGML to be served, received, and
processed on the Web in the way that is now possible
with HTML. XML has been designed for ease of
implementation and for interoperability with both
SGML and HTML.
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Chapter One: Background on ITU
1.1

Introduction

The International Telecommunication Union (ITU)1 is an international organization within the United
Nations (UN) system where governments and the private sector coordinate global telecom networks and
services. Founded in 1865, it is the oldest specialized agency of the UN system with 189 Member States and
over 700 private sector members.2 It is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland with 11 regional offices and
approximately 800 staff members of 85 different nationalities.
The basic documents creating the ITU and governing its overall activities are treaty instruments: the ITU
Constitution and Convention.3 A brief history4 of ITU and its evolution since 1865, as well as a general
description of its current activities,5 can be found on the ITU web site.
ITU’s basic mission includes maintaining and extending international cooperation in telecommunications,
harmonizing actions of Member States and promoting cooperation between Member States and its private
sector members. ITU’s mission also includes providing technical and policy assistance to developing
countries, and more recently, promoting at the international level, the adoption of a broader approach to
issues of telecommunications in the global information economy and society. In its simplest form, ITU’s
mission statement is “Helping the World Communicate”.
The three Sectors of the ITU, the Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R),6 the Telecommunication
Development Sector (ITU-D)7 and the Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)8 all work to build
and support tomorrow's networks and services (see Figure 1.1). Their activities cover all aspects of
telecommunications, from setting standards that facilitate seamless interworking of equipment and systems
on a global basis to adopting operational procedures for the vast and growing array of wireless services to
designing programmes to improve telecommunication infrastructure in the developing world. ITU's work has
provided the essential foundation that has enabled the telecommunications industry to grow into a US$1
trillion industry worldwide.
The ITU is unique among international organizations in that it was founded on the principle of cooperation
between governments and the private sector. With a membership encompassing telecommunication policymakers and regulators, network operators, equipment manufacturers, hardware and software developers,
regional standards-making organizations and financing institutions, ITU's activities, policies and strategic
direction are determined and shaped by the industry it serves.

1.2

An Evolving Role

The climate in which ITU operates today is very different from the one in which it was founded some 139
years ago. During the past 20 years, telecommunications have grown from a tool that facilitated person-toperson communications to be an enabling platform that underpins a large number of human activities; from
international trade and commerce to health, public services and education. Fast, reliable telecommunication
networks are now a vital part of the trans-border delivery of services such as banking, transportation,
tourism, online information and electronic home shopping.
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Figure 1.1: ITU Structure: simple view
Simplified overview of the ITU’s structure
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At the same time, the ITU's client base has significantly evolved, due to changes in the way
telecommunication services are delivered and the ongoing convergence of the communication, computing
and audio-visual entertainment industries. As a result, new operators, manufacturers and suppliers have
become much more active in ITU (see Box 1.1). At the same time, liberalization of the telecommunication
sector and the establishment of new independent regulatory agencies in many countries has also prompted
ITU Member States to look to ITU to provide new services which place greater emphasis on policy
development and regulatory guidance.
Box 1.1: Changing Profile of ITU Members
Most Active Participants in ITU Telecommunication
Standardization Sector (ITU-T) Activities
Scientific or Industrial Organizations (SIOs)
NTT  Cisco  Nortel  ETRI  Huawei  Siemens
 L. M. Ericsson  ZTE  Alcatel  Infineon 
Lucent  NEC  Fujitsu
Recognized Operating Agencies (ROAs)
France Telecom  Telekom. Polska  China
Telecommunication Corporation  BT  Deutche
Telekom  KDDI  Bharat Sanchar Nigam  Telenor
ASA  AT&T  NTT DoCoMo  Telecom Italia 
TeliaSonera  Belgacom
Source: ITU Telecommunication Standardization
Bureau

finding value in ITU membership
telecommunications-based services.
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as

their

Before convergence, specific services and networks
were not intertwined. The public switched telephone
network (PSTN) was optimized for person-to-person
voice communications. Broadcast networks were
optimized for one-way delivery of radio or
television. The Internet in its foundations was
designed for non-real-time transport of packets with
no guaranteed quality of service. These networks
and services are converging and the bits flowing
over the networks are “co-mingling”, to borrow a
term from Nicholas Negroponte. The days when
standardization, policymaking, legislation and
international cooperation could assume distinct
services running over distinct technologies and
networks are disappearing fast. Therefore, it is not
surprising that a growing number of organizations
working in fields such as computer software
development, entertainment and broadcasting are
activities become increasingly focused around

In this rapidly changing environment, ITU is changing too, reshaping itself to ensure it remains relevant to
the evolving needs of its long-standing members, while recognizing and fulfilling the expectations of newer
players.

1.3

ITU Structure and Activities

Each of the ITU’s three Sectors works through conferences, assemblies and meetings (see Figure 1.2), where
members negotiate the agreements, which serve as the basis for the operation of global telecommunication
services. Study groups made up of experts drawn from leading telecommunication organizations worldwide
carry out the technical work of the Union, preparing the detailed studies that lead to authoritative ITU
Recommendations.
ITU-R draws up the technical characteristics of terrestrial and space-based wireless services and systems,
and develops operational procedures. It also undertakes the important technical studies, which serve as a
basis for the regulatory decisions made at radiocommunication conferences.
In ITU-T, experts prepare the technical specifications for telecommunication systems, networks and services,
including their operation, performance and maintenance. Their work also covers the tariff principles and
accounting methods used to provide international service.
Figure 1.2: ITU Structure: complex view
Complex view of the ITU’s structure

ITU structure: complex view
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ITU-D experts focus their work on the preparation of recommendations, opinions, guidelines, handbooks,
manuals and reports, which provide decision-makers in developing countries with ‘best business practices’
relating to a host of issues ranging from development strategies and policies to network management.
There are currently 24 study groups spanning the Union's three Sectors (7 in ITU-R, 14 in ITU-T, 2 in ITUD), which together produce around 550 new or revised Recommendations every year. All ITU
Recommendations are non-binding, voluntary agreements.
Each Sector also has its own Bureau, which ensures the implementation of the Sector's work plan and
coordinates activities on a day-to-day basis.
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1.4

World Telecommunication Policy Forum

In 1996, ITU initiated the World Telecommunication Policy Forum (WTPF),9 an informal international
gathering convened on an ad hoc basis to harmonize telecommunication policies on issues, which extend
beyond the domain of any single country. Established at the ITU Kyoto Plenipotentiary Conference (1994),
its purpose is to provide a forum where ITU Member States and Sector Members can discuss and exchange
views and information on emerging telecommunication policy and regulatory matters arising from the
changing telecommunication environment. The WTPF does not produce prescriptive regulatory outcomes or
outputs with binding force, it prepares reports and, where appropriate, opinions for consideration by
Members and other relevant ITU meetings. The last WTPF was held in Geneva in March 2001 on the theme
of Internet Protocol (IP) Telephony.10

1.5

ITU TELECOM

ITU is also responsible for organizing ITU TELECOM, the world's largest and most influential
telecommunication exhibition and forum. ITU WORLD TELECOM is normally held every four years, with
two regional events held each year in the intervening years, covering Asia, Africa, the Americas and the
Arab States on a rotating basis. Designed as a service to ITU members, ITU TELECOM showcases the latest
technologies and promotes in-depth discussion of key issues facing the industry through a comprehensive,
wide-ranging forum programme (see Box 1.2).
Box 1.2: ITU TELECOM WORLD 2003
ITU TELECOM WORLD 2003, which took place from 12 to 18 October in Geneva, underlined why it stands as
the most important meeting place for the global communications industry. With the industry only now showing
signs of recovery, 911 exhibitors representing 51 countries were present with over 375 industry's CEOs and 148
government ministers and regulators participating in the event. Over 1500 journalists including 300 broadcast
media and more than 120 industry analysts were also accredited for the show.
Industry-leading CEOs, government regulators and telecommunications ministers participated in the WORLD 2003
Forum. The Forum included six days of presentations and debate on critical industry issues ranging from broadband
and mobility, to new business models and sources of revenue. There was in many of the sessions, passionate
discussion on how new technologies can best be harnessed to bring connectivity to more than 1 million villages in
the world that are yet to connect to the information society. Some concern was expressed by participants from
developing countries who feared that their efforts to bridge the digital divide could be hindered if advances in
technology were too rapid and they were unable to keep pace.
Announcements of partnership agreements included that of Microsoft creating mobile Web services standards with
Vodafone, Boingo Wireless announcement of a deal with PicoPoint, an Amsterdam-based global Wi-Fi hot spot
enabler, HP's announcement with Alcatel of advanced business services to the SMB market, Samsung Electronics'
agreement with Orca Interactive, Optibase and Kasenna to provide triple-play solution for video over xDSL
services, and many more.
The show reflected the fast-changing nature of the telecommunications industry, with a strong presence from Asia.
More than 145 of the 911 exhibitors represented the Asia-Pacific region, including large companies such as NTT
DoCoMo, Sony and NEC showcasing their latest technology, while Panasonic, Sanyo and Samsung featured
consumer products just coming to market.
Two of the show's largest stands were those of Huawei Technologies and ZTE Corporation, both Chinese
companies—not surprising given that China has now become the world's largest telecommunications market
(measured by number of subscribers).
Exhibitors participating in the Event showcased products and services on Fixed and Wireless Broadband (fibre,
ADSL, WLAN), Next-generation convergence networks, Voice over IP (including voice over ADSL), mobile data
solutions and high-speed 2.5 and 3G wireless systems. In contrast with the previous WORLD event, there was less
focus on technology for technology's sake, and much more focus on technology in action in real-life business
environments—business communications and solutions targeting improved productivity and new revenue streams.
Since 1971, ITU TELECOM WORLD has provided an unrivalled platform for strategic debate and business
networking, bringing together the industry's CEOs, government ministers and regulators. The next ITU TELECOM
event is ITU TELECOM AFRICA 2004, which will take place from 4 to 8 May in Cairo, Egypt. It will be followed
by ITU TELECOM ASIA 2004 in Busan, Republic of Korea from 7 to 11 September.
Source: http://www.itu.int/newsarchive/press_releases/2003/27.html
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Chapter Two: Understanding Telecommunication Network Trends
2.1

Mobile and Internet: Two Innovations

Like most technology-driven industries, the telecommunication sector has historically been characterized by
steady growth punctuated by an occasional leap forward, usually when a new technology is introduced. This
historical pattern has repeated in the development of every new communications network technology,
beginning with telegraph in the 1840s, the telephone in the 1870s, radio telegraphy or “wireless” in the
1890s, radio broadcasting in the 1920s, television broadcasting in the 1950s, geostationary satellite
communications in the 1960s, computer communications in the 1970s, optical communications in the 1980s,
and the Internet and mobile communications in the 1990s. For the last 139 years, the ITU has adapted to and
embraced these evolutions in communications technologies.
In the latter part of the twentieth century, the almost simultaneous arrival of two major innovations—mobile
phones and the Internet—not only changed the face of communications, but also gave fresh impetus for
economic growth (see Figure 2.1).
The origins of the mobile communications industry date from the licensing of analogue cellular
communications services in the early 1980s. As recently as 1990, there were only 11 million subscribers
worldwide, but the introduction of digital services in the early 1990s, combined with competitive service
provision and a shift to prepaid billing, spurred rapid growth in demand. At the end of 2003, there were over
1.35 billion mobile subscribers worldwide, compared with 1.2 billion fixed-line users (see Section 2.7).
The origins of the Internet go back to 1969, but it was in the early 1990s, with the development of the World
Wide Web and graphical browsers, that the Internet really took off as a commercial undertaking. By the end
of 2001, the Internet had passed the half billion user mark. Although the “dot.com” boom of the late 1990s
proved to be short-lived, the Internet itself has continued to grow, adding more users and new applications.
Figure 2.1: Mobile and Internet: Identical twins born two years apart?
Growth of mobile and Internet users
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As Figure 2.1 shows, the two industries have exhibited remarkably similar growth patterns since the start of
the 1990s, but with a lag of about two years. The level of penetration of the Internet at the end of 2001 (8.2
users for every 100 inhabitants, worldwide) is almost identical to the penetration of mobile phones at the end
of 1999. This two year lag might be explained by the fact that the formative moments in the growth of these
industries occurred just under two years apart: digital cellphones were launched commercially on 1 July
1991 (by Radiolinja, in Finland), while graphical web browsers were launched commercially in April 1993.

2.2

Mobile: from 2G to 3G

Major stages in the technological development of mobile telecommunications are commonly described in
terms of “generations”. “First-generation” (1G) mobile technology refers to the analogue cellular systems
that first appeared in the late 1970s and early 1980s. This phase of development was characterized by a wide
range of different systems, many of which became popular in one or two countries only. “Second
generation” (2G) technology refers to today’s digital cellular systems (first deployed at the start of the
1990s), such as GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications), PDC (Personal Digital
Communications), TDMA (Time Division Multiple Access), and CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access).
While 2G networks were developed under a number of proprietary, regional and national standards, “thirdgeneration systems (3G), were developed from the outset on the global stage, during the 1990s, under the
leadership of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) under the IMT-2000 (International Mobile
Telecommunications) banner. Much effort has gone into the development of a single interoperable global
standard for 3G systems, in order to avoid the market fragmentation that had very much characterized the 1G
and 2G worlds.

2.3

3G Systems or IMT-2000

It was in the mid-1980s that the ITU began its work on IMT-2000. The ITU’s 1992 World Radio Conference
(WRC) identified the 2 GHz band for the global deployment of IMT-2000. Eight years later, the 2000 WRC
allocated additional spectrum for 3G services in three frequency bands: one below 1 GHz, another at 1.7
GHz (where many second-generation systems currently operate) and a third band in the 2.5 GHz range.
This effectively gave a green light to the mobile industry worldwide to start deploying IMT-2000 networks
and services. Many economies, such as Australia, Hong Kong, China, and most European countries, have
allocated spectrum for 3G, although, still in 2004, few services have been made commercially available. The
countries that have begun deploying 3G services include Japan, the Republic of Korea, Brazil, Canada,
United States and the UK.
Despite concerted global efforts at standardization, there remain different approaches to 3G technology. The
major industrialized economies were unable to agree on a single standard. The result was an IMT-2000
standard with a number of “flavours”, that is to say five possible radio interfaces based on three different
access technologies (FDMA, TDMA and CDMA). Thus far, the vast majority of industry attention has been
directed towards the CDMA technology, and in particular Wideband CDMA or W-CDMA (known in
Europe as UMTS) and CDMA2000 (including CDMA2000 1x). Thus far, national license allocation has
been limited to these two radio technologies, although China is licensing a third technology, TDSCDMA.

2.4

The Internet in Transition

The Internet has also been under significant transformation, particularly since the early 1990s. Fifteen years
ago, prior to the web, the Internet was primarily focused on academic and research use, was primarily North
American-based, not for profit, and used mostly for email and file transfer. With the invention of the World
Wide Web in Geneva at CERN1 in the early 1990’s, the Internet became accessible to a much wider range of
users. During the early and mid-1990’s there was significant growth throughout OECD countries and
increasing privatization of its backbone. The mid- to late-1990’s witnessed the rise and fall of “dot.com”
mania and with it the belief that the Internet was a suitable platform to subsume all existing
telecommunication networks and services.
Despite the boom and bust (which is surprisingly common with most new communications technologies),2
digital convergence will continue, albeit not as fast as many of us had imagined. For example, there is
ongoing standardization to provide integration and interoperability of IP-based and PSTN network services
and applications. The telephone network (both fixed and mobile) and the Internet are likely to converge into
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what some people refer to as “Next Generation Networks” or “NGN”. The NGN is characterized by the
following fundamental characteristics:3

2.5

•

Packet-based transfer

•

Separation of control functions among bearer capabilities, call/session, and application/ service

•

Decoupling of service provision from network, and provision of open interfaces

•

Support for a wide range of services, applications and mechanisms based on service building blocks
(including real time/ streaming/ non-real time services and multi-media)

•

Broadband capabilities with end-to-end QoS and transparency

•

Interworking with legacy networks via open interfaces

•

Generalized mobility

•

Unrestricted access by users to different service providers

•

A variety of identification schemes which can be resolved to IP addresses for the purposes of routing
in IP networks

•

Unified service characteristics for the same service as perceived by the user

•

Converged services between Fixed/Mobile

•

Independence of service-related functions from underlying transport technologies

•

Compliant with national regulatory
communications, security and privacy.

requirements,

for

example

concerning

emergency

Mobile and Internet Demographic Trends

When the ITU started publishing statistical indicator reports on the development of telecommunications in
different regions of the world in 1993, Asia-Pacific accounted for just one-quarter of the world’s fixed
telephone lines and around one-sixth of mobile users. In last few years, the region has emerged as the
world’s largest telecommunication market (see Figure 2.2). It is also the only region to have increased its
market share significantly, adding more than one new telephone user every second for the last decade.
The Asia-Pacific region now has the largest share of Internet and mobile users as well as leading in advanced
Internet technologies such as broadband access and mobile data. The Republic of Korea and Hong Kong,
China, are the top two economies in the world in terms of broadband Internet penetration. In mobile Internet
technologies, Japan and the Republic of Korea were the first two nations to launch third generation cellular
networks commercially. These exploits combined with a large potential for growth based on population
demographics corroborate the view that the global telecommunications epicentre has shifted permanently
from North America and Western Europe to the Asia-Pacific region.
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Figure 2.2: Distribution of mobile and Internet users by region (end 2002)
Global Distribution of mobile and Internet users
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2.6

Internet Connectivity Trends

Figure 2.2 also demonstrates that Africa still very much lags the rest of the world in both mobile and Internet
penetration. Large disparities in access to the Internet exist, particularly for developing countries. It is widely
recognized that one reason is the high costs of international circuits for Internet connectivity between least
developed countries and Internet backbone networks. A number of initiatives are under way to address this
problem. These include consideration of new models for financial exchanges among operators as well as
efforts to facilitate the creation of traffic aggregation within localities, countries or regions in developing
countries in order to avoid the sending of this traffic over satellite or cable links used for intercontinental
traffic—for example between Africa and Europe or North America. The latter would aim to maximise the
retention of local and national traffic within these regions and thus reduce the dependence on international
communications links. To give a sense of the scale of the problem, over 75% of Internet traffic in Europe
remains intra-regional compared with only 1% in regions like Africa (see Figure 2.3). The ITU’s
Telecommunication Standardization Sector Study Group 3 (see Section 4.9 on page 39) and the ITU
Telecommunication Development Sector (see Chapter Five: Internet-Protocol (IP) Related Activities in the
ITU Telecommunication Development Sector on page 49) are particularly active in exploring solutions.
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Figure 2.3: Distribution of Internet Interregional Backbone Capacity
Global Distribution of Backbone Capacity (2001)
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2.7

Mobile overtakes Fixed

The year 2002 marked an historic turning point in the history of telephony, for it was the year when mobile
subscribers overtook fixed-line subscribers worldwide (see Figure 2.4).4 The rise of mobile telephony to
overtake fixed lines has brought with it many implications, but perhaps the most significant impact is on
access, both to basic telecommunication services, and to information and communication technologies (ICT),
as a tool for economic and social development. This is partly because cellular networks can be built faster
than fixed-line networks and can cover geographically challenging areas. Mobile services have served to
boost competition, and prepaid models have opened access to mobile cellular for those who would otherwise
not qualify for telephone subscription plans.
In countries where mobile communications constitute the primary form of access, increased exchange of
information on trade or health services is contributing to development goals; in countries where people
commonly use both fixed-line and mobile communications, the personalized traits of the mobile phone are
changing social interaction.
Increasingly, mobile is not only overtaking fixed, but also substituting for it: in such cases, users have a
mobile phone only and have no fixed-line subscription. In developed countries, this may be through choice.
In developing ones, it may be the only possibility for individuals to have their own phone. This has created a
whole new set of paradigms for users, regulators and providers alike. It is important to note that while there
may be a similar percentage of mobile-only users in countries as diverse as, for example, Finland and
Uganda, the reasons for this are very different and so are the implications.
As most of the legislative foundations of today’s telecom regulatory frameworks were articulated and
predicated on the concept of increasing basic fixed line telephony density and dealing with incumbent
monopolies, the growth of mobile has significant impact on policy and regulation outlooks. Issues include
issues of spectrum and numbering management, universal service policies, competition policy and
interconnection for mobile communications, international roaming, pricing and billing models, privacy, and
consumer and data protection.
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Figure 2.4: Mobile Overtakes Fixed
Global fixed lines and mobile subscribers, millions
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2.8

Mobile Internet

It requires no great leap of the imagination to believe that the convergence of mobile communications and
the Internet will produce something big, perhaps even the mythical “sum that is bigger than its parts”. If this
view is accepted, the convergence of mobile communications and the Internet (as well as with RFID type
technologies – see Section 2.9) is likely to produce major innovations.
The major Asian economies are the clear first movers, with Japan and Korea being the first to actually
deploy mobile Internet services (see Figure 2.5). Although the experience of Japan and Korea would suggest
the huge potential of the mobile Internet, the high hopes for 3G have been somewhat dampened by the slump
of recent years in the telecommunication sector as a whole, as well as evidence that some mobile markets are
reaching saturation. Many operators in countries that have yet to initiate 3G deployments are taking a more
gradual or cautious approach, concentrating their efforts on new multimedia-type applications over existing
2G platforms. Many are choosing to upgrade their systems to support higher data transmission speeds needed
for images. This approach may be a useful way to “test the waters” for 3G, or to exploit more fully the
potential of 2.5G technologies without the need to invest heavily in new 3G networks.
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Figure 2.5: Mobile Internet
Mobile Internet users as percentage of total mobile users
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2.9

Ubiquitous Networks

The next trend over the horizon beyond mobile Internet is called ubiquitous networking or pervasive
networks. This involves the use of radio frequency identification (RFID) technologies and their integration
with other information and communications technologies, which has dramatically accelerated in the last few
years with rapid reductions in microchip size and cost. This portents the possibility of a new totally new
class of computing and communications recognized in the national IT strategies of Japan and Korea; two
clear conceptual leaders in the field.
This development, aided by rapid advances in antennae technologies, will enable tiny microchips to be
implanted in physical objects and from these perceive conditions in the real world which includes the ability
to detect a diverse range of real world information such as, inter alia, the identity of a person, the current
location, temperature and humidity levels, when a product was made and by whom it was made. Some
suggest this is a new revolution, which might be called the “Internet of things.” While much activity,
particularly in Europe and the United States, has concentrated on RFID technologies in the context of
product management or a replacement for Universal Product Codes,5 the Asia-Pacific vision of ubiquitous is
very much broader. A glimpse of what a future ubiquitous networking environment might look like is the
communications environment portrayed in the recent film “Minority Report” (albeit a somewhat negative
one).
At the recent ITU TELECOM World 2003, Professor Ken Sakamura of Tokyo University, widely considered
to be one of the “godfathers” of the concepts behind ubiquitous networking, said that while he was delighted
to see the growing interest in the technology, there were a significant number of policy and regulatory issues
that must be first addressed. He cited examples of companies with plans to insert RFID tags into millions of
products that they distribute and manage. There has given rise to increasing concerns about the security,
privacy and the societal aspects of this technology. As an example, at a recent workshop on RFID privacy
issues at MIT,6 a large number of civic organizations jointly issued a statement7 of their deep concerns about
the rapid application of RFID chip technology to consumer products, which they see as a potential invasion
of privacy.
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2.10

Fixed Wireless Technologies

In 2002, wireless LAN technology became a bright spot in the beleaguered telecommunication market.
Wireless LANs can effectively be used to share Internet access from a broadband connection over 100
metres, although they are also being used increasingly as methods of providing broadband access over longer
distances in rural areas. This is accomplished by increasing power levels of the equipment, using specialized
antennae, and ensuring line-of-sight access. Of all WLAN technologies, the most popular and widely known
is IEEE 802.11b, commonly referred to as “Wi-Fi”.
Several factors have contributed to what is becoming the phenomenal growth of wireless LANs: a steep drop
in prices, the mobility benefits of wireless connectivity, off-the-shelf availability, and easy installation. The
combination of inexpensive equipment and easy installation has also made wireless LANs particularly
attractive for rural connectivity. Many projects around the world are looking for ways to use wireless LAN
technology to bridge the last mile. The ITU Telecommunications Development Sector (see Section 0 on page
49), to cite just one example, is in the process of implementing three pilot projects to determine the
performance of WLANs for provision of community access for rural areas of Bulgaria, Uganda and Yemen.
Wireless LAN is also being rolled out in many rural areas of other developed economies.
One fast-growing use of WLANs is the provision of wireless hotspots in public areas such as airports,
conference halls, and cafés, offering high-speed wireless Internet connections to users. Beyond the “hotspot”
concept, several businesses are even looking into ambitious plans to develop a patchwork network of
wireless LAN connections across entire countries. Zamora, a Spanish town with a population of 65’000,
already boasts 75 per cent Wi-Fi coverage.
The IEEE also recently standardized 802.16, commonly known as WiMAX, as a new fixed-wireless standard
that uses a point-to-multipoint architecture. The initial version (802.16) was developed to meet the
requirements for broadband wireless access systems operating between 10 and 66 GHz. A recent amendment
(802.16a) does the same for systems operating between 2 and 11 GHz. WiMAX equipment should be able to
transmit between 32-56 km with maximum data rates close to 70 Mbit/s.
While other fixed wireless technologies have had great difficulty with interoperability, the WiMAX technical
working group is seeking to replicate the success of Wi-Fi by following its development and certification
processes. First, the WiMAX working group included leading companies in many industries whose clout in
their individual markets would help promote a common standard.8 Second, the WiMAX Forum is similar to
the very successful Wi-Fi forum which offers a “stamp of approval” that equipment will interoperate with
other certified products, further helping to create a single common standard.9

2.11

Birth of Broadband

Another technology is emerging that promises to provide a unifying platform for three converging industrial
sectors: computing, communications and broadcasting. That technology is “broadband”. Because of the
nature of broadband (you have to use it to understand the benefits it offers), market take-off typically
requires a critical mass of users. Currently, around one in every ten Internet subscribers worldwide has a
dedicated broadband connection (see Figure 2.6, top chart), though many more share the benefits of highspeed Internet access, for instance, through a local area network (LAN), at work or at school. The world
leader for broadband is the Republic of Korea (Figure 2.6, lower chart), which is around three years ahead of
the global average in terms of converting Internet users to broadband. There, a critical mass was attained as
early as 2000, when prices fell below US$ 25 per month; from which point onwards take-off was rapid (see
Figure 2.6, bottom chart). Currently, over 93 per cent of Internet subscribers in Korea use broadband.
Around the world, there were around 63 million “broadband” subscribers at the start of 2003 compared with
1.13 billion fixed-line users and 1.16 billion mobile phone users. Broadband users enjoy a range of service
speeds from 256 kbit/s up to 100 Mbit/s. The number of subscribers is growing rapidly, with a 72 per cent
increase during 2002. Digital subscriber line (DSL) is currently the most commonly deployed platform,
followed by cable modems, Ethernet local area networks (LAN), fixed-wireless access, wireless LANs
(WLAN), satellite and other technologies. The overwhelming majority of today’s users are in the developed
world. However, even among the 30 member countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD), there remain large disparities, not only in service availability but also in terms of
quality of access and price per Mbit/s. In developing countries, as broadband becomes cheaper, and wireless
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technologies evolve, broadband adoption may help countries to “leapfrog” traditional telephony
technologies, as already has been proven in a number of development initiatives.
Chapter Seven: Case Study—How ITU’s Broadband Standards Improve Access to the Internet, starting on
page 57, provides a practical example of how ITU standards for broadband are improving access to the
Internet, in particular, using Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable modem technologies.
Figure 2.6: Broadband penetration
Broadband as percentage available to Internet users and penetration, by technology
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2.12

Telecommunication Sector Reform

A vast majority of countries worldwide have reformed, or are in the process of reforming, their
telecommunication sectors through the review and adoption of new legislation to adapt to the rapidly
changing communication environment. They have done so by opening some market segments, if not all, to
competition, allowing private participation, and establishing a national regulatory authority. As of mid-2003,
123 countries worldwide recognized the importance of establishing a regulatory authority to foster
competition in the information and communication (ICT) sectors in a fair and transparent fashion. As the
development of ICTs is making the convergence of different types of network platforms and services a
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reality, more and more countries are responding either by merging their telecommunication and broadcasting
regulatory authorities or improving coordination between various agencies involved in the ICT sector.
Additional functions and tasks are required from regulators as a result of convergence, liberalization and
market growth, including dispute resolution and consumer protection. At the same time, regional initiatives
are taking place worldwide to harmonize national ICT legislative frameworks and work together toward the
ultimate goal of providing universal access if not universal service to all citizens of the world.
This liberalization of telecommunication markets through the introduction of competition is also changing
the way countries approach universal access and service policies. This is due, in part, to the fact that services
are being provisioned at a more rapid pace, prices are falling and new and innovative services are being
introduced.
Today a robust national telecommunication infrastructure has become much more important than a platform
for voice: it is the fundamental underpinning layer of networked economies and information societies. As a
result, the development of advanced ICT networks is now a key policy objective for most governments
around the world. Not only are these networks seen as an important determinant of national competitiveness
in an increasingly globalized knowledge economy, they are also seen as offering new opportunities in areas
such as education, health and social advancement.
All policy makers and regulators, both established and new, are struggling to address changes resulting from
convergence of the information and communication (ICT) sectors. One result is a serious re-examination of
existing regulatory models and new approaches to convergence regulation. For example, the European
Union’s new telecommunication regulatory framework, adopted in March 2002, represents an attempt to
move away from technology-specific and service-specific legislation. It attempts to proactively address
convergence regulation issues by focusing more on market definitions related to competition law rather than
embedding technology-specific definitions in legislation. It will be an interesting model to watch evolve as it
is implemented by EU member states and tested by real-world issues.

2.13

Where Are We Heading?

Those familiar with the history of telecommunications know that predicting the future is notoriously
difficult: technologies take time to mature and business models take time to evolve. For example, Alexander
Graham Bell originally thought the telephone would be used for broadcasting. The reality is that it took over
thirty years to find the “killer application” for the telephone: person-to-person communications.
We also forget that history tends to repeat itself. The invention of the telegraph was perceived, in many
ways, as far more of a revolution than the Internet was during the last 10-15 years. Although it is hard to
believe now, it was a technology that gripped the imagination of the mid-19th century. That’s because for the
first time in history, a communication means was available that was divorced from physical transportation.
Exchanging messages suddenly took minutes instead of months. It was an invention that was described in the
same glowing terms as the Internet: it was the “annihilation of space and time”.10 And it had to be built from
scratch. While the Internet was essentially built on top of the global telephone network infrastructure, the
physical infrastructure for the telegraph was built from nothing. This required massive business investments
and there were a great number of technical and business failures along the way. One example is
demonstrated by the early days of submarine cables. According to one historian: “Of the 17,700 kilometers
of cable laid by 1861, only 4,800 worked and the rest were lost”. However, eventually the problems were
solved and 20 years later, about 150,000 kilometers of submarine telegraph cables were in place and
working.
Mobile communications and the Internet were the two major demand drivers for telecommunication services
in the last decade of the twentieth century. Combining the two—mobile Internet—and this may suggest the
major demand driver of the first decades of the twenty-first century. It is easy to envision a migration of
traditional PSTNs to combined mobile and IP-based networks, and the potential integration of
telecommunications, broadcasting, publishing and other media functions into these networks. This view
suggests a future in which past divisions between “vertical” network structures would progressively be
transformed into “horizontal” divisions between different network layers; in which everything ultimately
would be connected through mobile broadband ubiquitous networks.
_____________
1

http://www.cern.org
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_____________
2

See “The history of communications and its implications for the Internet” by Andrew Odlyzko, University of
Minnesota, at http://www.dtc.umn.edu/~odlyzko/doc/history.communications0.pdf.

3

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com13/ngn2004/working_definition.html

4

At the end of 2003, the ITU estimated that there were over 1.35 billion mobile subscribers worldwide, compared with
only 1.2 billion fixed-line users. A recent workshop examined the social and human considerations relating to the rapid
development of mobile technology. See http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/futuremobile/index.html.

5

For example, see http://www.epcglobalinc.org/.

6

http://www.rfidprivacy.org/agenda.php

7

http://www.privacyrights.org/ar/RFIDposition.htm

8

The WiMAX forum has detailed information on 802.16 at: http://wimaxforum.org/tech/tech.asp.

9

The ITU recently approved Sector Membership for the IEEE in its Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) which means
that the IEEE can be a direct contributor to standards and other documents developed by ITU-R.

10

See 2
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Chapter Three: Overview of ITU Activities Related to Internet-Protocol (IP)
Networks
3.1

Introduction

ITU's activities, policies and strategic direction are determined and shaped by the industry it serves; an
industry that is being shaped by the trends described in Chapter Two: Understanding Telecommunication
Network Trends (page 19).
Since support for IP-based technologies has emerged as a strategic element in the design, development and
use of many telecommunication networks, this has had a major impact on ITU’s work programmes in its
radiocommunication, telecom standardization and development focused-activities. For example, the growing
popularity of the Internet and other IP-based networks dramatically increased requirements for
telecommunications capacity and bandwidth, which has in turn driven much innovation in
telecommunication access and transport networks. Some examples include leveraging copper wire “lastmile” networks through digital subscriber line (“DSL”) technologies, re-architecturing of cable networks to
support IP services and advances in optical networking technologies. Another simple example is the
deployment of Voice over IP (VoIP) technology: for example using ITU-T H.323, the world’s most widely
deployed VoIP technology.
Accompanying this is an increased focus by ITU members on the regulatory and policy issues related to
convergence and international coordination issues arising out of this convergence, which includes IP-based
networks such as the Internet.
This chapter explores ITU activities as they relate to the Internet and IP-based networks. It starts with a
review of extracts from Resolutions and Decisions made by ITU bodies in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 and follows
this with a description of some of the more detailed ongoing or planned work item activities related to IPbased networks in Sections.

3.2

Extracts of Selected ITU Plenipotentiary Resolutions

The ITU Plenipotentiary conference, which meets every four years (the last time in 2002), has outlined the
role that ITU should play with respect to the Internet Protocol (IP)-based network, including the “Internet”.
This term is not used in ITU in isolation. ITU Resolutions refer to “Internet names and addresses”, “IP-based
networks” and “IP-based services”, where IP stands for “Internet Protocol”, a component of the TCP/IP set
of standards underpinning IP-based networks and services including the Internet. Particular reference can be
made to ITU Member State Resolutions in the Final Acts of the ITU Plenipotentiary Conference held in
Marrakesh in 2002.1
ITU Plenipotentiary Resolutions typically require regular reporting and review by “ITU Council”. The ITU
Council comprises a maximum of 25% of the total number of Member States, which are elected by the
Plenipotentiary Conference with due regard to the need for equitable distribution of Council seats among
five world regions (Americas, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, Africa, Asia, and Australasia). The current
Council is comprised of 46 Members.
The role of Council is to consider, in the interval between Plenipotentiary Conferences, broad
telecommunication policy issues to ensure that the Union's activities, policies and strategies fully respond to
today's dynamic, rapidly changing telecommunications environment. Council takes steps to facilitate the
implementation of the provisions of the ITU Constitution, the ITU Convention, the Administrative
Regulations (International Telecommunications Regulations and Radio Regulations), the decisions of
Plenipotentiary Conferences and, where appropriate, the decisions of other conferences and meetings of the
ITU. The next meeting of ITU Council is in June 2004.
As two examples, Annex 1: Council Reports on Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses
provides the reporting for the years 2001 (ITU Council 2002 (page 87)) and 2002 (ITU Council 2003 (page
95)) respectively, on ITU’s activities related to Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses
(Resolution 102, revised in Marrakesh 2002) and Role of Administrations of Member States in the
Management of Internationalized (Multilingual) Domain Names (Resolution 133 (Marrakesh 2002).
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3.2.1

ITU Plenipotentiary 1998 Resolution 101: Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks

“considering

a) that advances in the global information infrastructure, including the development of Internet
Protocol (IP)-based networks and especially the Internet, are an issue of crucial importance to the
future, as an important engine for growth in the world economy in the twenty-first century;
b) that the increased use of the Internet is replacing existing services and introducing new ones
based on its highly advanced technology: the utilization of e-mail has become commonplace, voice
over Internet is being developed rapidly;
c) that IP-based networks will continue to introduce dramatic changes in the way we acquire,
produce, circulate and consume information;
….
encourages
a)

ITU-T to continue its collaborative activities on IP-based networks with ISOC/IETF;

b)

all Sectors to consider their future work programmes on IP-based networks,

resolves
1
that ITU shall fully embrace the opportunities for telecommunication development that arise from the
growth of IP-based services;
….”
3.2.2

ITU Plenipotentiary 2002 Resolution 102: Management of Internet domain names and
addresses2
“Instructs the Secretary-General:
1
to take a significant role in international discussions and initiatives on the management of Internet
domain names and addresses, taking into account associated developments and the purposes of the Union;
2
to encourage all Member States to participate in the discussions on international management of
Internet domain names and addresses, so that worldwide representation in the debates can be ensured;
3
to liaise and to cooperate, in conjunction with the Bureaux, with the regional telecommunication
organizations pursuant to this resolution;
4
to provide assistance, in conjunction with the Bureaux, to Member States, if so requested, in order
to achieve their stated policy objectives with respect to the management of Internet domain names and
addresses;
Instructs the Director of TSB:
1
to continue to liaise and to cooperate with appropriate entities on relevant Internet domain name and
address management issues, such as the transition to IP Version 6 (IPv6), ENUM, and internationalized
domain names (IDN);
2
to work with Member States and Sector Members, recognizing the activities of other appropriate
entities, to review Member States' ccTLD and other related experiences;
3
to work with Member States and Sector Members, recognizing the activities of other appropriate
entities, to develop a recommendation to clarify the management of the domain ".int";
Instructs the Director of BDT:
1
to organize international and regional forums, in conjunction with appropriate entities, for the
period 2002-2006, to discuss policy, operational and technical issues on the Internet in general and the
management of Internet domain names and addresses in particular for the benefit of Member States,
especially for least developed countries;”
3.2.3

ITU Plenipotentiary 2002 Resolution 123: Bridging the standardization gap between
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developing and developed countries
“pursuing initiatives that assist in bridging the standardization gap between developing and developed
countries.”
3.2.4

ITU Plenipotentiary 2002 Resolution 130: Strengthening the role of ITU in information and
communication network security

“2) intensify work within existing ITU study groups in order to:
i)
reach a common understanding on the importance of information and communication network
security by studying standards on technologies, products and services with a view to developing
recommendations, as appropriate;
ii)
seek ways to enhance exchange of technical information in the field of information and
communication network security, and promote cooperation among appropriate entities;”
3.2.5

ITU Plenipotentiary 2002 Resolution 133: Role of administrations of Member States in the
management of internationalized (multilingual) domain names3

“1
to take an active part in all international discussions and initiatives on the management of Internet
domain names and addresses;
2
to take any necessary action to ensure the sovereignty of ITU Member States with regard to country
code numbering plans and addresses will be fully maintained, as enshrined in Recommendation E.164 of the
ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector, in whatever application they are used;
3
to promote effectively the role of Member States in the internationalization of domain names and
address of their respective languages;”

3.3

Other Related ITU Decisions, Resolutions and Declarations

3.3.1

ITU Council 2003 Decision to Develop IP Policy Manual

At its 5-16 May 2003 meeting, ITU Council discussed document C03/27 R1, which is the report by the
Secretary-General, the Director of BDT, and the Director of TSB, concerning activities related to
management of Internet domain names and addresses in accordance with ITU Plenipotentiary Resolutions
102 and 133.4 (see Summary Record of the Twelfth Plenary Session of Council 2003, 15 May 2003).5
Council unanimously endorsed the ITU report and expressed its full support for ITU's initiatives to date. It
further encouraged the efforts made by the Bureaux particularly in the areas of network security and
internationalized domain names. Council also endorsed a proposal made by several countries for ITU-T, in
collaboration with ITU-D, to develop an IP policy manual to advise Member States, especially developing
countries, on the management of Internet domain names and related issues.6
The responsibility of specific ITU-T Study Groups is defined in WTSA 2000 Resolution 2,7 as updated by
Telecommunication Standardization Advisory Group (TSAG).8 An overview of some of the ITU-T’s Study
Group IP-based networks activities is given in Sections 4.8 - 4.18.
3.3.2

World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA) 2000 Resolution 20:
Procedures for allocation and management of international numbering resources9
“noting

a)
that the procedures governing the allocation and management of international numbering and
addressing resources and related codes (e.g. new telephone ISDN country codes, telex destination codes,
signalling area/network codes, data country codes) are laid down in the relevant E-, F-, Q- and X-Series ITUT Recommendations;
b)
that the principles concerning future numbering and addressing plans to deal with emerging services
and relevant number allocation procedures to meet international telecommunication needs will be studied in
accordance with the ongoing work programme approved by this Conference for ITU-T Study Groups;
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c)
Articles 14 and 15 of the Convention concerning the activities of ITU-T Study Groups and the
responsibilities of the Director of the TSB, respectively,
considering
that the assignment of international numbering and addressing resources is a responsibility of the Director of
the TSB and the relevant Administrations,
instructs
1
the Director of the TSB before assigning, reassigning and/or reclaiming international numbering
and addressing resources, to consult:
i)

the Chairman of the relevant Study Group or if needed the Chairman's delegated representative; and

ii)

the relevant Administration(s); and/or

iii)
the applicant/assignee when direct communication with the TSB is required in order to perform its
responsibilities.
In the Director's deliberations and consultation the Director will consider the general principles for
numbering and addressing resource allocation, and the provisions of the relevant E-, F-, Q- and X-Series of
ITU-T Recommendations.
2
the relevant Study Groups to provide the Director of the TSB with advice on technical, functional
and operational aspects in the assignment, reassignment and/or reclamation of international numbering and
addressing resources in accordance with the relevant Recommendations, taking into account the results of
any ongoing studies.”
3.3.3

World Telecommunication Development Conference (WTDC) Istanbul Action Plan (IsAP)
Programme 3

On of the main purposes of this Programme as adopted by ITU Member States is “Access to the information
society should be one of the main goals of this Programme…”. The main tasks in this Programme in the
domain of Internet Protocol include:
•

Advise Member States in formulating relevant national and regional strategies and policies for the
use of Internet;

•

Organize workshops, meetings and seminars to address technical, legal and policy issues for Internet
Protocol;

•

Provide assistance to Member States in developing laws and model legislation for eservices/applications, prevention of cyber-crime, security, ethical issues and data privacy;

•

Develop Internet Protocol toolkits for policy makers;

•

Develop tools to facilitate the exchange of project information, best practices, technology and policy
issues on Internet Protocol, IT security, legal issues related to the areas of activity of this
Programme;

•

Assist in developing guidelines on the technology and policy aspects of Internet Protocol;

•

Enhance ICT literacy and building public awareness;

•

Promote public awareness and foster the use of the Internet.

3.3.4

Declarations of ITU Member States at IP Symposia

This activity is follow-up to the BDT’s implementation of ITU Plenipotentiary Conference 2002 Resolution
102 (see Section 3.2.2).
3.3.4.1 Kigali Declaration
•

We recommend that the development of information and communication technologies (ICTs),
including DNS management and IP address allocation, be considered at the highest political level
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including at national, sub-regional and Africa Union levels, in cooperation with ITU and other
appropriate entities.
•

We recommend that national policy makers and/or regulators pay particular and urgent attention to
the issue of allocation/assignment of Internet names and addresses. It was emphasized that the
Internet is a global resource.

•

We strongly recommend that the ITU engage itself in the establishment of an enabling international
framework that fully recognizes the sovereign and legitimate interests of all ITU Member States.
This includes, inter alia, the allocation and management of ccTLDs and the protection of country
names.

•

We recommend that the ITU organize a symposium as early as possible on the topic of establishment
of Internet Exchange (IX) points at national and regional levels to keep traffic local and thereby
reduce international traffic and related costs. The symposium should address related topics including
sharing of country experiences and the necessity of regional interconnection.

3.3.4.2 Moscow Declaration
•

For the consideration of national authorities, the ITU is requested to provide examples of best
practices and models of national organization structures and, if appropriate, model law frameworks
with regard to administration of country code Top Level Domains (ccTLDs).

•

The ITU is requested to provide assistance to ITU Member States, upon specific request, in the
repatriation of the management of their ccTLDs as well as to provide technical and policy assistance
concerning ccTLD management including dispute resolution considerations, the latter in partnership
with WIPO.

•

Recognizing the sovereign and legitimate interests of ITU Member States with regard to the
protection of their country names in the DNS, the ITU is requested to keep Member States appraised
of the current state of discussions concerning implementation of the WIPO recent recommendations
in this regard.

•

ITU is encouraged to enhance its training initiatives with regard to DNS and IP address management
and recommend best practices, including with regard to deployment of IPv6, in cooperation with
appropriate entities;

_____________
1

http://web.itu.int/itudoc/gs/plenipot/pp02/(pp2002).html

2

Full text at http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/resolutions/2002/res102.html

3

Full text at http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/resolutions/2002/resplen5.html

4

Reproduced in Annex 1 starting on page 87.

5

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=sitems&lang=e&parent=S03-CL-C-0094

6

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/special-projects/ip-policy/index.html

7

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/wtsa-res/

8

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/tsag/index.asp

9

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/wtsa-res/res20.html
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Chapter Four: Internet-Protocol Related Activities in the ITU
Telecommunication Standardization Sector
4.1

Introduction and Mission

The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)1 is one of the three Sectors of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) (see overview in Section 1.3). ITU-T was created on 1 March 1993 within
the framework of the "new" ITU, replacing the former International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT) whose origins go back to 1865.
The Telecommunication Standardization Bureau (TSB) is the executive arm of the Telecommunication
Standardization Sector, and is headed by a Director elected by ITU Member States. The current Director is
Houlin Zhao (China).
The ITU-T mission is to ensure an efficient and on-time production of high quality standards
(Recommendations) covering all fields of telecommunications except radio aspects.

4.2

Activities

Standardization work is carried out by 13 Study Groups, in which representatives of the ITU-T membership
develop Recommendations for the various fields of international telecommunications. The priority fields of
study currently include:
•

IP interworking and related matters

•

Network aspects of mobility

•

Network access technologies (xDSL)

•

Optical networking technologies

•

Tariff and accounting issues

•

Multimedia services and systems

ITU’s IP-related standards are being developed in cooperation with other standards development
organizations (SDOs) to add to the ITU’s long term expertise in telecommunications to the process of
developing new Internet standards and the evolution of old ones. For more details, see Annex 2: ITU-T
Cooperation with Standardization Development Organizations (SDOs), Forums and Consortia. For
example, a number of ITU-T IP-related standardization activities are done in cooperation with the Internet
Engineering Task Force (ÏETF). A common interest mapping of IETF Working Groups to ITU-T Study
Groups is available on the ITU-T Study Group 13 web site.2 ITU-T also conducts seminars and workshops
within its domains of competence. The ITU-T publishes news and public information on its activities,
including through a bi-monthly news flash that provides updates on its activities.3

4.3

Products

The main products of ITU-T are the Recommendations. At present, more than 2700 Recommendations
(Standards) are in force. Recommendations are standards that define how telecommunication networks
operate and interwork. ITU-T Recommendations are non-binding, however they are generally complied with
due to their high quality and because they guarantee the interconnectivity of networks and enable
telecommunication services to be provided on a worldwide scale. Other products include ITU-T Handbooks
and Supplements. All ITU-T Recommendations are published online4 and up to three Recommendations can
be downloaded electronically for free per year, per email address.

4.4

Structure

The ITU Telecommunication Standardization Study Groups (SG) and their Working Parties are at the core of
the standardization work. They study “Questions” and elaborate the Recommendations.
The Telecommunication Standardization Advisory Group (TSAG) reviews priorities, programmes,
operations, financial matters and strategies for the Sector, follows up on the accomplishment of the work
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programme, restructures and establishes ITU-T Study Groups, provides guidelines to the Study Groups,
advises the Director of TSB, elaborates A-series Recommendations on organization and working procedures.
The World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA), which takes place every four years,
defines general policy for the Sector, establishes the Study Groups and approves their work programme for
each study period of four years, as well as appointing the Study Group Chairmen and Vice-Chairmen.
The next World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA-04)5 will be held in Florianópolis,
Brazil from 5-14 October 2004. Immediately before WTSA-04, on Monday 4 October 2004, the ITU-T will
organize a one-day “Symposium on Cybersecurity".

4.5

Accelerated Working Methods

The ITU-T’s working methods have changed considerably, in response to changes in the telecommunications
sector and the requirements of ITU-T’s membership. For example, consider the approval process and time
delays for ITU-T Recommendations during the last 15 years:
•

Prior to 1988 approvals took place every four years.

•

From 1989 to 1993, the cycle was two years.

•

From 1993 to 1996, it took only 18 months to approve a Recommendation.

•

From 1997 to 2000, this was further shortened, to 9 months (5 months in exceptional circumstances).

•

From 2002 on, a new process permits approval in 4 weeks (best case), with an average of 8 weeks,
for technical Recommendations (vast majority of the work), while Recommendations that have a
regulatory implication (a minority) still take 9 months.

The ITU-T’s working methods are described in the A-series Recommendations, available at:
•

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=products&lang=e&parent=T-REC-A

and in Resolution 1 of the World Telecommunications Standardization Assembly (WTSA), available at:
•

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/wtsa/resolutions.html

A database of current work in ITU-T can be accessed at:
•

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/workprog/index.html

•

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/workprog/

and

4.6

Cost of Membership

The cost of becoming an ITU-T Sector Member is currently about US $25’000 per year. A limited
membership (Associate) costs approximately US $8’000 per year.
ITU membership fees are waived under certain circumstances subject to approval by ITU Council, its annual
governing body.

4.7

Brief Overview of ITU-T IP Networks and Internet related Activities

During last few years, there has been a large reorientation towards IP-related standardization and accelerated
procedures. A brief overview of some of the related activities is given for each relevant Study Group.

4.8

ITU-T Study Group 2

ITU-T Study Group 2 (SG2)6 is responsible for studies relating to:
•

principles of service provision, definition and operational requirements of service emulation;

•

numbering, naming, addressing requirements and resource assignment including criteria and
procedures for reservation and assignment;

•

routing and interworking requirements;
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•

human factors;

•

operational aspects of networks and associated
performance requirements including network
traffic management, quality of service (traffic
engineering, operational performance and
service measurements);

•

operational aspects of interworking between
traditional telecommunication networks and
evolving networks;

•

evaluation of feedback from operators,
manufacturing companies and users on different
aspects of network operation.

SG2 is the Lead Study Group on Service definition,
Numbering, Routing and Global Mobility. Some
specific examples of related responsibilities include:

Box 4.1: Inside a Study Group: examples of activities
Examples of some ongoing activities in ITU-T Study
Group 2
•

Workshops on Member States’ experiences with
ccTLDs (2003 & 2004) and IDN (latter scheduled
in 2004)

•

SG2 work on ENUM and “.int” (2004 and 2005)

•

SG2 Information Document 24: Implications for
numbering, naming and addressing of the
convergence of the Internet and the Telco
networks - ECC Report 26 (October 2003)

•

SG2 Information Document 23: DNS Root server
mirror service (September 2003)

•

Workshop to develop a Recommendation to
clarify the management of “.int” (15-16
September 2003), resulting in SG2 work on a
draft Recommendation

•

Regional ENUM and IDN Workshops (with
SPU) in Thailand (25-26 August 2003)

•

Circular 168: IP Policy Manual (June 2003)

•

SG2 Information Documents 21 and 22: The RIR
System and IPv6 Address Management (May
2003)

•

E.164 international numbering plan;

•

E.212 mobile (“IMSI”) codes;

•

ENUM: mapping between the Internet Domain
Name System (DNS) and the E.164 numbering
plan;

•

E.164 numbering resources for IP telephony
(e.g. UPT 878 code allocated for testing);

•

Circular 160: Questionnaire on Member States’
Experiences with ccTLDs (April 2003)

•

ITU-T Study Group for ongoing activities
related to management of Internet names and
addresses issues.

•

Workshop on Member States’ experiences with
ccTLDs (3-4 March 2003)

•

Circular
139:
Developments
regarding
Internationalized Domain Names (December
2002)

•

Circular 125: Developments with respect to
Management of Internet Domain Names and
Addresses (September 2002)

•

Circular 105: ENUM administration ad-interim
(June 2002)

•

SG2 Information Paper 17: Introduction to
Secure DNS (May 2002)

•

SG2 Information Paper 15: A policy look at IPv6:
Tutorial paper (April 2002)

•

TSAG/IANA correspondence on improvement of
cooperation process (June 2002-February 2003)

•

Tutorial Workshop on IPv6 (6 May 2002)

•

Tutorial Workshop on ENUM (8 February 2002)

•

SG2 Information Document 10: Global
implementation of ENUM: a tutorial paper
(February 2002)

•

SG2 Information Documents 1, 2, 3, and 4 on the
DNS (January 2002)

•

Circular 26: ENUM Awareness

•

Continuing work in SG2 on ENUM, resulting in
Supplements, draft Recommendations, and
interim procedures

4.9

ITU-T Study Group 3

ITU-T Study Group 3 (SG3)7 is responsible for studies
relating to:
•

•

tariff and accounting principles for international
telecommunication services and study of related
telecommunication economic and policy issues.
To this end, Study Group 3 shall in particular
foster
collaboration among its Members with a view
to the establishment of rates at levels as low as
possible consistent with an efficient service and
taking into account the necessity for
maintaining
independent
financial
administration of telecommunication on a
sound basis.

One of the most relevant of related SG3 activities is
Recommendation D.50 regarding Internet traffic
exchange or so-called "peering" or transit arrangements
between Internet service providers and Internet
backbone providers which is needed in order for the
ISPs to obtain global Internet connectivity for users of
the Internet. This system works well in most
industrialized countries, but for developing countries
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the issue of access to the Internet remains costly and is often suffering from lack of bandwidth and capacity.
A special Rapporteurs Group which deals with ITU Recommendation D.50 about international Internet
connections (IIC) regarding transit or exchange of traffic on the international Internet backbone networks is
continuing the discussions, particularly with regard to revision, if any, of ITU-T Recommendation D.50.8

4.10

ITU-T Study Group 4

ITU-T Study Group 4 (SG4)9 is responsible for studies relating to:
•

the management of telecommunication services, networks,
telecommunication management network (TMN) framework.

•

Also responsible for other telecommunication management studies relating to designations,
transport-related operations procedures, and test and measurement techniques and instrumentation.

and

equipment

using

the

SG4 is ITU’s Lead Study Group on TMN. Some examples of recent activities related to IP-based networks
include:
•

developing framework for unified management of integrated circuit-switched and packet-based
networks (with initial emphasis on IP-based networks);

•

active in IMT-2000 3rd generation mobile and beyond network management for service provisioning
and security.

4.11

ITU-T Study Group 9

ITU-T Study Group 4 (SG9)10 prepares and maintains Recommendations on:
•

Use of cable and hybrid networks, primarily designed for television and sound programme delivery
to the home, as integrated broadband networks to also carry voice or other time critical services,
video on demand, interactive services, etc.

•

Use of telecommunication systems for contribution, primary distribution and secondary distribution
of television, sound programmes and similar data services.

SG9 is ITU-T’s Lead Study Group on integrated broadband cable and television networks. Some examples
of recent activities related to IP-based networks include:
•

“IPCablecom” project11 specifies architecture and protocols for delivery of time-critical IP-based
interactive services over cable television networks;

•

J.122, J.112, and J.83 Recommendations define
networks using cable modems;

•

J.120, defining a transmission protocol and configuration for distribution of sound and television
programs (webcasting) over IP networks.

provisioning of IP-based services over cable

A description of cable modems and the related ITU-T Recommendations is given in Chapter Seven: Case
Study—How ITU’s Broadband Standards Improve Access to the Internet starting on page 57.

4.12

ITU-T Study Group 11

ITU-T Study Group 11 (SG11)12 is responsible for studies relating to:
•

signalling requirements and protocols for Internet Protocol (IP) related functions, some mobility
related functions, multimedia functions and enhancements to existing Recommendations on access
and internetwork signalling protocols of ATM, N-ISDN and PSTN.

SG11 is the Lead Study Group on intelligent networks. Some examples of recent activities related to IPbased networks include:
•

Standardized signalling for IP and advanced network applications, Intelligent Networks (“IN”)

•

Signalling support of mobility services (e.g., IMT-2000)

•

IP related signalling (e.g., bearer independent call control (BICC: Q.1901)
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•

Signalling transport over IP and Interactions between IN and IP-based networks

•

Use of SIP for user access and network-to-network interfacing

•

Interworking between Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Bearer Independent Call Control
Protocol or ISDN User Part

4.13

ITU-T Study Group 12

ITU-T Study Group 12 (SG12)13 is responsible for:
•

guidance on the end-to-end transmission performance of networks, terminals and their interactions,
in relation to the perceived quality and acceptance by users of text, speech, and image applications.
This work includes the related transmission implications of all networks (e.g., those based on PDH,
SDH, ATM and IP) and all telecommunications terminals (e.g., handset, hands-free, headset, mobile,
audiovisual, and interactive voice response).

SG12 is the ITU-T Lead Study Group on Quality of Service and performance
•

As Lead ITU-T Study Group on Quality-of-Service (QoS) and Performance, Study Group 12
provides leadership for the ITU-T in dealing with QOS-related issues. Internal to the ITU-T, this
leadership involves providing a roadmap for QOS activities that can be used to identify and resolve
QoS-related issues across Study Groups. External to the ITU-T, this leadership involves active
communication with other organisations, with a goal of improving the visibility of ITU-T expertise
in QoS and more effectively leveraging this expertise in specifications being developed elsewhere in
the industry.

Some examples of recent activities related to IP-based networks include:
•

End-to-end transmission performance of networks

•

Transmission requirements for IP gateways and terminals

•

Voiceband services via IP networks

•

Perceptual appreciation of quality of speech

•

QoS issues related to IP networks (e.g. G.1010)

•

Multimedia QoS/performance

•

In-service non-intrusive assessment of VoIP

4.14

ITU-T Study Group 13

ITU-T Study Group 13 (SG13)14 is responsible for studies relating to:
•

internetworking of heterogeneous networks encompassing multiple domains, multiple protocols and
innovative technologies with a goal to deliver high-quality, reliable networking. Specific aspects are
architecture, interworking and adaptation, end-to-end considerations, routing and requirements for
transport.

The mission of Study Group 13 is:15
•

To provide a focal point in ITU for technology-independent network architecture and long-term
evolution studies, including IPnetwork studies, through development of the necessary frameworks
and architectures, coordination with the various related studies in the other ITU study groups and
collaboration with other standards bodies.

•

To help ITU-T continue to respond to the changes to studies and priorities necessary to integrate
traditional telecommunication networks with IP-based networks in order to provide full integration
of services and applications to end users. Also, to give network providers the tools and information
to support the market-driven changes to the telecommunication industry.

•

To conduct IP-related studies focusing on network architecture, network capabilities, network
evolution, service and performance aspects, and access arrangements to achieve interoperability in
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the multi-vendor and multi-network-operator environments. These studies will be performed in
cooperation with other study groups and other standards bodies. Particular areas of study key to this
evolution are IP-based network architectures, IP-based network performance, IP transfer
capabilities, IP-VPN (virtual private network) services, IP-based network resource management and
access arrangements.
•

To conduct the remaining studies in the area of B-ISDN resource management, performance and the
ATM Layer and its adaptation and interworking.

•

To encourage harmonization of IP-related and GII studies across the ITU-T study groups through the
evolution and further development of the ITU-T IP and GII projects.

•

To collaborate with other standardization bodies in identifying gaps in the standardization
programmes concerning IP networking and to develop proposals and Recommendations to advance
the necessary work.

SG13 is the ITU-T Lead Study Group for IP related matters, B-ISDN, Global Information Infrastructure and
satellite matters. Some examples of recent activities related to IP-based networks include:
•

Y.801: Relationships among ISDN, Internet protocol, and GII performance recommendations

•

Y.1001: IP Framework - A framework for convergence of telecommunications network and IP
network technologies

•

Y.1221: Traffic control and congestion control in IP-based networks

•

Y.1231: IP Access Network Architecture

•

Y.1241: Support of IP-based services using IP transfer capabilities

•

Y.1242: Circuit Multiplication Equipment optimized for IP-based networks

•

Y.1261: Service requirements and architecture for voice services over Multi-Protocol Label
Switching

•

Y.1281: Mobile IP over MPLS

•

Y.1310: Transport of IP over ATM in public networks

•

Y.1311.1: Network-based IP VPN over MPLS architecture

•

Y.1321: IP over SDH using LAPS

•

Y.1401: General requirements for interworking with Internet protocol (IP)-based networks

•

Y.1402: General arrangements for interworking between Public Data Networks and the Internet

•

Y.1411: ATM-MPLS network interworking - Cell mode user plane interworking

•

Y.1412: ATM-MPLS network interworking - Frame mode user plane interworking

•

Y.1501: Relationships among ISDN, Internet protocol, and GII performance recommendations

•

Y.1540: Internet protocol data communication service - IP packet transfer and availability
performance parameters

•

Y.1541: Network performance objectives for IP-based services

•

Y.1560: Parameters for TCP connection performance in the presence of middleboxes

•

Y.1704.2: Distributed Call and Connection Management: Signalling mechanism using GMPLS
RSVP-TE

•

Y.1704.3: Distributed Call and Connection Management: Signalling mechanisms using GMPLS CRLDP

•

Y.1710: Requirements for OAM functionality for MPLS networks

•

Y.1711: Operation & Maintenance mechanism for MPLS networks
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•

Y.1712: OAM functionality for ATM-MPLS interworking

•

Y.1713: Misbranching detection for MPLS networks

•

Y.1720: Protection switching for MPLS networks

4.15

ITU-T Study Group 15

ITU-T Study Group 15 (SG15)16 is the focal point in ITU-T for studies on optical and other transport
networks, systems and equipment. This encompasses the development of transmission layer related standards
for the access, metropolitan and long haul sections of communication networks.
Particular emphasis is given to global standards providing for a high-capacity (Terabit) optical transport
network (OTN) infrastructure, and for high-speed (multi-Megabit) network access. This also includes related
work on modelling for network management, technology-specific transport network architectures and layer
interworking. Special consideration is being given to the changing telecommunication environment towards
IP-type networks.
Topics covered include routing, switching, interfaces, multiplexers, cross-connect, add/drop multiplexers,
amplifiers, repeaters, regenerators, network protection switching and restoration, gateway equipment, and
network signal processing. Many of these topics are addressed for various transport technologies, such as
metallic and optical fibre cables, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), optical transport network
(OTN), synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH), asynchronous transfer mode (ATM), and plesiochronous
digital hierarchy (PDH). In its work, Study Group 15 takes into account related activities in other ITU study
groups, standards organizations, forums and consortia, and collaborate with them to avoid duplication of
effort and identify any gaps in the development of global standards.
SG15 is the Lead Study Group on Access Network Transport and related to the Optical Networking
technologies.
SG15 is extremely active in standardizing high-speed Internet access over copper wire loops using Digital
Subscriber Line (DSL) technologies. A description of this technology and the related ITU-T
Recommendations is given in Chapter Seven: Case Study—How ITU’s Broadband Standards Improve
Access to the Internet starting on page 57.
SG15 is also active in standardizing optical access networks for delivery of broadband IP-based services,
including fibre to the home and SMEs, and optical transport of Internet packets such as IP over Wavelength
Division Multiplexing (WDM), Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM), and Coarse
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (CWDM).

4.16

ITU-T Study Group 16

ITU-T Study Group 16 (SG16)17 is responsible for studies relating to multimedia service definition and
multimedia systems, including the associated terminals (including facsimile terminals), modems, protocols
and signal processing. SG16 is the Lead Study Group on multimedia services and systems (e.g., includes
VoIP).
SG16 works on the following items:
•

definition of a framework and roadmaps for the harmonized and coordinated development of
multimedia communication standardization to provide guidance across all ITU-T and ITU-R study
groups, and in close cooperation with other regional and international SDOs and industry forums;
these studies will include mobility, IP and interactive broadcasting aspects;

•

development and maintenance of a database of existing and planned multimedia standards;

•

definition of multimedia architectures;

•

operation of multimedia systems and services, including interoperability;

•

protocols for multimedia systems and services including facsimile communication;

•

media coding and signal processing;

•

multimedia terminals including facsimile terminals;
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•

QoS and end-to-end performance in multimedia systems;

•

security of multimedia systems and services;

•

accessibility to multimedia systems and services;

•

e-commerce and e-business.

Some examples of SG16’s standardization work include:
•

standards for IP telephony (e.g., H.323 series)

•

modems (e.g., V.90, V.92)

•

audio and video codecs (e.g., G.723.1 and G.729 series, H.260 series)

•

H.248 “media-gateway” series for interworking between IP networks & PSTN

•

H.264: advanced new video coding

•

Emergency services

•

Wideband voice codecs

SG16 is responsible for the H.323 series of Recommendations. ITU-T H.323 is the world’s most widely
deployed Voice over IP (VoIP) technology.
Box 4.2: ITU advanced video standard opens new opportunities

ITU has been working on technical specifications for combined Internet and mobile networks, such as the ITU’s 3G
IMT-2000 initiative, for over a decade.
Currently there’s lots of interest in next generation multimedia standards for streaming media, particularly for a
new generation of advanced mobile devices. One of the most promising standards to emerge is the new highperformance video encoding/decoding standard ITU-T H.264: Advanced Video Coding for Generic Audiovisual
Services, produced by ITU-T Study Group 16. H.264 is the result of work by the Joint Video Team (JVT) which
combined the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Group (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group
(MPEG).
The new standard is likely to find use in a wide variety of applications from mobile phones to High Definition TV
and is destined to revolutionize video picture quality over networks such as the Internet, 3G Wireless and the
PSTN. The new standard uses significant less bandwidth for the same quality as MPEG-2 (e.g., as used on DVD
players).
Earlier this year, the International Multimedia Telecommunications Consortium (IMTC) advocated the approval of
a royalty-free baseline profile for H.264 to "enable industry to bring an open, internationally standardized video
codec to market quickly, without time-consuming and fractious licensing negotiations." There's also an open source
H.264 project on SourceForge.net.
Further information can be found on the ITU web site.18

4.17

ITU-T Study Group 17

ITU-T Study Group 17 (SG17)19 takes the primary role for developing Recommendations in the following
areas:
•

packet and frame relay, including interworking cases for data communications;

•

directory services and systems (F.500- and X.500-series);

•

security, including frameworks, mechanisms and protocols (X.800-series);

•

abstract syntax notation one (ASN.1) (X.680/X.690-series);

•

languages and description techniques (Z-series);

and for ongoing maintenance of Recommendations in the following areas:
•

open systems interconnection (OSI) (X.200-, X.600-series, etc.);
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•

open distributed processing (ODP) (X.900-series).

In addition, SG17 is the ITU-T Lead Study Group for:
•

frame relay;

•

communication system security,

•

languages and description techniques.

Some examples of SG17’s ongoing or planned standardization work include:
•

X.509; reference standard for authentication services using asymmetric cryptography and Public Key
Infrastructure (“PKI”) services, which is widely used in digital signature technologies and for Ecommerce on IP-based networks

•

X.85/Y.1321: IP over Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) Networks

•

New versions of frame relay standards offering improved support for IP networks

•

X.842: Information technology - Security techniques - Guidelines on the use and management of
trusted third party services

•

X.843: Information technology - Security techniques - Specification of TTP services to support the
application of digital signatures

•

Security related activities with new work items started in:
o

Security management

o

Telebiometrics

o

Mobile security

Over seventy ITU-T Recommendations focusing on security have been published, and the work includes
studies on security from network attacks, theft or denial of service, theft of identity and security for
emergency telecommunication. The ITU-T has recently released a manual on Security in
Telecommunications and Information Technology which can be downloaded from the ITU web site.20 For an
overview of SG17’s security activities, see http://ww.itu.int/itu-t/studygroups/com17/cssecurity.html.
Immediately before the next World Telecommunication Standardization Assembly (WTSA-04)21 in
Florianópolis, Brazil, from 5-14 October 2004. WTSA-04, the ITU-T will organize a one-day “Symposium
on Cybersecurity".

4.18

Special Study Group IMT

This Study Group has the primary responsibility within ITU-T for overall network aspects of what are
generally known as third-generation (3G) mobile systems developed under the aegis of ITU’s International
Mobile Telecommunications banner (IMT-2000). For a description of IMT-2000, see Section 2.3 3G
Systems or IMT-2000 on page 20). This Special Study Group IMT is responsible for:
•

Developing a work plan for ITU-T activities on IMT-2000 systems and beyond, to ensure that this
work is progressed effectively and efficiently with organizations external to ITU and internally with
ITU-R and ITU-D, as appropriate;

•

Providing a migration path regarding network aspects and mobility from existing IMT-2000 systems
towards systems beyond IMT-2000;

•

Enhancing an overview road map (Supplement to ITU-T Q.1701) on network aspects and mobility
of existing IMT-2000 systems specified by ITU-T and external organizations (e.g., Standards
Development Organizations (SDOs), Partnership Projects (PPs), IETF, and relevant external forums,
etc.);

•

Providing interworking functions as needed and if not provided by other organizations, to allow for
global mobility between existing IMT-2000 systems specified by external organizations.
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The second point above includes the development of a long term common IP-based network architecture as
applicable to IMT-2000. The fourth point above, considering the ongoing evolutionary directions of network
infrastructure, includes near term IP-based internetworking.
In addition, this Special Study Group will study:
•

Harmonization of different IMT-2000 Family member standards as they evolve beyond IMT-2000 as
much as possible in cooperation with relevant bodies.

•

Evolution of network aspects of IMT-2000 from the existing fixed network by utilizing the IMT2000 radio transmission technologies as fixed wireless access.

•

Network aspects of the convergence of fixed and wireless networks and ultimately migration to
interoperable and harmonized network architectures to provide services transparently to users across
different access arrangements.

•

Assessment of the need for, and standardization of, IMT-2000 interfaces to provide multi-vendor
advantages for operators, if not provided by external organizations.

This Special Study Group is the Lead Study Group for “IMT-2000 and Beyond” and for mobility within
ITU-T, and collaborates with ITU-R Working Party 8F on the radio aspects of the terrestrial elements, and
with ITU-R Working Party 8D for satellite elements.

4.19

MoU on Electronic Business

The ITU-T is also party to a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on Electronic Business with the
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the United
Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN/ECE), which specifies a framework of cooperation and
collaboration between international standardization organizations in the field of electronic business. For
example, the group is active in standards work related to XML and E-business.
_____________
1

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/

2

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com13/index.asp

3

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/news/index.html

4

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/publications/recs.html

5

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/wtsa-04/index.asp

6

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com02/index.asp

7

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com03/index.asp

8

See
http://europa.eu.int/information_society/topics/ecomm/all_about/international_aspects/main_areas_work/itu/index_en.h
tm
9

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com04/index.asp

10

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com09/index.asp

11

See http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/com9/ipcable/ipcable_ww9.doc for a description and status of related
Recommendations.

12

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com11/index.asp

13

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com12/index.asp

14

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com13/index.asp

15

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/wtsa-res/res2upda_ww9.doc

16

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com15/index.asp

17

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com16/index.asp
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_____________
18

See http://www.itu.int/newsarchive/press_releases/2002/37.html and
http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/newslog/categories/standards/2003/08/21.html#a150

19

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com17/index.asp

20

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/edh/files/security-manual.pdf

21

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/wtsa-04/index.asp
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Chapter Five: Internet-Protocol (IP) Related Activities in the ITU
Telecommunication Development Sector
5.1

Introduction

The mission of the Telecommunication Development Sector (ITU-D) aims at achieving the Sector's
objectives based on the right to communicate of all inhabitants of the planet through access to infrastructure
and information and communication services. In this regard, the ITU-D’s mission is to:
•

Assist developing countries in the field of information and communication technologies (ICTs), in
facilitating the mobilization of technical, human and financial resources needed for their
implementation, as well as in promoting access to ICTs.

•

Promote the extension of the benefits of ICTs to all the world’s inhabitants.

•

Promote and participate in actions that contribute towards narrowing the digital divide.

•

Develop and manage programmes that facilitate information flow geared to the needs of developing
countries, with a focus on those with special needs, including the disabled and disadvantaged.

•

This mission should complement that of other organizations and entities seeking to improve access
to communication technologies and services in the developing world.

•

The mission encompasses ITU’s dual responsibility as a United Nations specialized agency and an
executing agency for implementing projects under the United Nations development system or other
funding arrangements.

The Telecommunication Development Bureau (BDT) is the executive arm of the ITU Telecommunication
Development Sector (ITU-D), and is headed by a Director elected by ITU Member States. The current
Director is Hamadoun Touré (Mali). The BDT’s duties and responsibilities cover a variety of functions
ranging from programme supervision and technical advice to the collection, processing and publication of
information relevant to telecommunication development. It works closely with ITU’s 11 regional and area
offices around the world.
The ITU's Telecommunication Development Bureau has well-established programmes of activities to
facilitate connectivity and access, foster policy, regulatory and network readiness, expand human capacity
through training programmes, formulate financing strategies and e-enable enterprises in developing
countries. The BDT’s current mandate is set forth in the final report of the World Telecommunication
Development Conference (WTDC-02) held in Istanbul, Turkey, in March 2002 which was attended by 1152
delegates representing 152 ITU Member States.1 This conference resulted in what is called the Istanbul
Action Plan (ISAP), of which an overview is given below in .

5.2

Cost of Membership

The cost of becoming an ITU-D Sector Member is currently about US $6’000 per year.
membership (Associate) costs approximately US $2’400 per year.2

A limited

ITU membership fees are waived under certain circumstances subject to approval by ITU Council, its annual
governing body.

5.3

The Istanbul Action Plan (ISAP)

The Istanbul Action Plan charts a course for developing countries to transform the digital divide into digital
opportunities. Bridging the digital divide means providing access to telecommunications and information
and communication technologies (ICTs) and promoting their use so that all segments of society can harness
the opportunities of the information society. Digital opportunities not only serve as an engine for economic
growth, they enable social, educational and medical progress. These goals hinge upon the rollout of ICT
networks and services.
The Istanbul Action Plan is a comprehensive package that will enable developing countries to promote the
equitable and sustainable deployment of affordable ICT networks and services. The core of the Istanbul
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Action Plan is a series of six programmes to be implemented by the Telecommunication Development
Bureau (BDT) focusing on regulatory reform, new technologies, e-strategies and e-services/applications,
economics and finance, human capacity building and special assistance to least developed countries.
The six programmes are as follows:
•

the Regulatory Reform programme focuses on practical tools and resources for regulatory bodies
to engage in reform the most effectively to meet their national ICT development, access and use
goals, creating safe investment opportunities and ensuring universal access to ICTs;

•

the Technologies and Telecommunication Network Development programme assists developing
countries in the migration to new-generation technologies, including mobile, broadcasting, spectrum
management, Internet protocol and multimedia to maximize utilization of appropriate new
technologies in the development of ICT networks;

•

the e-strategies and e-services/applications programme fosters the implementation of value-added
applications and Internet protocol (networks and applications) in government, health, education,
business, agriculture and other sectors, extending the social and economic benefits of ICTs to all
segments of society;

•

the Economics and Finance including Cost and Tariff programme assists developing countries to
ready themselves in a competitive environment where the focus has shifted from state funding of
infrastructure and services to private sector investment, developing guidelines on economic analysis,
financing policies and strategies that encourage lower costs for end users;

•

the Human Capacity Building programme assists developing countries to strengthen their human,
institutional and organizational capacity through human resource management and development,
expanding its reach to include the very policy-makers and regulators that are at the cutting edge of
designing and implementing policies to increase access and use of ICTs;

•

the Special Programme for the least developed countries (LDCs) aimed at integrating LDCs into
the world economy through telecommunication development and its ability to positively impact the
delivery of assistance to LDCs.

5.4

Brief Overview of ITU-D IP Networks and Internet related Activities

During last few years, and particularly since the Istanbul Action Plan, the ITU-D has increased its activities
related to IP networks and the Internet. Some specific examples of ongoing or planned ITU-D activities
include:
•

Regional Internet Protocol Symposium for Americas Region (2005)

•

Regional Internet Protocol Symposium for Arab region (2004)

•

Development of IP Policy Manual in collaboration with TSB (2004)

•

ICT Policy For Cameroon (2004)

•

Regional Internet Protocol Symposium for Eastern Europe CIS and Baltic States (Russian
Federation, September 2003)

•

Regional Internet Protocol Symposium for Africa (Rwanda, July 2003)

•

South-South Cooperation and Cost-effective Access to the Internet in Africa (Cameroon, 15-17 July
2003)

•

ICT Policy For Congo Republic (2003)

•

ITU Symposium: African ICT Roadmap to Achieve NEPAD Objectives (Arusha, 1-3 April 2003)

•

The Group of Experts on IP Telephony has published The Essential Report on IP Telephony (2003).3

•

ICT Policy for Mauritania (2002)
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•

BDT projects using advanced security and trust technologies based on Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) including biometric authentication, smart cards, ITU-T X.509 digital certificates and digital
signature techniques have been deployed and are operational in Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Cote
d’Ivoire, Cambodia, Georgia, Peru, Senegal, Paraguay and Turkey

•

IP Networking and IPv6 for Engineers working in PTOs in the framework of the Centre of
Excellence (Mauritania, 19-23 May 2002);

•

IP Technologies and Applications for Arab region (Tunisia, 17-19 June 2002);

•

Sub-regional seminar on Internet and IP telephony Guatemala, (Nov. 2002)

•

ITU/Pacific Islands Telecommunications Association (PITA) joint workshop on regional Internet
issues in the Pacific, Australia, (Oct. 2001)

•

Sub-regional workshop on Internet and IP telephony, Lima, Peru, (July 2001)

•

Regulatory Reform Unit (RRU)4 focuses on telecom sector regulatory reform and publishes an
annual report on “Trends in Telecommunication Reform”.

•

RRU organizes annual “Gobal Symposium for Regulators (GSR)” allowing the world’s policy
makers and regulators to share their different experiences and how they have best fostered the
deployment of ICTs.

•

Country case studies on effective regulation and sharing mechanisms between ITU Member States
for information and models with regard to independence and operation of regulatory agencies

•

Internet case studies on how countries have fostered deployment of IP-based networks 5

•

Several national workshops and seminars addressing technology strategies for e-security organized
in a number of countries (e.g., Azerbaijan, Cameroon, Chile (for Mercusor States), Mongolia,
Pakistan, Paraguay and Uzbekistan.

•

With collaboration of UNCITRAL, ITU has provided assistance to the following countries in the
elaboration of model legislation covering areas such as electronic commerce, data protection, online
transactions, digital certification, authentication, and encryption: ASETA Member States (Bolivia,
Columbia, Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela), Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, Mauritania and Mongolia.

•

Source of well-known telecommunication indicators reports and databases (used by World
Economic Forum, World Bank, others)6 and the creation of a new Digital Access Index (DAI) to
measure effectiveness of ICT adoption

•

Internet Training Centres Initiative for Developing Countries (described in Chapter Eight: Case
Study—How ITU’s Internet Training Centre Initiatives Provide Capacity Building in Developing
Countries on page 69)

The ITU-D also has 2 Study Groups considering “Questions” related to Internet Protocol networks:
•

19/1: Implementation of IP telephony in developing countries

•

12-1/2: Examination of broadband communications over traditional copper wires, taking into
account certain aspects of technologies, systems and applications

•

19/2: Strategy for migration from circuit-switched networks to packet-switched networks

•

20/2: Examination of access technologies for broadband communications

_____________
1

http://www.itu.int/itu-d/isap/WTDC-02FinalReport/

2

For further information on becoming an ITU-D Sector Member, see http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/membership/.

3

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/e-strategy/publications-articles/pdf/IP-tel_report.pdf

4

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/treg/
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_____________
5

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/treg/Case_Studies/ and http://www.itu.int/spu/

6

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/
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Chapter Six: Internet-Protocol (IP) Related Activities in the ITU Strategy and
Policy Unit
6.1

Introduction

The ITU Strategy and Policy Unit (SPU)1 can be described as an internal ITU “think-tank”, carrying out
forward-looking research and analysis of the rapidly changing telecommunications environment. SPU has
two core missions:
•

to assist ITU’s management, particularly the Secretary-General, to fulfill the responsibilities outlined
in the Constitution and Convention;

•

to assist ITU Member States and Sector Members, in both developed and developing economies, to
understand and share technology, policy and regulatory experiences across a wide spectrum of
government ministries, policy-makers and regulators, industry players, researchers and technical
specialists, in order to make informed decisions on emerging technology, policy and regulatory
issues.

Some of the Unit’s research and analysis and publication activities are carried out in support of programme
activities (e.g. New Initiatives programme, TELECOM Forum, WSIS), whilst others are carried out in
response to specific requests from Council (e.g. implementing Council and PP Resolutions, or staffing
Council Working Groups or WTPFs2). All of the unit’s activities are carried out in close cooperation with
the Sector Bureaux and the ITU membership.
SPU has a small multidisciplinary staff with backgrounds in technology, business, economics, regulation and
law. The working style is organized around projects and collaborative teamwork. SPU maintains extensive
contacts with internal sector specialists from the Bureaux, government policy-makers and regulators,
academics and the business sector. The Unit currently has two associate officer positions, fully funded by
individual Member States under voluntary contributions, and an informal non-remunerated programme for
visiting scholars, academics and young professional interns.
The SPU has focused on a range of topics that cut across the core activities of the three Sectors, including
network security, competition policy, 3G licensing, policies for promoting broadband, Internet resource
management and IP Telephony (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3).
The SPU publishes regular articles in ITU News (including the Strategy and Policy updates series). It
publishes reports and CD-ROMs and maintains an extensive website with many articles, case studies, and
resource materials as well as news feeds on ICT issues of high topical interest (e.g., broadband, VOIP,
SPAM, security, etc.).3 In addition, an electronic newsletter service disseminates the SPU’s activities both
internally and externally, as well as providing an independent source of information with a global
perspective.
In 1999, the ITU Council endorsed a series of new initiatives for the Union with the objectives of identifying
emerging trends in the telecommunication environment, analysing their implications for ITU and its
membership, preparing position papers and reports on issues of a strategic nature, and promoting the growth
and expansion of the Internet and the Information Society. The New Initiatives Programme, which is
managed by the ITU Strategy and Policy Unit (SPU), includes workshops, telecommunication studies,
Internet policy activities and a regular research and publications programme.

6.2

Workshops

The principle goal of SPU workshops is to advise the ITU Secretary-General, in an informal manner, on new
topics of a regulatory, policy or other nature that are of high current interest. Topics are principally selected
and prioritized by ITU Member States and Sector Members. These workshops, which are reported on
annually to the ITU Council, often cut across the work of the ITU Sectors and are conducted with a view to
possible inclusion in the regular work programme of the Union.
The output of these workshops can be useful for policy-makers and regulatory agencies which are faced with
new policy and regulatory challenges - particularly in developing countries. In preparation for each
workshop, a background briefing paper and a series of country case studies are prepared, all of which are
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freely available on the SPU web site. A background resources website is also created and a list of issues is
prepared for discussion at the workshop. The output of each workshop typically takes the form of a
chairman’s report.
Topics of workshops organized or planned since 1999 include:
•

Summer 2004 (Geneva): Countering SPAM4

•

March 2004 (Seoul): Shaping the Future Mobile Information Society5 (see Box 6.1 below)

•

February 2004 (Geneva): Workshop on Internet Governance6

•

February 2004 (Geneva): Radio Spectrum Management for a Converging World7

•

April 2003 (Geneva): Promoting Broadband8

•

February 2003 (Geneva): Visions of the Information Society9

•

November 2002 (Geneva): Competition Policy in Telecommunications10

•

May 2002 (Seoul): Creating Trust in Critical Network Infrastructures11

•

April 2002 (Geneva): Improving IP Connectivity in Least Developed Countries12

•

December 2001 (Geneva): Multilingual Domain Names: Joint ITU/WIPO Symposium 13

•

November 2001 (Bangkok): The Internet in South East Asia14

•

September 2001 (Geneva): Licensing Policy for 3rd Generation Mobile15

•

May 2001 (Geneva): Regulatory Implications of Broadband16

•

March 2001 (Geneva): World Telecommunication Policy Forum: IP Telephony17

•

September 2000 (Geneva): Fixed-Mobile Interconnection18

•

June 2000 (Geneva): IP Telephony19

•

December 1999 (Geneva): Electronic Signatures and Certification Authorities20

6.3

Publications and Reports

The SPU each year published a number of widely-cited publications, reports and databases that are likely to
prove useful to policy-makers, regulators as well as industries and analysts in the sector.
For example, the latest report, “Birth of Broadband” was the fifth in the series of “ITU Internet Reports”,
originally launched in 1997. This edition was specially prepared for the ITU TELECOM World 2003 Event,
held in Geneva from 12 to 18 October 2003. As one of the ‘hot topics’ of the telecommunication industry in
2003, broadband was one of the highlights of last year’s show. The new report examines the emergence of
high-speed, dedicated Internet connections that will greatly expand the world’s access to information.
Broadband will also facilitate the long-expected convergence of three previously distinct technologies:
computing, communications and broadcasting (an extract of the report concerning ITU technologies is in
Chapter Seven: Case Study—How ITU’s Broadband Standards Improve Access to the Internet starting on
page 57).
Other past report and publications include:
•

ITU Internet Reports 2002: "Internet for a Mobile Generation"21

•

ITU Internet Reports 2001: IP Telephony22

•

World Telecommunication Policy Forum (2001) - IP Telephony Country case studies23

•

IP Telephony Workshop (2000) - Background paper24

•

Multilingual Domain Names25

•

Internet Diffusion in South-East Asia26

•

Challenges to the Network: Internet for Development 199927
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•

Challenges to the Network: Telecommunications and the Internet 199728

•

Competition Policy in Telecommunications29

•

Creating trust in critical network infrastructures30

A new Internet report entitled “Portable Internet” is under preparation for release at ITU TELECOM ASIA
2004 in Busan, Republic of Korea, in September 2004. This report will focus on the potential impact on the
telecommunications industry of WiMAX-type technologies (see Section 2.10), known in Korea as “Portable
Internet”.
Box 6.1: Shaping the Future Mobile Information Society
New Initiatives Workshop in the Republic of Korea Attracts Telecommunication Stakeholders

Geneva, 16 March 2004—An explosion in the use of mobile telephony has taken place within the last two decades.
It has cut across geographic and socio-demographic criteria, with developing and developed countries alike
witnessing staggering growth rates. Mobile lines overtook fixed lines on a global scale at the end of 2002. At the
end of 2003, there were over 1.35 billion mobile subscribers worldwide, compared with only 1.2 billion fixed-line
users.
The growing importance of mobile communications has a number of implications. Although ITU has been working
on technical specifications for Internet and mobile networks, such as 3G’s IMT-2000, for over a decade, this is the
first time that it has convened a global meeting to examine the social and human considerations relating to the rapid
development of this technology.
"Mobile phones are everywhere. The typical user carries one with them wherever they go, and would be hardpressed to part with it. In this respect, the mobile phone has moved beyond being a mere technological object to
become a key "social object", present in every aspect of our daily lives," noted Mr Roberto Blois, Deputy
Secretary-General of ITU, who opened the workshop. "The question that is raised is how well equipped we are as a
society, and as individuals, to live in a world of technological ubiquity? As we move towards a future in which the
mobile phone may become the personal ICT device of choice, are the appropriate safeguards in place?"
The ITU Workshop entitled "Shaping the Future Mobile Information Society" was held in Seoul, Republic of Korea
from 4 to 5 March 2004, and was hosted by the Ministry of Information and Communication. Some 50 experts
participated in the workshop, representing a range of regulatory and policy-making agencies, mobile operators,
service providers, academic institutions, futurologists, private firms, and others. Mr. Svend Kraemer, Head of
Sector within the European Commission’s Information Society Directorate, chaired the meeting.
Two background papers were prepared for discussion at the workshop: "Broadband mobile communications
towards a converged world" and "Social and human considerations for a more mobile world". In addition, a number
of case studies were prepared covering country experiences in Japan, the Republic of Korea, Morocco and Norway.
All
meeting
documents
including
case
studies
and
presentations
are
available
at
http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/futuremobile/workshop.html. The experiences of a number of other economies was
also presented, including Canada, Hong Kong (China), India, the Philippines, the United Kingdom and the United
States.
Highlights of the workshop are at http://www.itu.int/newsroom/press_releases/Workshop_Highlights.html

_____________
1

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu

2

See Section 1.4

3

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/newslog/ also with RSS feeds.

4

http://www.itu.int/counteringspam/

5

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/futuremobile/

6

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/forum/intgov04/

7

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/spectrum/

8

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/promotebroadband/

9

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/visions/
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_____________
10

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/competition/

11

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/security/index.html

12

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/ipdc/index.html

13

http://www.itu.int/mlds/

14

http://www.itu.int/asean2001/

15

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/3G/index.html

16

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/broadband/index.html

17

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/wtpf/wtpf2001/

18

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/fmi/index.html

19

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/iptel/index.html

20

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/esca/index.html

21

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/gs/subscirc/gs/(326-02).html

22

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/inet/2000/index.html

23

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/wtpf/wtpf2001/casestudies/index.html

24

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/ni/iptel/workshop/iptel.pdf

25

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/gs/subscirc/gs/(328-02).html

26

http://www.itu.int/asean2001/

27

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/inet/1999/index.html

28

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/ict/publications/inet/1997/index.html

29

http://www.itu.int/publibase/catalog/itupub.asp?Part=1.3

30

http://www.itu.int/publibase/catalog/itupub.asp?Part=1.3
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Chapter Seven: Case Study—How ITU’s Broadband Standards Improve Access
to the Internet
7.1

Introduction

This chapter provides a case study that gives a practical example of how ITU standards for broadband are
improving access to the Internet, in particular, using Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) and cable modem
technologies.

7.2

What is Broadband?

Although most people have heard of broadband, few know exactly how they could begin to define it. Many
would probably associate broadband with a particular speed or set of services, but in reality the term
“broadband” is like a moving target. Internet speeds are increasing all the time, and at each new advance,
marketeers eagerly emphasize just how blazingly fast the latest connection speeds are. It is revealing to look
back at advertisements for 14.4 and 28.8 kbit/s modems, for example, just to see how every step is
considered “blazing” at the time. It is also important to acknowledge that broadband technologies are always
changing, and that a report like this necessarily reflects just a “slice in time”. One can therefore only really
talk about the “current” state of broadband, and make tentative extrapolations, based on planned or incipient
developments, that may or may not come to fruition in the future.
The term broadband is commonly used to describe recent Internet connections that are significantly faster
than earlier dial-up technologies, but it does not refer to a certain speed or specific service. For instance,
what was termed as a “fast” Internet connection two years ago is now designated as “narrowband”. While the
term broadband is used to describe many different Internet connection speeds, Recommendation I.113 of the
ITU Standardization Sector (ITU-T) defines broadband as a transmission capacity that is faster than primary
rate ISDN, at 1.5 or 2.0 Mbit/s. However, this definition is not strictly followed. The OECD considers
broadband to correspond to transmission speeds equal to or greater than 256 kbit/s.
In this chapter, we define broadband as the last-mile connection to the end-user, although some of these lastmile technologies may also be used for back-end infrastructure. Indeed, wireless technologies such as Wi-Fi
have been used to form backbone Internet connections in countries such as Bhutan that do not have a
developed wireline infrastructure. It is also important to bear in mind that broadband speeds are only as fast
as the slowest portion of the network connecting them to the Internet. Therefore, the speeds referred to here
are considered to be maximum speeds that will in fact vary according to type of available infrastructure and
level of network congestion.
For all that broadband may enable in terms of applications and services, the availability of broadband
depends primarily on infrastructure. Around the world there does not appear to be a universally optimal
broadband technology. Rather, different broadband technologies seem suited to different environments, with
relative benefits depending largely on what they are used for. This is corroborated by the fact that a
technology that proves successful in some countries may not work well in others, due to economic, cultural,
political, geographical, or other factors. Indeed, the medium of choice may depend upon the legacy medium
(where existent), the regulatory framework, and the supporting institutional arrangements.
Although most of the marketing literature differentiates broadband according to transmission speed
(bandwidth), there are in fact a number of different characteristics that help determine the appropriateness of
a particular broadband platform for a particular application. These include latency (very important in on-line
gaming); burstiness (important for file-sharing applications); mobility and the ability to interwork with other
platforms.
While there is no one-size-fits-all broadband technology, broadband can be said to fall into two basic
categories: wired (fixed-line) and wireless. This chapter discusses two of the most popular fixed-line
broadband technologies, highlighting some of their benefits and drawbacks.

7.3

Fixed-line infrastructure

Broadband has tended to follow the evolutionary pattern pioneered by traditional phone service; in other
words, connections are initially established over fixed lines and eventually become available over wireless
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networks as technology develops. Where broadband is concerned, wired connections account for the vast
majority (over 98 per cent) of current connections—although wireless technologies are starting to grow
quickly.
For fixed-line connections, digital subscriber line (DSL) technologies are the most popular worldwide,
followed closely by cable. By region, DSL is more common than cable in Asia and Europe but the opposite
is true in the Americas. While DSL and cable modem technologies have largely been built on top of existing
networks, some new transmission technologies, such as fibre optic cables, have been gaining in popularity as
well (see Figure 7.1). These are explained in greater depth in the sections that follow.
Figure 7.1: Distribution of broadband connections, by technology, 2002
DSL leads with cable technologies not far behind. Other technologies have yet to make a large footprint.
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Source: ITU World Telecommunication Indicators Database.

7.4

Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technologies

Building upon the traditional analogue system that formed the basic telephone network, the integrated
services digital network (ISDN) was the digital switched network technology that first enabled improved
quality and speed, not only for the transmission of voice, but also of data and images. While ISDN offered a
significant upgrade to traditional copper phone lines, digital subscriber lines (DSL) have advanced the
technology and increased the speeds further still. A key advantage of DSL technologies is that they use
existing copper twisted pair wiring and do not require new cabling as would say, fibre optics. DSL utilizes
different frequencies to split voice and data services over the same standard phone line. Previously, phone
networks only used a small portion of the available bandwidth for voice traffic. However, DSL has taken
advantage of the unused space on the copper pair to include data traffic (see Figure 7.2). DSL speeds are
influenced by the distance between the subscriber and the local exchange, the gauge of the phone wire, and
the type of DSL technology.
A main benefit of DSL technologies is that they offer a dedicated amount of bandwidth that does not vary
with the number of subscribers in an area. This is because each line functions like a complete circuit to the
central office of the operator. Cable and wireless technologies can suffer from congestion when more and
more users start using the allotted bandwidth for an area. This makes DSL technologies ideal for home and
business use that need a certain amount of bandwidth available at any given time.
In its various forms, DSL is the most popular broadband technology in the world. In 2002, 64 per cent of
broadband countries had more DSL lines than cable connections. The Republic of Korea led the world in
DSL penetration in 2002 with 13.4 subscribers per 100 inhabitants followed by Iceland (8.4), Hong Kong,
China (8.3), Taiwan, China (8.1), and Japan (5.5).
Importantly, the rate of DSL deployment often hinges on whether the incumbent operator is willing or not to
open the local loop to competitors. This process is known as local loop unbundling (LLU).
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Figure 7.2: DSL making full use of copper lines
DSL technologies make more efficient use of copper lines by separating voice and data channels into different
frequencies
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Source: ITU, ITU World Telecommunication Indicators Database.

7.4.1

ADSL(G.dmt) – (ITU-T G.992.1)1

DSL comes in several different “flavours” that offer different benefits. Some are more suited for residential
use and others for business. Asymmetric DSL (ADSL), for instance, is a form of DSL where more
bandwidth is allocated to download than to upload. This makes it ideal for web browsing and typical Internet
usage, where downloading of large files is more important than uploading, because it enables maximum
speeds of 8-10 Mbit/s downstream and a maximum of 1 Mbit/s upstream. ADSL is available at a maximum
distance of 3 km from the local exchange. It is well suited to residential use because it shares a single twisted
copper pair with voice, allowing users to use the telephone and surf the Internet simultaneously on the same
line. ADSL is the most popular form of DSL offered around the world and the transceivers falling in this
category are described in the ITU-T Recommendations of the G.99x-series.
7.4.2

ADSL(G.lite) – (ITU-T G.992.2)2

Originally, ADSL installations required a physical splitter to separate out voice and data traffic. These
installations had to be performed by technicians and significantly increased the cost of installing an ADSL
line. However, G.lite allows for a splitter-free connection that simply requires the modem to be plugged in,
thus drastically reducing the expense and difficulty of rolling out ADSL service.3 In addition, this ITU
Recommendation extends the reach of ADSL by sacrificing speed; G.lite can reach 5.4 km but its maximum
download speed is limited to 1.5 Mbit/s whole upload speeds are limited to 512 kbit/s. G.lite has been used
to connect areas that were previously inaccessible via standard ADSL. It has also facilitated so-called “plug
and play” installations, by users themselves.
7.4.3

SHDSL - Single pair high-speed DSL (ITU-T G.991.2)4

Single pair high-speed DSL (SHDSL) is defined in a recent ITU Recommendation (ITU-T G.991.2)5 for
symmetric, high-speed DSL. SHDSL connections are best suited for servers (web, FTP, file) and other
business uses such as video conferencing that require high speeds in both directions. SHDSL uses a copper
pair to send and receive data through two bands, which allow for speeds up to 2.3 Mbit/s in both directions.
By including a second copper pair, SHDSL speeds can reach 4.6 Mbit/s in each direction. These speeds are
possible over a 3 km range with data rates attenuating for longer distances. The two SHDSL bands send data
over the low frequencies to extend the reach of the loop, making it impossible for SHDSL to carry a voice
channel (POTS or ISDN) like ADSL.6 This lack of voice capability imposes significant installation costs in
the local loop—a cost that is passed on to the consumer through higher subscription costs. Therefore,
SHDSL is more suitable as a replacement for traditional leased lines for business (businesses can usually
absorb higher subscription rates than private users) rather than for the consumer market.
In some parts of Europe, SHDSL is referred to simply as SDSL, not to be confused with a different standard
of the same name used in North America, which is described below.
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7.4.4

Symmetrical DSL (SDSL)

SDSL is a proprietary standard mainly used in North America, but which even there is losing popularity to
SHDSL. SDSL offers equivalent traffic flow in each direction but, like SHDSL, it cannot share the line with
analogue signals, thus posing significant installation/modification costs in the local loop. SDSL is best suited
to sites that require significant upload speeds such as web/FTP servers and business applications. The
capacity of SDSL is adjusted according to signal quality and speeds and distance combinations ranging from
160 kbit/s over 7 km to 1.5 Mbit/s over 3 km are offered. Higher speeds are possible by combining multiple
twisted pair wires.
7.4.5

ADSL2/ADSL2plus (ITU-T G.992.3/G.992.4)

ITU-T G992.37 (ADSL2) and ITU-T G.992.48 (ADSL2plus) are the sequels to the original ITU-T ADSL
Recommendation, which is to date the most successful broadband technology in the world, and enables
improved speed, reach, power consumption and other technical elements over the original version. When
developing the two new Recommendations, ITU-T was able to incorporate feedback from service providers
and end-users. ADSL2 can deliver 8-12 Mbit/s while extending the reach of the original ADSL by 300
metres.
The main improvements over the original ADSL standard can be summarized as follows. The speed and
reach increases in ADSL2 are largely owed to improved performance on long lines in the presence of
interference.9 Other improvements include addressing several technical issues that appeared with original
ADSL standards. The new Recommendations allow for the use of filters, rather than splitters, at both ends of
the connection. This offers cost savings, obviating the need for a technician to install splitters at the home or
office. ADSL2 also introduces power management features into ADSL modems, allowing for more costeffective operation on both sides of the connection. Original ADSL equipment remains in an always-on state,
using the same amount of energy regardless of whether data is being transferred or not. ADSL2 introduces
three power states for the equipment, each corresponding to need. The highest power levels are used during
large downloads as they allow for more bandwidth. Lower power levels are used during periods of
inactivity, allowing for energy savings both at the central office and at the customer premises, all while
maintaining an always-on connection.
The new ADSL2 Recommendation also realigns the voice channels and offers providers the ability to
combine multiple ADSL2 lines for faster bandwidth to certain customers. In addition, ADSL2 systems can
enter an “all-digital” mode where voice channels are reassigned to data, similar to SHDSL. This is especially
important for business lines that may not need voice services over the ADSL2 line.
ITU-T Recommendation G.992.5 (ADSL2plus or ADSL2+) builds further on ADSL2, increasing the
bandwidth by extending the usable frequencies on the line. While both technologies use the same frequencies
for telephone calls, and uploading data, the download channel is extended from a maximum of 1.1 MHz with
ADSL2 to 2.2 MHz with ADSL2plus. This increases download bandwidth from 8 Mbit/s with ADSL2 to
16 Mbit/s with ADSL2plus.10 These speeds are possible over 1.5 km and higher speeds may even be
possible.
7.4.6

VDSL - Very-high-data-rate digital subscriber line (ITU-T G.993.1)

VDSL (ITU-T G.993.111) is the latest form of DSL and offers the fastest DSL speeds over short distances to
date, at 52 Mbit/s of bandwidth over a standard twisted pair cable. While the speed is much higher than other
DSL technologies, it comes at a price: decreased reach of the network. This makes VDSL the optimal choice
for branching out short distances from fibre connections, rather than, for example, providing longer-range
broadband to rural communities.
VDSL was originally named VADSL but the “A” (for asymmetric) was dropped because VDSL can support
both symmetric and asymmetric transport. These connections can be very fast because the physical distances
are kept very short, allowing for maximum throughput. As fibre optic networks continue to move closer to
communities around the globe, VDSL will become increasingly important as a way to bridge the lastkilometre gap. The Republic of Korea has made extensive use of VDSL technologies in apartment buildings
around the country as a way to share fibre connections arriving in the basement of apartments. Fibre
connections are difficult to install in places that require twists and turns, such as apartment buildings. By
using VDSL, which involves a twisted copper pair rather than fibre, the short distances to each apartment
can be covered.
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7.5

Cable Modem Technologies

While DSL is the most prevalent broadband technology in the world, cable modem technology is not far
behind (see Figure 7.1). Cable broadband access may not be as prevalent in the world as DSL, but it
dominates in some markets with a fully developed cable television network. In 2002, the Republic of Korea
led the world in cable broadband connections with 7.7 subscribers per 100 inhabitants, while Canada (5.2),
the Netherlands (4.9), Switzerland (3.6) and Belgium (3.5) round out the top five economies.
Cable networks were originally designed for one-way video transmission. Cable companies provided video
that was sent, or broadcast, over lines to subscribers’ homes. However, as the networks have evolved, new
equipment has made it possible to send data in both directions on a cable network, (i.e. downloading and
uploading from a household), thus making Internet access over cable a viable solution. The physical cable
network sends different “channels” on separate blocks of 6 MHz frequencies along the same cable.
Originally, these channels each carried different television channels until a method was developed to reserve
unused channels and dedicate them to Internet traffic. One channel sends data from the Internet to users
(6 MHz of frequency corresponds to roughly 30 Mbit/s) and another channel is used to send data back on the
Internet from households (see Figure 7.3).
These reserved channels are “broadcast” around the network to all subscribers in a certain area. Each cable
modem can recognize which parts of the broadcast are destined for it and pull them off the network. Cable
modems are then able to send information back to the Internet by waiting for their “turn to talk” on the
response channel and essentially broadcasting their request in quick bursts back to the central office of the
cable company.
All cable subscribers in a small area share the same channels to send and receive data, and the amount of
bandwidth users receive is directly tied to how much bandwidth their neighbours are using. If no other users
are using a cable node at a given time, cable subscribers may theoretically have disposal of all of the
combined bandwidth allotted to their own and their neighbours’ homes. Conversely though, during heavy
usage, cable modem subscribers can see significant reductions in their bandwidth. Typically, 1.5 Mbit/s
download speeds or higher can be expected over cable modems during normal usage times. In order to
protect against abuse, many cable companies have restricted the upload bandwidth to 128 kbit/s in order to
stop high-bandwidth users who use more than their share from running server or peer-to-peer applications on
their home computers. Cable companies have also found another way to increase the bandwidth of users in
an area by simply dedicating additional channels to data and dividing the number of users on a particular
node.
Figure 7.3: Cable modem connections
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Source: ITU-T Recommendation J.122, ITU-T Study Group 9.

Cable modem technologies are being standardized in ITU-T Study Group 912 based on technologies
originally developed by Cablelabs13 called DOCSIS (Data over Cable Service Interface Specification).14
The first generation of cable modems were built on ITU-T Recommendation J.112,15 however a new ITU-T
Recommendation J.12216 was approved at the end of 2002 and offers improvements to the existing standard
while maintaining backwards compatibility. The new standard improves the way the cable modem
broadcasts data back to the central office, allowing for more economical use of existing bandwidth.17
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SG9 is another project, named IPCablecom, which focuses on the delivery of real time services over cable
television networks as discussed below.
7.5.1

IPCablecom Project

In their conversion to digital television, cable television systems in many countries are provisioning very
high-speed bi-directional data facilities to support, among other payloads, those utilizing the Internet
Protocol (IP). These operators want to expand the capability of this delivery platform to include bidirectional voice communication and other time-critical services.
IPCablecom18 is a project organized in ITU-T Study Group 9 (SG9) for the purpose of making progress
towards the development of a coordinated set of ITU-T Recommendations that will specify an architecture
and a set of integrated protocol interfaces that operate as a system to enable the delivery of time-critical
interactive services over cable television networks using the Internet Protocol (IP).
The new set of Recommendations will address a series of SG9 Questions19 currently under study including
Questions 6/9 (Conditional access methods and practices for digital cable distribution to the home), 10/9
(Functional characteristics for the interconnection of cable networks with the public switched network and
other delivery systems), 12/9 (Cable Television delivery of advanced multimedia digital services and
applications that use Internet Protocols (IP) and/or packet-based data) and 13/9 (Voice and Video IP
Applications over cable television networks).
The initial focus of work within IPCablecom has been targeted at providing an integrated system for cable
that can support a wide variety of time-critical interactive services within a single zone. In the IPCablecom
architecture, a zone is defined as the set of devices (client, gateway, and other) that are under the control of a
single supervisory function, which is referred to as a Call Management Server (CMS). Future work will
consider the study of issues associated with communication between zones as well as issues associated with
the support of intelligent client devices.
In order to meet the market requirements of cable operators, the IPCablecom specifications are being
developed on an aggressive time schedule. The established and currently planned Recommendations for
development are listed below.
According to the ITU-T Recommendation J.160 the IPCablecom architecture at a very high level has to
connect with three networks: HFC access network, managed IP network and PSTN. The system architecture
should describe the specifications of the functional components and define the interfaces between these
networks and IP-based cable television networks. The reference architecture for IPCablecom is shown in
Figure 7.4.
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Figure 7.4: IPCablecom Reference Architectures
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The Cable Modem HFC access network provides high-speed, reliable, and secure transport between the
customer premise and the cable headend. This access network may provide all Cable Modem capabilities
including Quality of Service. The Cable Modem HFC access network includes the following functional
components: the Cable Modem (CM), Multimedia Terminal Adapter (MTA), and the Cable Modem
Termination System (CMTS).
The Managed IP network serves several functions. First, it provides interconnection between the basic
IPCablecom functional components responsible for signalling, media, provisioning, and quality of service
establishment. In addition, the managed IP network provides long-haul IP connectivity between other
Managed IP and Cable Modem HFC networks. The Managed IP network includes the following functional
components: Call Management Server (CMS), Announcement Server (ANS), several Operational Support
System (OSS) back-office servers, Signalling Gateway (SG), Media Gateway (MG), and Media Gateway
Controller (MGC).
Both the Signalling Gateway (SG) and the Media Gateway (MG) provide connectivity between the managed
IP network and PSTN.
An IPCablecom zone consists of the set of MTAs in one or more Cable Modem HFC access networks that
are managed by a single functional CMS as shown in Figure 7.5. Interfaces between functional components
within a single zone are defined in the IPCablecom specifications. Interfaces between zones (e.g., CMSCMS) have not been defined and will be addressed in future phases of the IPCablecom architecture.
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Figure 7.5: IPCablecom: Zones and Administrative Domains
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An IPCablecom domain is made up of one or more IPCablecom zones that are operated and managed by a
single administrative entity. An IPCablecom domain may also be referred to as an administrative domain.
Interfaces between domains have not been defined in IPCablecom and are for further study.
7.5.2

Established and Currently planned IPCablecom Recommendations

Table 7.1 below lists the set of IPCablecom Recommendations established or that are currently planned for
development along with the current status of each document.
Table 7.1: Established and Currently Planned ITU-T IPCablecom Recommendations
IPCablecom
Rec.

Rec. Name

Status

Recommendation Scope

J.160

Architecture
Framework

Approved
February 02

Defines architecture framework for IPCablecom networks
including all major system components and network
interfaces necessary for delivery of IPCablecom services.

J.161

Audio/Video
Codecs

Approved
March 01

Defines the audio and video codecs necessary to provide
the highest quality and the most resource-efficient service
delivery to the customer. Also specifies the performance
required in client devices to support future IPCableCom
codecs. and describes suggested methodology for optimal
network support for codecs.

J.162

NetworkBased Call
Signalling

Approved
February 02

Defines a profile of the Media Gateway Control Protocol
(MGCP) for IPCablecom embedded clients, referred to as
the Network-based Call Signalling (NCS) protocol.
MGCP is a call signalling protocol for use in a centralized
call control architecture, and assumes relatively simple
client devices.
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J.163

Dynamic
Quality-ofService

Approved
March 01

Defines the QoS Architecture for the “Access” portion of
the PacketCable network, provided to requesting
applications on a per-flow basis. The access portion of the
network is defined to be between the Multimedia
Terminal Adapter (MTA) and the Cable Modem
Termination System (CMTS). The method of QoS
allocation over the backbone is unspecified in this
document.

J.164

Event
Messages

Approved
March 01

Defines the concept of Event Messages used to collect
usage for the purposes of billing within the IPCablecom
architecture.

J.165

Internet
Signalling
Transport
Protocol
(ISTP)

Approved
February 02
Amended
May 03

Defines the Internet Signalling Transport Protocol (ISTP)
for IPCablecom PSTN Signalling Gateways. ISTP is a
protocol that provides a signalling interconnection service
between the IPCablecom network control elements (Call
Management Server and Media Gateway Controller) and
the PSTN C7 Signalling network through the C7
Signalling Gateway.

J.166

MIBs
Framework

Approved
March 01

Describes the framework in which IPCablecom MIBs
(Management Information Base) are defined. It provides
information on the management requirements of
IPCablecom specified devices and functions, and how
these requirements are supported in the MIB. It is
intended to support and complement the actual MIB
documents, which are issued separately.

J.167

MTA Device
Provisioning

Approved
March 01

Defines the protocol mechanisms for provisioning of an
IPCablecom embedded-MTA device by a single
provisioning and network management provider.

J.168

MTA MIB

Approved
March 01

Defines the MIB module which supplies the basic
management objects for the MTA Device.

J.169

NCS MIB

Approved
March 01

Defines the MIB module which supplies the basic
management object for the NCS protocol.

J.170

Security

Approved
February 02

Defines the Security architecture, protocols, algorithms,
associated functional requirements and any technological
requirements that can provide for the security of the
system for the IPCablecom network.

J.171

PSTN
Gateway Call
Signalling

Approved
February 02
Amended
May 03

Defines a Trunking Gateway Control Protocol (TGCP) for
use in a centralized call control architecture that assumes
relatively simple endpoint devices. TGCP is designed to
meet the protocol requirements for the Media Gateway
Controller to Media Gateway interface defined in the
IPCablecom architecture.

J.172

Management
Event
Mechanism

Approved
February 02

Defines the management Event Mechanism that
IPCablecom elements can use to report asynchronous
events that indicate malfunction situations and notifcation
about improtnt non-fault situation.

J.173

Embedded MTA Device
Specification

Approved
February 02

Specifies minimum device requirements for embedded
multimedia terminal adapters in the areas of physical
interfaces, power requirements, processing capabilities
and protocol support.

J.174

Interdomain
Quality of
Service

Approved
February 02

Defines an architectural model for end-to-end Quality of
Service for IPCablecom Inter-and Intra-Domain
environments.

J.175

Audio Server
Protocol

Approved
July 02

Defines the architecture and protocols that are required for
playing announcements in Voice-over-IP (VoIP)
IPCablecom networks.
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J.176

IPCablecom
MIB for
Management
Event
Mechanism

Approved
July 02

Defines the MIB (Management Information Base) for
Management Event Mechanism that IPCablecom elements
can use to report to management systems and/or local logs
asynchronous events.

J.177

IPCablecom
CMS
subscriber
provisioning
specification

Approval
planned for
June 03

Defines the interface used between Call Management
Server (CMS) and Provisioning Server for the exchange
of service provisioning information.

J.178

IPCablecom
Approved
CMS to CMS May 03
signalling

Describes the CMS to CMS Signalling protocol intended
for use by a CMS to communicate with another CMS in
order to support packet-based voice and other real-time
multimedia applications.

J.tdr

Telecommun
ications for
disaster relief

Defines Telecommunications for disaster relief over
IPCablecom networks and its interworking across
different networks.

7.6

Approval
planned for
May 04

Summary

The growing popularity of the Internet and other IP-based networks has increased requirements for
telecommunications capacity and bandwidth which has driven much innovation in telecommunication access
and transport networks. Some examples include leveraging copper wire “last-mile” networks through digital
subscriber line (“DSL”) technologies, re-architecturing of cable networks to support IP services and
advances in optical networking technologies. This chapter has reviewed some of the ITU-T standards that are
being developed and deployed to improve access to the Internet and other IP-based networks.
_____________
1

See ITU Recommendation ITU-T G992.1 at:
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.992.1.

2

See ITU Recommendation ITU-T G992.2 at:
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.992.2.

3

See ITU Recommendation ITU-T G992.5 at:
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.992.5.

4

See ITU-T publication ITU-T G.991.2 at:
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.991.2.

5

See ITU-T publication ITU-T G.995.1, “Overview of digital subscriber line (DSL) Recommendations” at:
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.995.1.

6

See the DSL forum FAQ page on SHDSL for more information: http://www.dslforum.org/aboutdsl/shdsl_faq.html.

7

See ITU Recommendations ITU-T G.992.3 and ITU-T 992.4 at:
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.992.3 and
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.992.4.

8

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.992.4

9

See ADSL2 and ADSL2plus – The New ADSL Standards at: http://www.dslforum.org/aboutdsl/ADSL2_wp.pdf.

10

See ITU Recommendation ITU-T G992.5 at:
http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.992.5.

11

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-G.993.1

12

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com09/index.asp

13

http://www.cablelabs.com

14

http://www.cablemodem.com

15

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-J.112

16

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-J.122
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_____________
17

See http://www.cablelabs.com/news/pr/2002/02_pr_itu_docsis_2.0_121902.html for a summary of the two
Recommendations.

18

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/com9/ipcable/index.html

19

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com09/questions.html
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Chapter Eight: Case Study—How ITU’s Internet Training Centre Initiatives
Provide Capacity Building in Developing Countries
8.1

Introduction

The Internet and its underlying Internet Protocol have created major challenges for government, policymakers, incumbent operators and regulators, all of whom need to “re-tool” and re-engineer for the Internetbased economy. This chapter explains how the Internet Training Centres Initiative (ITCI) was established by
the ITU, in partnership with Cisco Systems, Inc, to provide affordable and relevant training in Internet
Protocol and Internet-related technologies in developing countries with the goal of facilitating their smoother
transition to the information society.

8.2

Why

Leaders and experts around the world increasingly
recognize human capacity building as one of the most
crucial ingredients for development. Both developed and
developing countries face an acute shortage of skilled IP
networking and IT professionals. In developing
countries, the problem is compounded by the difficulties
of gaining access to training. Through a unique
partnership with key ICT market leaders, ITU works to
provide students and telecom/IT professionals in
developing countries with access to affordable and
relevant training in Internet technology skills in a
mentored environment, while fostering a real and
sustainable transfer of knowledge.

Box 8.1: Perspectives from ITU on the Internet
Training Centres Initiative

“The overriding objective of ITU’s Internet
Training Centres Initiative is to ensure that
growth in IP networking delivers maximum
benefits to the global community. It is part of a
global partnership drive with public and private
sector organizations which creates a win-win
opportunity for all stakeholders”.
Hamadoun Touré
Director
ITU Telecommunication Development Bureau (BDT)

With a worldwide network of over 50 Internet Training
Centres, the ITU initiative aims at strengthening “new economy” skills in developing countries.

8.3

Objectives

The objectives of the ITU initiative includes:
•

to prepare developing nations, and in particular Least Developed Countries (LDCs), to fully
participate in the networked economy;

•

to train a minimum of 50 students per year per internet training centre under a “train the trainers”
approach;

•

to promote gender-focused Training Centres by proactively encouraging greater participation of
women in information technology and the Internet economy through an enrollment target of 30% of
female students;

•

to help operators to train or retrain their staff on IP technologies, three to four places a year being
earmarked for telecommunication professionals

•

to promote the creation, by the selected learning institution, of other internet training centres at local
level to create a multiplier effect on skill-building in IP technologies in the country

8.4

Who

The initiative is a partnership between ITU and industry players, government agencies, not-for-profit
learning institutions and local service providers.
•

ITU: As manager of the project, ITU in cooperation with all its partners, selects the learning
institutions that will host the Centres, coordinates their creation and helps in negotiating partnership
agreements with relevant government agencies, the national telecom operator and the candidate
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institution. It also funds the training of two instructors for each institution selected (tuition fees,
travel, lodging and boarding costs).
•

Government: To ensure the successful implementation of the Training Centre, a High-Level
Facilitator is mandated to provide appropriate support for ITCI and to champion the cause of the
ICTs in the country by mobilizing any local resource needed for the creation of the Centre.

•

Candidate institutions: To qualify as Internet Training Centre, learning institutions have to be 1) a
non-profit educational institution open to the public (university, training centre, technical institute
etc); 2) strongly motivated and able to deliver on strict deadlines and 3) able to demonstrate their
ability to implement the Internet Training Centre Programme.

•

Cisco Systems, Inc: Cisco Systems makes available part of the curriculum of the Cisco Networking
Academy Program to each Internet Training Centre. The Networking Academy Program delivers
web-based multimedia rich educational content to students and working adults world wide on the
principles and practice of designing, building and maintaining computer networks. This includes
online testing, student performance tracking, hands-on labs, and instructor training and support. The
Cisco laboratory equipment used for the Networking Academy Program is provided at no cost to the
selected Training Centre.

8.5

Cisco Networking Academy Program

The Cisco Networking Academy Program is a not-forprofit education initiative developed by Cisco Systems in
alliance with governments, education institutions,
leading technology companies, and non-profit
organizations around the world. The Cisco Networking
Academy Program offered by the ITU Internet Training
Centre includes:
•

280 hours of multimedia instructions

•

on-line testing

•

student performance tracking

•

hands-on laboratory exercises

•

instructor training and

•

online technical support

Box 8.2: Perspectives from Cisco on the
Internet Training Centre Initiative

“Cisco is committed to ensure that students
across the globe have the access and opportunity
to attain the IT skills needed to compete in the
Internet Economy. We continue to expand this
effort by working in partnership with
international organizations such as ITU”.
John Chambers
President and CEO
Cisco Systems Incorporated

To ensure the Academy Program’s vitality and success, Cisco has created an educational environment
designed to open opportunities worldwide and give a 360-degree view of networking and Internet
technology. This is achieved by the many alliances Cisco has built with various IT industry leaders.
Educators can be confident that the Academy Program delivers a serious, comprehensive and independent
curriculum by encompassing Cisco’s partners, tools, products and solutions.
ITU Internet Training Centres that implement the Cisco Networking Academy Program can have access to
its sponsored curriculum which incorporate new curriculum modules on Java, Unix, voice and data cabling,
and IT essentials (PC Hardware and Software as well as Network Operating Systems). The whole curriculum
offering under the Cisco Networking Academy Program delivers the range of services and support needed to
grow tomorrow’s Internet-savvy global workforce.

8.6

Enhancing Employability

Students are provided with relevant IT skills, and hands-on experience which prepares them for industryrecognized professional certifications such as the Cisco Certified Network Associate (CCNA™). Expanded
curriculum modules also prepare students for other well recognized certifications including Sun Certified
Programmer for Java™ 2 Platform, BICSI Registered Certified Installer Level 1 exam, A+ and Network+
administered by CompTIA. These certifications are a global passport for students to work anywhere in the
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world. In addition, participation in this Programme builds life-long learning skills, which are critical to the
success of every graduate in the future.

8.7

ITU Internet Training Centre Initiative at a Glance
•

Training Centres: 55

•

Participating countries: 47 of which 17 are LDCs (12 in Africa, 1 in the Arab States and 4 in Asia)

•

Instructors trained: 101 of which 18 (or 18%) are women

•

Students enrolled: 2243 of which 654 (or 29.2%) are women

•

Graduates: 150 of which 39 (or 26%) are women

8.8

How Learning Institutions Can Qualify

Learning institutions that qualify to become an ITU Training Centre have to provide classrooms equipped
with at least 20 PCs, LAN and Internet connectivity (64 kbps dedicated line). They must also be committed
to setting up other Internet Training Centres at the local level and be prepared to assist them in their
functioning. Special attention was given to learning institutions promoting the enrolment of female students
and designating female instructors for their programme.
Candidate institutions submitted proposals indicating how they planned to meet requirements and which
government agency supported their application and was willing to nominate a High Level Facilitator.
Information about the ITU Internet Training Centre Initiative can be found on the ITU web site.1

8.9

Current ITU Internet Training Centres Initiative Locations

Country

Location

Name of Internet Training Centre

ANGOLA*

Luanda

Instituto Nacional de Telecomunicações (ITEL)

BURKINA FASO*

BoboDiulasso

Ecole Supérieure d’Informatique, Université Polytechnique

CAPE VERDE*

Praia

Universidade Jean Piaget de Cabo Verde

ETHIOPIA*

Addis-Ababa University of Addis Ababa

KENYA

Nairobi

African Advanced Level Telecommunications Institute (AFRALTI)

MALAWI*

Lilongwe

Lilongwe Technical College

MALI*

Bamako

University of Mali

MAURITANIA*

Nouakchott

Ecole Nationale de l’Administration (ENA)

MOZAMBIQUE*

Beira

Universidade Católica de Moçambique

NIGERIA

Ile-Ife

Obafemi Awolowo University

RWANDA*

Kigali

Kigali Institute of Science, Technology, and Management (KIST)

SENEGAL*

Dakar

Ecole Supérieure Multinationale des Télécommunications (ESMT)

TANZANIA*

Dar-esSalaam

Dar-es-Salaam Institute of Technology (DIT)

Arusha

Technical College Arusha**

UGANDA*

Kampala

Makerere University, Department of Women and Gender Studies**

ZIMBABWE

Harare

University of Zimbabwe

AFRICA
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Country

Location

Name of Internet Training Centre

Alexandria

Arab Academy of Science and Technology

Cairo

Arab Academy of Science and Technology

TUNISIA

Tunis

Ecole Supérieure des Communications de Tunis (Sup’Com)

YEMEN*

Sana’a

General Telecommunications Institute (GTI)

AFGHANISTAN*

Kabul

Ministry of Communications, Telecommunication Training Centre

BANGLADESH*

Sylhet

Shahjalal University of Science and Technology

Dhaka

BRAC University

Nanjing

Nanjing University of Posts and Telecommunications (NUPT)

Xi’an

Xi’an Institute of Posts and Telecommunication

Dalian

Dalian University of Technology**

FIJI

Suva

University of South Pacific

INDIA

Kurukshetra

National Institute of Technology (NIT)

Chennai

Anna University

Karvenagar

Pune Cummins College of Engineering for Women**

Medan

State University of Medan (UNIMED)

Jayapura

Papua Cendrawasih University (UNCEN)**

MALAYSIA

Kota
Kinabalu

University of Malaysia Sabah

MALDIVES*

Malé

Maldives College of Higher Education

PAKISTAN

Islamabad

National Post Graduate Institute of Telecommunication
and Informatics (NPGIT&I)

PHILIPPINES

Quezon City

National Computer Center (NCC)

SAMOA*

Apia

National University of Samoa

BELIZE

Belize

City St. John’s College

BRAZIL

Brasilia

Universidade de Brasilia

COLOMBIA

Popayán

Universidad del Cáuca

COSTA RICA

San José

Nodo Centros de Excelencia Américas, Instituto
Costarricense de Electricidad

ECUADOR

Guayaquil

Escuela Superior Politécnica del Litoral (ESPOL)

HONDURAS

Tegucigalpa

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de Honduras (UNAH)

NICARAGUA

Managua

Universidad Nacional de Ingeniería (UNI)

PARAGUAY

Asunción

Instituto Paraguayo de Telecomunicaciones, Universidad

ARAB STATES
EGYPT

ASIA AND THE
PACIFIC

CHINA

INDONESIA

LATIN AMERICA
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Country

Location

Name of Internet Training Centre
Nacional de Asunción

PERU

Lima

Instituto Nacional de Capacitación de Telecomunicaciones
(INICTEL)

URUGUAY

Montevideo

Facultad de Ingeniería, Universidad de la República

CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE/COMMONWEALTH OF INDEPENDENT STATES (CIS)
BOSNIA AND
HERZEGOVINA

Sarajevo

University of Sarajevo

BULGARIA

Sofia

Technical University of Sofia

KYRGYZSTAN

Bishkek

International University of Kyrgyzstan

POLAND

Warsaw

Warsaw University of Technology

ROMANIA

Galati

University of Galati**

SERBIA AND
MONTENEGRO

Belgrade

University of Belgrade

TURKEY

Ankara

Ankara University

UKRAINE

Kiev

Head Training Centre of Ukrtelecom

_____________
1

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/hrd/itci/
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Chapter Nine: World Summit on the Information Society and ITU Activities
9.1

Introduction

ITU's mandate and activities are based on decisions taken by ITU Member States as described in Chapter
Three (see page 31). In the areas of Internet Protocol, IP-based networks and the "Internet", ITU has
undertaken many related activities that overlap with the outcomes of the World Summit on the Information
Society (WSIS) Declaration of Principles and Plan of Action.1 This report provides a general stock-taking of
ITU activities in the areas of Internet Protocol, IP-based networks and the "Internet”. For a much broader
stock-taking of ITU activities related to WSIS, see the ITU Working Group on WSIS’s document: “ITU
Stocktaking of Activities relevant to the World Summit on the Information Society (WSIS)”.2

9.2

Related Excerpts from the WSIS Declaration of Principles and Action Plan

Some related excerpts from the WSIS Declaration of Principles and Action Plan are identified below.
9.2.1

From the Declaration of Principles

37.
Spam is a significant and growing problem for users, networks and the Internet as a whole. Spam
and cyber-security should be dealt with at appropriate national and international levels.
48. The Internet has evolved into a global facility available to the public and its governance should
constitute a core issue of the Information Society agenda. The international management of the Internet
should be multilateral, transparent and democratic, with the full involvement of governments, the private
sector, civil society and international organizations. It should ensure an equitable distribution of resources,
facilitate access for all and ensure a stable and secure functioning of the Internet, taking into account
multilingualism.
49. The management of the Internet encompasses both technical and public policy issues and should
involve all stakeholders and relevant intergovernmental and international organizations. In this respect it is
recognized that:
a) Policy authority for Internet-related public policy issues is the sovereign right of States. They have
rights and responsibilities for international Internet-related public policy issues;
b) The private sector has had and should continue to have an important role in the development of the
Internet, both in the technical and economic fields;
c) Civil society has also played an important role on Internet matters, especially at community level,
and should continue to play such a role;
d) Intergovernmental organizations have had and should continue to have a facilitating role in the
coordination of Internet-related public policy issues;
e) International organizations have also had and should continue to have an important role in the
development of Internet-related technical standards and relevant policies.
50. International Internet governance issues should be addressed in a coordinated manner. We ask the
Secretary-General of the United Nations to set up a working group on Internet governance, in an open and
inclusive process that ensures a mechanism for the full and active participation of governments, the private
sector and civil society from both developing and developed countries, involving relevant intergovernmental
and international organizations and forums, to investigate and make proposals for action, as appropriate, on
the governance of Internet by 2005.
64. The core competences of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU) in the fields of ICTs—
assistance in bridging the digital divide, international and regional cooperation, radio spectrum management,
standards development and the dissemination of information—are of crucial importance for building the
Information Society.
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9.2.2

From the Plan of Action

9.j) Optimize connectivity among major information networks by encouraging the creation and development
of regional ICT backbones and Internet exchange points, to reduce interconnection costs and broaden
network access.
9.k) Develop strategies for increasing affordable global connectivity, thereby facilitating improved access.
Commercially negotiated Internet transit and interconnection costs should be oriented towards objective,
transparent and non-discriminatory parameters, taking into account ongoing work on this subject.
12.a) Promote cooperation among the governments at the United Nations and with all stakeholders at other
appropriate fora to enhance user confidence, build trust, and protect both data and network integrity;
consider existing and potential threats to ICTs; and address other information security and network security
issues.
12.d) Take appropriate action on spam at national and international levels.
12.g) Share good practices in the field of information security and network security and encourage their use
by all parties concerned.
12.j) Encourage interested countries to contribute actively to the ongoing United Nations activities to build
confidence and security in the use of ICTs.
13.b) We ask the Secretary General of the United Nations to set up a working group on Internet governance,
in an open and inclusive process that ensures a mechanism for the full and active participation of
governments, the private sector and civil society from both developing and developed countries, involving
relevant intergovernmental and international organizations and forums, to investigate and make proposals for
action, as appropriate, on the governance of Internet by 2005. The group should, inter alia:
i)

develop a working definition of Internet governance;

ii) identify the public policy issues that are relevant to Internet governance;
iii) develop a common understanding of the respective roles and responsibilities of governments,
existing intergovernmental and international organisations and other forums as well as the private
sector and civil society from both developing and developed countries;
iv) prepare a report on the results of this activity to be presented for consideration and appropriate action
for the second phase of WSIS in Tunis in 2005
13.c) Governments are invited to:
i)

facilitate the establishment of national and regional Internet Exchange Centres;

ii) manage or supervise, as appropriate, their respective country code top-level domain name (ccTLD);
iii) promote awareness of the Internet.
13.d) In cooperation with the relevant stakeholders, promote regional root servers and the use of
internationalized domain names in order to overcome barriers to access.

9.3

Matrix of ITU Activities in Relation to WSIS Plan of Action Relating to Internet
Governance Issues

Table 9.1 provides a matrix of ITU activities in relation to WSIS Plan of Action which may relate to Internet
governance issues. The matrix shows WSIS Action Plan action lines in reference to decisions taken by ITU
Member States and the resulting undertaken or planned activities.
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Table 9.1: Matrix of ITU Activities in Relation to WSIS Plan of Action which may relate to Internet
Governance Issues
WSIS Action Plan
Action Lines

References to Decisions of ITU
ITU Undertaken and Planned
Member States for ITU to
Activities
undertake activities in the domain
of Internet

C6) Enabling environment

Domain Names and Internet Protocol
(IP) Addresses

13.b) We ask the Secretary General
of the United Nations to set up a
working group on Internet
governance, in an open and
inclusive process that ensures a
mechanism for the full and active
participation of governments, the
private sector and civil society from
both developing and developed
countries, involving relevant
intergovernmental and international
organizations and forums, to
investigate and make proposals for
action, as appropriate, on the
governance of Internet by 2005.
The group should, inter alia:

ITU Plenipotentiary Conference 1998 Resolution 101:

i) develop a working definition of
Internet governance;
ii) identify the public policy issues
that are relevant to Internet
governance;
iii) develop a common
understanding of the respective
roles and responsibilities of
governments, existing
intergovernmental and international
organisations and other forums as
well as the private sector and civil
society from both developing and
developed countries;
iv) prepare a report on the results of
this activity to be presented for
consideration and appropriate action
for the second phase of WSIS in
Tunis in 2005
13.c) Governments are invited to:3
i) facilitate the establishment of
national and regional Internet
Exchange Centres;
ii) manage or supervise, as
appropriate, their respective country
code top-level domain name
(ccTLD);
iii) promote awareness of the
Internet.
13.d) In cooperation with the
relevant stakeholders, promote
regional root servers and the use of
internationalized domain names in
order to overcome barriers to
access.

Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks:
encourages ITU-T to continue its
collaborative activities on IP-based
networks with ISOC/IETF;
ITU Plenipotentiary Conference,
October 2002 - Resolution 102:
Management of Internet domain names
and addresses.
organize international and regional
forums to discuss policy, operational
and technical issues on the Internet in
general and the management of Internet
domain names and addresses in
particular.
to continue to liaise and to cooperate
with appropriate entities on relevant
Internet domain name and address
management issues, such as the
transition to IP Version 6 (IPv6),
ENUM, and internationalized domain
names (IDN);
to work with Member States and Sector
Members, recognizing the activities of
other appropriate entities, to review
Member States' ccTLD and other
related experiences;
to work with Member States and Sector
Members, recognizing the activities of
other appropriate entities, to develop a
recommendation to clarify the
management of the domain ".int";
ITU Plenipotentiary 2002 Resolution
133:
Role of administrations of Member
States in the management of
internationalized (multilingual) domain
names:
1
to take an active part in all
international discussions and initiatives
on the management of Internet domain
names and addresses;
2
to take any necessary action
to ensure the sovereignty of ITU
Member States with regard to country
code numbering plans and addresses
will be fully maintained, as enshrined
in Recommendation E.164 of the ITU
Telecommunication Standardization
Sector, in whatever application they are
d

Sub-regional workshop on Internet
Protocol and IP telephony, Lima,
Peru (2001).
Workshop on Regional Internet
Protocol Issues for Pacific, Brisbane,
Australia, 2001. Participation of 14
countries in South Pacific.
ITU-T Information Documents and
tutorial workshops on RIRs, Address
Management, DNS, Secure DNS,
IPv6, ccTLDs and ENUM.
Several ITU-T Recommendations on
Internet Protocol (IP) e.g., services,
applications, inter-networking,
architecture, access, connectivity,
security, multi-protocol routing,
network capabilities, resource
management, Voice-over-IP, Internet
Fax, compression techniques for
multi-media transmission over IP
networks and videoconferencing over
IP, disaster relief.
Sub-regional seminar on Internet and
IP telephony, Guatemala, (2002).
Developments regarding
Internationalized Domain Names and
Management of Internet Domain
Names and Addresses (2002).
Circular 160: Questionnaire on
Member States’ Experiences with
country code Top Level Domains
ccTLDs (2003).
Regional Internet Protocol
Symposium for Africa, Kigali,
Rwanda (2003) to address technical
and policy aspects of Internet in
general and Domain Names and IP
addresses in particular
Regional ENUM and
Internationalized Domain Names
(IDN) Workshop for Asia Pacific in
Thailand (2003) (also May 2004 in
Brunei).
Regional Internet Protocol
Symposium for Eastern Europe CIS
and Baltic States, Moscow, Russia
(2003) to address technical and policy
aspects of Internet in general and
Domain Names and IP addresses in
particular.
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WSIS Action Plan
Action Lines

ITU Undertaken and Planned
References to Decisions of ITU
Activities
Member States for ITU to
undertake activities in the domain
of Internet
used;
3
to promote effectively the
role of Member States in the
internationalization of domain names
and address of their respective
languages;
ITU Administrative Council 2003
Decision: Council also endorsed a
proposal for ITU-T, in collaboration
with ITU-D, to develop an IP policy
manual to advise Member States,
especially developing countries, on the
management of Internet domain names
and related issues.
ITU World Telecommunications
Standardization Assembly (WTSA)
2000 Resolution 20:
Procedures for allocation and
management of international
numbering resources:
noting
a)
that the procedures governing
the allocation and management of
international numbering and addressing
resources and related codes (e.g. new
telephone ISDN country codes, telex
destination codes, signalling
area/network codes, data country
codes) are laid down in the relevant E-,
F-, Q- and X-Series ITU-T
Recommendations;
b)
that the principles concerning
future numbering and addressing plans
to deal with emerging services and
relevant number allocation procedures
to meet international
telecommunication needs will be
studied in accordance with the ongoing
work programme approved by this
Conference for ITU-T Study Groups;
c)
Articles 14 and 15 of the
Convention concerning the activities of
ITU-T Study Groups and the
responsibilities of the Director of the
TSB, respectively,
considering
that the assignment of international
numbering and addressing resources is
a responsibility of the Director of the
TSB and the relevant Administrations,
instructs
1
the Director of the TSB
before assigning, reassigning and/or
reclaiming international numbering and
addressing resources, to consult:

Workshop on the management of
“.int” (2003), resulting in SG2 work
on a draft Recommendation.
Information Documents on the
Implications for numbering, naming
and addressing of the convergence of
the Internet and the Telco networks
and DNS Root server mirror services
(2003).
Workshop on Member States’
experiences with country code Top
Level Domains (ccTLDs) (2003).
Publication: “The Essential Report on
IP Telephony (2003)” addressing
technical, regulatory and policy
aspect of IP telephony.
Development of national ICT Policy
For the Democratic Republic Congo
Republic (2003).
Workshop on Internet Governance to
exchange idea address key where
there is need for multi-stakeholder
consensus on global issues related to
the Internet (2004).
Regional Internet Protocol
Symposium for Arab region (2004) to
address technical and policy aspects
of Internet in general and Domain
Names and IP addresses in particular.
Development of an Internet Protocol
Policy Manual (2004) to provide
guidelines to Member States on
Internet Protocol Policy issues.
National ICT Policy For Cameroon
(2004)
Workshops on Member States’
experiences with ccTLDs and IDN
(2004).
SG2 work on ENUM and “.int” (2004
and 2005).
Regional Internet Protocol
Symposium for Americas Region
(2005) to address technical and policy
aspects of Internet in general and
Domain Names and IP addresses in
particular.
Workshop on Ipv6 to facilitate
discussion on the requirements for the
successful global implementation of
the Internet Protocol, version 6
(IPv6).

i)
the Chairman of the relevant
Study Group or if needed the
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WSIS Action Plan
Action Lines

ITU Undertaken and Planned
References to Decisions of ITU
Activities
Member States for ITU to
undertake activities in the domain
of Internet
Chairman's delegated representative;
and
ii)
the relevant
Administration(s); and/or
iii)
the applicant/assignee when
direct communication with the TSB is
required in order to perform its
responsibilities.
In the Director's deliberations and
consultation the Director will consider
the general principles for numbering
and addressing resource allocation, and
the provisions of the relevant E-, F-, Qand X-Series of ITU-T
Recommendations.
2
the relevant Study Groups to
provide the Director of the TSB with
advice on technical, functional and
operational aspects in the assignment,
reassignment and/or reclamation of
international numbering and addressing
resources in accordance with the
relevant Recommendations, taking into
account the results of any ongoing
studies.
World Telecommunication
Standardization Assembly (WTSA
2000) Resolution 2:
SG2 is responsible for studies relating
to (among others) numbering, naming,
addressing requirements and resource
assignment including criteria and
procedures for reservation and
assignment;
SG3 is responsible for studies relating
to tariff and accounting principles for
international telecommunication
services and study of related
telecommunication economic and
policy issues;
SG13 is responsible for studies relating
to internetworking of heterogeneous
networks encompassing multiple
domains, multiple protocols and
innovative technologies with a goal to
deliver high-quality, reliable
networking. Specific aspects are
architecture, inter-working and
adaptation, end-to-end considerations,
routing and requirements for transport;
SG16 is responsible for studies relating
to multimedia service definition and
multimedia systems, including the
associated terminals, modems,
protocols and signal processing.
ITU World Telecommunication
Development Conference, March 2002
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WSIS Action Plan
Action Lines

ITU Undertaken and Planned
References to Decisions of ITU
Activities
Member States for ITU to
undertake activities in the domain
of Internet
(WTDC02) Istanbul Action Plan (IsAP)
Programme 3:
Advice Member States in formulating
relevant national and regional strategies
and policies for the use of Internet.
Organize workshops, meetings and
seminars to address technical, legal and
policy issues for Internet Protocol.
Develop Internet Protocol toolkits for
policy makers.
Develop tools to facilitate the exchange
of technology and policy issues on
Internet Protocol
Assist in developing guidelines on the
technology and policy aspects of
Internet Protocol
Enhance ICT literacy and building
public awareness.
Declarations of ITU Member States at
IP Symposia in Africa and Europe:
(Implementation of ITU Plenipotentiary
Conference 2002 Resolution 102)
Kigali Declaration:
We recommend that the development
of information and communication
technologies (ICTs), including DNS
management and IP address allocation,
be considered at the highest political
level including at national, sub-regional
and Africa Union levels, in cooperation
with ITU and other appropriate entities.
We recommend that national policy
makers and/or regulators pay particular
and urgent attention to the issue of
allocation/assignment of Internet names
and addresses. It was emphasized that
the Internet is a global resource.
We strongly recommend that ITU
engage itself in the establishment of an
enabling international framework that
fully recognizes the sovereign and
legitimate interests of all ITU Member
States. This includes, inter alia, the
allocation and management of ccTLDs
and the protection of country names.
We recommend that ITU organize a
symposium as early as possible on the
topic of establishment of Internet
Exchange (IX) points at national and
regional levels to keep traffic local and
thereby reduce international traffic and
related costs. The symposium should
address related topics including sharing
of country experiences and the
necessity of regional interconnection.
Moscow Declaration:
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WSIS Action Plan
Action Lines

ITU Undertaken and Planned
References to Decisions of ITU
Activities
Member States for ITU to
undertake activities in the domain
of Internet
For the consideration of national
authorities, ITU is requested to provide
examples of best practices and models
of national organization structures and,
if appropriate, model law frameworks
with regard to administration of country
code Top Level Domains (ccTLDs).
The ITU is requested to provide
assistance to ITU Member States, upon
specific request, in the repatriation of
the management of their ccTLDs as
well as to provide technical and policy
assistance concerning ccTLD
management including dispute
resolution considerations, the latter in
partnership with WIPO.
Recognizing the sovereign and
legitimate interests of ITU Member
States with regard to the protection of
their country names in the DNS, ITU is
requested to keep Member States
appraised of the current state of
discussions concerning implementation
of the WIPO recent recommendations
in this regard.
ITU is encouraged to enhance its
training initiatives with regard to DNS
and IP address management and
recommend best practices, including
with regard to deployment of IPv6, in
cooperation with appropriate entities;

C5) Building confidence and
security in the use of ICTs

Security, Confidence and E-Legislation

12. Confidence and security are
among the main pillars of the
information society.

ITU Plenipotentiary 2002 Resolution
130:
Strengthening the role of ITU in
information and communication
network security:
2) intensify work within existing ITU
study groups in order to:
i)
reach a common
understanding on the importance of
information and communication
network security by studying standards
on technologies, products and services
with a view to developing
recommendations, as appropriate;
ii)
seek ways to enhance
exchange of technical information in
the field of information and
communication network security, and
promote cooperation among
appropriate entities;

Security Standards:
Over seventy ITU Recommendations
focusing on security have been
published, and the work includes
studies into, for example, security
from network attacks, theft or denial
of service, theft of identity, security
for emergency telecommunication.
Projects using advanced security and
trust technologies based on Public
Key Infrastructure (PKI) including
biometric authentication, smart cards,
ITU-T X.509 digital certificates and
digital signature techniques have been
deployed and operational in Bulgaria,
Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire,
Cambodia, Georgia, Peru, Senegal,
Paraguay and Turkey (business
sector).
There are ongoing projects based on
the use of security technologies for
IP-based applications in Cameroon,
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WSIS Action Plan
Action Lines

ITU Undertaken and Planned
References to Decisions of ITU
Activities
Member States for ITU to
undertake activities in the domain
of Internet

12.b) Governments in cooperation
with the private sector, should
prevent, detect and respond to cyber
crime and misuse of ICTs…

Two (2) out of the six (6) priority areas
of IsAP Programme 3 address Security,
confidence and E-legislation. ITU-D
has been mandated to:
Enhance security and build confidence
in the use of public networks for eservices/applications.

12.e) Take appropriate action on
spam at national and international
levels.

Provide assistance to Member States in
developing laws and model legislation
for e-services/applications, prevention
of cyber crime, security, ethical issues
and data privacy.

12.f) Further strengthen the trust
and security framework with
complementary and mutually
reinforcing initiatives in the fields
of security in the use of ICTs…

Identify security requirements and
propose solutions for the development
of secure IP infrastructure for eservices/applications on various types
of networks using relevant
technologies.

12.g) Share good practices in the
field of information security and
network security and encourage
their use by all parties concerned.

Develop tools to facilitate the exchange
of best practices on IT security, legal
issues…

12.i) Encourage further
development of secure and reliable
applications to facilitate online
transactions.

It is necessary to address the security
concerns in order to leverage the
potentials of public networks as
vehicles for delivering affordable
value-added e-services/applications
One of the most important security
standards used today is X.509, an ITU
Recommendation for electronic
authentication over public networks.
X.509 is the definitive reference for
designing secure applications for the
Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), and is
widely used for securing the connection
between a user’s Web browser and the
servers providing information content
or e-commerce services.

C2) Information and
communication infrastructure

Global Connectivity and
Interoperability

9.j) Optimize connectivity among
major information networks by
encouraging the creation and
development of regional ICT
backbones and Internet exchange
points, to reduce interconnection
costs and broaden network access.

World Telecommunication
Standardization Assembly (WTSA
2000) Resolution 2:

9.k) Develop strategies for
increasing affordable global
connectivity, thereby facilitating
improved access. Commercially
negotiated Internet transit and
interconnection costs should be
oriented towards objective,
t
t d
di i i t

1.
SG2 is responsible for studies
relating to (among others) numbering,
naming, addressing requirements and
resource assignment including criteria
and procedures for reservation and
assignment;
2.
SG3 is responsible for studies
relating to tariff and accounting
principles for international
telecommunication services and study
of related telecommunication economic
and policy issues;

IP-based applications in Cameroon,
Bulgaria (Phase II), Azerbaijan,
Rwanda and Turkey (for the health
sector).
Workshops (Policies and Strategies):
A Workshop was organized for 128
countries to share information and
best practices in security and trust
technologies and policies.
Several national workshops and
seminars addressing technology
strategies for e-security have been
organized in a number of countries
(e.g., Azerbaijan, Cameroon, Chile
(for Mercusor States), Mongolia,
Pakistan, Paraguay and Uzbekistan.
Model Legislation:
With the collaboration of
UNCITRAL, ITU has provided
assistance to the following countries
in the elaboration of model legislation
covering areas such as electronic
commerce, data protection, online
transactions, digital certification,
authentication, encryption: ASETA
Member States (Bolivia, Columbia,
Ecuador, Peru and Venezuela)
Burkina Faso, Cape Verde,
Mauritania and Mongolia.
ITU organized a New Initiatives
Workshop “Creating Trust in Critical
Network Infrastructures”, which has
been held in Seoul in April 2002.

ITU-T Study Group 3 studies
International Internet connectivity:
International interconnection for
telephony services. The output
includes ITU-T Recommendation
D.50.
SG3 Rapporteur Group meeting on
International Internet Connectivity
(April 2004)
ITU has taken a leadership position in
the movement to develop NextGeneration networks (NGN), a core
component for Internet connectivity
and access.
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WSIS Action Plan
Action Lines

ITU Undertaken and Planned
References to Decisions of ITU
Activities
Member States for ITU to
undertake activities in the domain
of Internet

transparent and non-discriminatory
parameters, taking into account
ongoing work on this subject.

3.
SG13 is responsible for
studies relating to internetworking of
heterogeneous networks encompassing
multiple domains, multiple protocols
and innovative technologies with a goal
to deliver high-quality, reliable
networking. Specific aspects are
architecture, inter-working and
adaptation, end-to-end considerations,
routing and requirements for transport;
4.
SG16 is responsible for
studies relating to multimedia service
definition and multimedia systems,
including the associated terminals,
modems, protocols and signal
processing.

ITU held a Workshop on “Next
Generation Networks: This
conference addressed both the service
requirements of users in a global
NGN, and the technical aspects
required to develop a common
understanding of the trends and
requirements needed to combine
fixed and mobile networks into a
cohesive broadband services
platform.
ITU Study Groups are deeply
involved in building the technology
framework required to be able to
implement NGN services.

_____________
1

http://www.itu.int/wsis/documents/doc_multi.asp?lang=en&id=1161|1160

2

Presented at the Fifth meeting (25 February 2004) of the ITU Council Working Group on WSIS at
http://www.itu.int/council/wsis/Geneva_04/stocktaking-20Feb.doc.

3

ITU has been requested by its Member States at the Plenipotentiary and World Telecommunication Development
Conferences and Council to assist them in undertaking some of the actions referred to in C6 i, ii and iii of the WSIS
Plan of Action.
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Chapter Ten: Summing Up
10.1

Summing Up

Like most technology-driven industries, the telecommunication sector has historically been characterized by
steady growth punctuated by an occasional leap forward, usually when a new technology is introduced. This
historical pattern has repeated in the development of every new communications network technology,
beginning with telegraph in the 1840s, the telephone in the 1870s, radio telegraphy or “wireless” in the
1890s, radio broadcasting in the 1920s, television broadcasting in the 1950s, geostationary satellite
communications in the 1960s, computer communications in the 1970s, optical communications in the 1980s,
and the Internet and mobile communications in the 1990s. For the last 139 years, the ITU has adapted to and
embraced all new innovations in communications technologies.
In the latter part of the twentieth century, the almost simultaneous arrival of two major innovations—mobile
phones and the Internet—not only changed the face of communications, but also gave fresh impetus for
economic growth.
This report attempts to give a snapshot view (March 2004) of how Internet Protocol (IP) networks and the
Internet, as well as their convergence with other kinds of networks, have impacted on ITU’s activities. It
hopefully provides a simple overview of the ITU for the uninitiated, as well as a review of the scope of the
ITU’s activities related to IP networks and the Internet—ranging from technical standards to regulatory and
policy matters to development initiatives.
Throughout this report, examples have shown how ITU Member States and its private sector members are
preparing for a global information, or “knowledge-based” society, as aimed at by numerous initiatives—
including the World Summit on the Information Society.1
ITU, the United Nations specialized agency for telecommunications, is committed to playing a positive role
in the development of the information society and to extending the benefits of advances in new information
and communication technologies (ICT) to all the world’s inhabitants. This is in line with the Resolution of
the highest administrative organ of ITU (Resolution 101 of the Plenipotentiary Conference (Minneapolis,
1998)), which calls upon ITU to “fully embrace the opportunities for telecommunication development that
arise from the growth of IP-based services”, and subsequent ongoing calls from ITU Member States to
continue to actively pursue this objective.
_____________
1

See: http://www.itu.int/wsis.
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Annex 1: Council Reports on Management of Internet Domain Names and
Addresses
11.1

Report On Management Of Internet Domain Names And Addresses To ITU Council
2002

INTERNATIONAL
UNION

TELECOMMUNICATION

COUNCIL

Document C02/46-E
12 April 2002
Original: English

GENEVA — 2002 SESSION — (22 APRIL – 3 MAY)
PLENARY MEETING
(PL 2.8)

Report by the Secretary General
1

Subject:

MANAGEMENT OF INTERNET DOMAIN NAMES AND ADDRESSES

2 Purpose
To report on ITU activities related to management of Internet domain names and
addresses.

3 Background
Resolution 102 (Minneapolis, 1998): Management of Internet domain names and
addresses. Activities reported previously to Council in, inter alia, documents C99/51,
C00/27, C00/27B, and C01/EP/8

Ref. doc.

PP Res. 102
C99/51
C00/27
C00/27A
C00/27B
C01/EP/8

4 Recommendation
The Council is invited to consider this report and to take any appropriate measures.

5 Implications
The discussed activities are undertaken using existing resources.

Yoshio UTSUMI
Secretary-General
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Management of Internet Domain Names and Addresses
1.

Introduction

1.1
Since the adoption of Resolution 102 (Minneapolis, 1998) on Management of Internet domain
names and addresses, relevant activities were reported previously to Council in documents C99/51, C00/27,
C00/27B and C01/EP/8. ITU’s recent activities related to management of Internet names and addresses, as
well as emerging developments in this area, are discussed below.
2.

ENUM

2.1
ENUM1 continues to merit close attention by ITU Member States. In particular, its potential impact
on national regulatory and legislative frameworks vis-à-vis an increasingly converged telecommunications
and Internet/IP environment warrants careful consideration.
2.2
ENUM takes numbers from the international public telecommunication numbering plan (ITU-T
Recommendation E.1642) and incorporates them into the DNS for the purpose of identifying and finding
network resources; this includes the possibility of assignment of E.164 resources to IP-based devices. The
development of a stable international framework for ENUM deployment will require the assignment of
authority over elements of the E.164 number space when mapped into the DNS, as well as the assignment of
ongoing management to one or more responsible authorities in each ITU Member State. Work in ITU-T
Study Group 2 (SG2) continues to progress based on the explicit assumption that the existing role and
sovereignty of Member States with respect to the allocation and management of their country code
numbering resources, including the potential provisioning of those resources in the DNS, will be respected.
A draft ITU-T Recommendation (provisionally entitled E.A-ENUM) is under preparation and will be further
discussed at the next SG2 meeting in May 2002.
2.3
ITU Member States are considering the appropriate infrastructure, responsibility, delegation and
authority for the ENUM “root zone”: the location in the DNS where E.164 country code entries would be
assigned. While considerable discussion has taken place, no final decision has yet been made and this could
have an impact on the interim designation of the domain “e164.arpa” as well as its administration.
2.4
The TSB recently hosted a tutorial workshop on ENUM in February 2002, principally to assist
participants from developing countries. As a supporting activity, the Strategy and Policy Unit and TSB have
jointly prepared a tutorial paper on ENUM3, which may be of interest to Administrations considering the
provisioning of their E.164 resources in the DNS.
3.

ITU and WIPO Joint Symposium on Multilingual Domain Names

3.1
In December 2001, the ITU and World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), in association
with the Multilingual Internet Names Consortium4 (MINC), organized a Joint Symposium on Multilingual
Domain Names5. Day one of the Symposium was led by ITU and dealt with technology and policy issues.
Day two was led by WIPO and dealt with intellectual property and dispute resolution issues. ITU and WIPO
both provided briefing papers6.
3.2
The deployment of multilingual domain names raises a number of complex issues. These include,
inter alia, technical and interoperability issues, administrative arrangements for multilingual domains and top
level domains, competition policy and market access, intellectual property and dispute resolution, as well as
the cultural and social issues inherently associated with languages.
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3.3
The Symposium brought together some 200 participants drawn from the Internet and legal
communities, as well as policy-makers and government representatives. The objective was to raise further
understanding of the subject matter as well as offer an opportunity to share views on possible approaches.
The two-day Symposium took the form of presentations, made available on the Symposium’s web site7 as
well as round table discussions by experts. Considering the interest in this topic, additional follow-up
activities could be envisaged.
4.

Protection of the Names of Intergovernmental Organizations in the DNS

4.1
The protection of the names of intergovernmental organizations remains an issue of concern, with a
number of cases of bad faith registrations of the names of intergovernmental organizations (IGOs)8 in the
DNS. The final report9 of the WIPO Second Internet Domain Names Process10, published in September
2001, examined this issue and recommended that “States, as the constituents of IGOs, should work towards
the establishment of an administrative dispute-resolution procedure … where an IGO could bring a
complaint that a domain name was the same or confusingly similar to the name or acronym of the IGO, that
it has been registered without legal justification and that it is likely to create a misleading association...”.
This recommendation is the subject of current analysis by WIPO’s Standing Committee on the Law of
Trademarks, Industrial Designs and Geographical Indications (SCT)11.
5.

Management of Country Code Top Level Domains

5.1
The ITU has received an increasing number of enquiries and requests for assistance concerning the
delegations as well as recommended practices for country code top level domains (ccTLDs). While there are
many ITU Member States that, through government agencies, act as ccTLD administrators or recognize
(informally or formally) private ccTLD administrators, there are some Member States, mostly developing
countries, that have had prolonged disagreements with the current delegation and management of their
ccTLD. In some cases, these ccTLDs are operated by private entities outside the relevant country or
jurisdiction.
5.2
As all entities registered in the DNS underneath a ccTLD (e.g., banks, schools, government
agencies) are dependent upon the correct and secure management of the related ccTLD, administrations may
consider this to be an element of national critical infrastructure. Threats of litigation against the Internet
Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) may have discouraged efforts to formally
recognize the sovereignty of administrations over their corresponding ccTLDs. Finally, because the US
Government maintains an oversight role of certain ICANN functions, including the approval of TLD changes
in the DNS root, all ccTLD management changes must be approved by the US Department of Commerce12.
6.

ICANN

6.1
Considerable debate continues surrounding the appropriate management and evolution of the
Internet’s naming and addressing system, particularly over the structure, functioning and funding of ICANN,
a non-profit corporation established under the laws of the State of California, in the United States13. ICANN
operates under the framework of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with the US Department of
Commerce14.
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PSO
6.2
The ITU-T has continued its participation in the ICANN Protocol Supporting Organization (PSO)15.
As part of this work, ITU-T SG2 was requested to take a position on the question of alternative DNS roots
and the statement of SG2 can be found on the PSO web site16. TSB staff and the SG2 Chairman have
prepared background briefing material for SG2, in preparation for potential future requests for comment on
this issue17. In addition, during the 2001-2002 time frame, the ITU-T provided the Secretariat for the PSO.
Governmental Advisory Committee
6.3
The Strategy and Policy Unit has also continued to participate in ICANN Government Advisory
Committee (GAC) meetings. The agenda, minutes, chairperson's report, and media communiqués for the
GAC meetings held since Council 2001 are available on the GAC Secretariat web site18. Recently, the
Australian administration announced that it would cease funding the GAC Secretariat functions.
Management of .int Top Level Domain
6.4
As reported last year, no progress has been made with ICANN on the transfer of management of the
.int TLD to the ITU, intended for intergovernmental organizations. In addition, during the last year, the ITU
has received a number of complaints from organizations in the United Nations system concerning the
policies related to management of the .int domain.
ICANN Reform and Future
6.5
In February 2002, the president of ICANN, M. Stuart Lynn, published an extensive report and
detailed proposal entitled “President's Report: ICANN – The Case for Reform”19 where he outlined his view
that “ICANN needs reform: deep, meaningful, structural reform…. If ICANN is to succeed, this reform must
replace ICANN's unstable institutional foundations with an effective public-private partnership, rooted in the
private sector but with the active backing and participation of national governments.” He further states: “The
process of relocating functions from the US Government to ICANN is stalled” and “ICANN will, in my
opinion, either be reformed or irrelevant within the next several months.”
6.6
Member States should be aware that a great deal of uncertainty surrounds the future of ICANN, its
structure, functioning and funding and whether it can, even with the proposed reforms, act as an effective
regulator of Internet naming and addressing. With a key component of the Lynn proposal role calling for
“significant additional participation and backing from national governments” (including funding), there have
been comments suggesting that ITU play an increased role, especially in areas where there is already overlap
with ITU’s technical standardization activities related to IP-based networks or analogous activities (e.g.,
stewardship of the ITU-T E.164 numbering plan). A discussion paper on possible future scenarios is under
preparation by the TSB and will become available after 18 April 2002 on the ITU-T website20 and will be
submitted to the ICANN consultation process. Any further actions taken will be subject to additional
consultations with ITU Members.
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Annex
ITU and ICANN Reform
1. Summary
The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN)21 performs a number of tasks critical
for the good functioning of the Internet. Recently, ICANN's President has stated that ICANN is not able to
perform its mission, primarily because it requires greater government support. As a consequence, ICANN's
President has called for reform, and ICANN has invited comments on reform proposals.
The International Telecommunication Union Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T) has a long
and successful history of performing, as a government-industry partnership, functions which are very similar
to those performed by ICANN. It has worked closely with ICANN in recent years. For these reasons, it
appears that ITU can contribute to the ICANN reform process.
It is not suggested that ICANN's functions should be transferred to ITU. It is suggested that ITU could
increase its cooperation with ICANN in order to help ICANN to overcome some of its current difficulties.
2. ICANN's situation
ICANN is a not-for-profit corporation established under the laws of the State of California, in the United
States of America (USA). It operates under the framework of a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with
the US Department of Commerce22. ICANN currently performs a number of critical tasks related to the
management of Internet names and addresses. In particular, ICANN makes recommendations to the US
Department of Commerce regarding the creation of top-level domain names (such as ".com", ".ch"), and the
delegation of actual operations for any particular top-level domain to any particular operating entity (for
example, ".com" is delegated to VeriSign, Inc.)23. The tasks performed by ICANN are widely acknowledged
to be critical for the good functioning of IP-based networks and IP-based services (which include the
networks often referred to as "the Internet").
ICANN's operating budget24 for 2001-2002 is approximately US$ 5 million for a staff of 21 full-time
equivalents.
3. ICANN's problems
There has long been discussion of the implications of the increasing international character of IP-based
networks, and the increasing importance to national economies of IP-based services, particularly with respect
to the fact that ICANN is a California company supervised by the government of the USA. Some have
argued that the legal character of ICANN and lack of formal control by other governments could lead to
problems.
Some of these concerns have now been echoed by Mr. Stuart Lynn, President of ICANN. In February 2002,
Mr. Lynn, published an extensive report and detailed proposal entitled “President's Report: ICANN – The
Case for Reform”25 in which he stated: "the original concept of a purely private sector body, based on
consensus and consent, has been shown to be impractical" and "experience has shown that the influence,
authority, and close cooperation of governments is essential to accomplish ICANN's mission ". Mr. Lynn
goes on to state that ICANN's current mechanisms for consulting governments are not adequate.
According to Mr. Lynn:
1. ICANN as currently constituted is not able to fulfill its mission, largely because of inadequate
government support and inadequate funding;
2. much greater, and more formal, involvement by governments is required if ICANN is to fulfill its
mission;
3. ICANN's budget should be in the order of US$ 25 million per year, and governments should provide
part of that budget.
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According to Mr. Lynn, there has been a revenue shortfall of about US$ 0.5 million each year, which has
been covered by not hiring up to authorized levels, leading to understaffing. Furthermore, according to Mr.
Lynn, ICANN currently has inadequate backup for key individuals. As a result, Mr. Lynn states that funding
should be increased by a factor of 3 to 5.
Among other specific problems identified by Mr. Lynn, we highlight:
4. ICANN has been too slow to address and resolve issues;
5. ICANN lacks clear, stable, and accepted processes and procedures for guiding its work;
6. ICANN has not yet created the industry-government partnership it needs to fulfill its mission.
4. ITU's position

Guided by ITU PP-98 Resolution 102 "Management of Internet domain names and addresses" and
Resolution 101 "Internet Protocol (IP)-based networks", ITU already cooperates with ICANN in
several ways. ITU is a founding member of ICANN's Protocol Support Organization (PSO)26, a
technical advisory body. ITU is a member of ICANN's Government Advisory Council (GAC)27.
An expert proposed by ITU-T sits on the ICANN Board, and the Director of TSB is a member of an
ICANN independent review panel nominating committee.
There is a lingering negative perception of ITU-T's past. But the situation today is very different from
what it was three years ago. Working methods have been streamlined, decision-making is faster, and
online tools are used intensively. Membership has increased, in particular among Sector Members.
ITU-T has a proven track record of efficiently and effectively performing, for non-IP-based network
technologies, functions which are similar to ICANN's key functions28, which are "administrative and policy
management of the Internet's naming and address allocation systems", and of performing those functions in
accordance with the desired core values, which are "openness and broad participation."
Among many tasks, the ITU-T performs world-wide administration, and acts as the forum for policy
management, of a number of naming and address allocation systems that are essential for the good
functioning of critical infrastructures, including the physical-layer infrastructure of the Internet itself. We
can cite such well-known examples as the E.164 numbering resource and the E.212 mobile numbering
resource.

It is widely acknowledged that the ITU-T performs its tasks to the general satisfaction of
industry, governments, and the public at large, using processes that are open, transparent,
and ensure accountability to all stakeholders.
Governments are well used to the ITU-T processes and procedures and know how to work within
them. Governments of 189 countries, industrialized as well as developing, participate in the ITUT's work. The presence in ITU-T of developing country governments broadens participation to
people in those countries who would not otherwise have been represented.
Furthermore, ITU-T is an effective public-private partnership, rooted in the public sector but with the active
backing and participation of industry players. Currently ITU-T has over 450 industry members. In the ITUT, industry and governments work together, to achieve common goals for the public benefit. ITU is unique
in this partnership between governments and industry for information and communication
technologies (ICT).
5. Proposals

ITU-T can assist ICANN to ensure world-wide representation of both the public and the private
sectors directly and indirectly related to Internet names, numbers, and addresses by:
1. Working with ICANN to take care of issues of concern to governments, in particular to ensure that the
sovereign rights and national interests of all Member States are served, including private sector interests
as appropriate.
2. Participating as appropriate in policy councils, the Technical Advisory Committee, and the Government
Advisory Committee, if such bodies are created in a reformed ICANN;
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3. Working with ICANN to identify areas where certain functions could be performed in cooperation, for
example:
3.1. ccTLD management;
3.2. management of the ".arpa" domain;
3.3. management of the ".int" domain;
3.4. governmental input in developing and administering global address policies for IP address and AS
number allocation;
4. Working with ICANN to define an internationally agreed restatement and description of the boundaries
for ICANN’s policy-making activities, if any, while respecting the sovereign rights of governments. For
example, consideration could be given to developing an ITU-T Recommendation with this goal.
5. The Director of TSB would be willing to discuss these matters further with ICANN management, and in
particular to explore options for new measures and arrangements.
The benefits of increased cooperation between ICANN and ITU-T would be that ICANN could rely on ITUT for government support, at no additional cost to ICANN, or to ITU, as well as to governments, for what
concerns the cost of additional government support for ICANN. Some of the cost increases proposed by Mr.
Lynn are not related to increased government support and those cost increases, if approved, would have to be
funded by other methods.
6. Conclusions
It would appear that the ITU-T can bring to ICANN, at no additional cost to governments, the increased
government participation that ICANN's management has called for as necessary. In addition, ITU-T can
increase private sector participation in ICANN's work, through its Sector Members who include all major
operators and manufacturers of IP-based technologies. Furthermore, ITU-T's stable, well-known, and proven
processes and procedures can be used to speed up ICANN's work (which, according to Mr. Lynn, has been
unacceptably slow to date, due to ineffective processes and procedures).

A cooperation between ITU-T and ICANN would allow all the different communities around the
world that use, provide, operate, and design the Internet to address efficiently and effectively, in a
constructive and productive manner, the various issues which have to date proven difficult to
resolve within ICANN's existing structure.
In short, it would appear appropriate if ITU-T could explore new ways, in addition to the current
arrangements and cooperation with ICANN, for the benefit of ICANN, to tackle new challenges in
cooperation with ICANN.
It is not proposed that ITU-T should take over ICANN's functions. Furthermore, it is not proposed that
the ITU should become involved in all of ICANN's activities.
To conclude, we propose to enter into discussions with ICANN to explore the best ways for ITU to help
ICANN to overcome its current difficulties.
_________________
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11.2

Report On Management Of Internet Domain Names And Addresses To ITU Council
2003

INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION

COUNCIL

Document C03/27(Rev.1)-E
29 April 2003
Original: English

GENEVA — 2003 SESSION — (5 - 16 MAY)
PLENARY MEETING

Report by the Secretary General
1

Subject:

2

Purpose

RESOLUTION 102(Rev. Marrakesh, 2002): MANAGEMENT OF INTERNET
DOMAIN NAMES AND ADDRESSES & RESOLUTION 133 (PLEN/5) (Marrakesh,
2002): ROLE OF ADMINISTRATIONS OF MEMBER STATES IN THE
MANAGEMENT OF INTERNATIONALIZED (MULTILINGUAL) DOMAIN
NAMES
Ref. doc.

To report on ITU activities related to management of Internet domain names and
addresses.
3

Background

Resolution 102 (Rev. Marrakesh, 2002): Management of Internet domain names and
addresses. Activities reported previously to Council in documents C99/51, C00/27,
C00/27B, C01/EP/8, and C02/46.
Resolution 133 (PLEN/5) (Marrakesh, 2002): Role of administrations of Member
States in the management of internationalized (multilingual) domain names.

4

Res. 102
(Rev. PP-02)
Res. 133
(PLEN/5)
(PP-02)
C99/51
C00/27
C00/27A
C00/27B
C01/EP/8
C02/46

Recommendation

The Council is invited to endorse the activities described in this report and to take any
appropriate measures.
5

Implications
The discussed activities are undertaken using existing resources.

Yoshio UTSUMI
Secretary General
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Management of Internet domain names and addresses and role of
Administrations of Member States in the management of internationalized
(multilingual) domain names
1.

Introduction

1.1
Resolution 102 (Rev. Marrakesh, 2002) on Management of Internet domain names and addresses
was revised in Marrakesh at the 2002 Plenipotentiary. Originally adopted at the 1998 Plenipotentiary,
previous activities have been reported to Council in documents C99/51, C00/27, C00/27B, C01/EP/8 and
C02/46. Resolution 133 (PLEN/5) (Marrakesh, 2002) on the Role of administrations of Member States in the
management of internationalized (multilingual) domain names is a new resolution adopted in 2002. ITU
activities related to both resolutions since the 2002 Plenipotentiary, as well as emerging developments in this
area, are discussed below.
1.2
As instructed, Resolution 133 (PLEN/5) (Marrakesh, 2002) has been formally brought to the
attention of WIPO by the Secretary-General, stressing the concerns and requests for assistance of Member
States with regard to internationalized (multilingual) domain names and addresses. WIPO has replied and
agreed to contribute its expertise to planned related ITU activities on internationalized domain names as
discussed below.
1.3
In the ITU-T, at the 17-21 June 2002 meeting of the Telecommunications Standardization Advisory
Group (TSAG), it was recognized that SG2 is the lead Study Group on numbering, addressing and naming
issues and would deal with contributions related to ITU Plenipotentiary Resolution 102 (Rev. Marrakesh,
2002). TSAG reinforced the message that SG2 is the lead Study Group within ITU-T for numbering,
naming, addressing requirements and resource assignment including criteria and procedures for reservation
and assignment. See TSAG report TSAG-R22, Annex 3 (pages 22-23), available at:
•

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=sitems&lang=e&parent=T01-TSAG-R-0022

1.4
In the ITU-T, taking into account a suggestion made during the 26 November-6 December 2002
Study Group 2 (SG2) meeting, the Director of TSB invited, by SG2 Collective Letter 7 of 14 January 2003,
Member States to submit the names and email addresses of persons who would be willing to join a
discussion list whose purpose would be to provide advice to the Director, at his request, with respect to
issues related to the management of Internet domain names and addresses. The cited Collective Letter can
be accessed at:
•

http://www.itu.int/dms_pub/itu-t/md/01/sg02/col/T01-SG02-COL-0007!!MSW-E.doc

The list of participants in the group as of 31 March 2003 is contained in SG2 TD (GEN) 85, available at:
•

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=mitems&lang=e&parent=T01-SG02-030423-TD-GEN0085

1.5
In the ITU-D, the BDT has organized several workshops to discuss policy, operational and
technical issues related to the Internet, including the management of Internet names and addresses.
These include:
•

IP Networking and IPv6 for Engineers working in PTOs in the framework of the Centre of
Excellence (Mauritania, 19-23 May 2002);

•

IP Technologies and Applications for Arab region (Tunisia, 17-19 June 2002);

•

IP Symposium focused on IP-based Networks and VoIP (Switzerland, 18-22 November 2002);

•

Internet for Central America (Guatemala, 27-29 November 2002).

1.6
During 2003, two IP symposia are planned for Africa and CEE/CIS States within the framework of
Resolution 102 (Rev. Marrakesh, 2002) and the Istanbul Action Plan, adopted at the World
Telecommunication Development Conference (WTDC02). These are planned to be held in Kigali, Rwanda,
in June 2003, and Moscow, Russia in September 2003. The symposia will address technology policy issues
for IP addresses and DNS management, IP connectivity, Internet development strategies and harmonization
of policies.
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•
2.

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=sitems&lang=e&parent=T01-SG02-COL-0007
ENUM

2.1
ENUM continues to merit close attention by ITU Member States and its potential impact on
national policy, regulatory and/or legislative frameworks. ENUM takes numbers from the international
public telecommunication numbering plan (ITU-T Recommendation E.164) and incorporates them into the
Internet Domain Name System (DNS) for the purpose of identifying and finding network resources; this
includes the possibility of assignment of E.164 resources to IP-based devices. The development of a stable
international framework for ENUM deployment will require the assignment of authority over elements of the
E.164 number space when mapped into the DNS, as well as the assignment of ongoing management to one
or more responsible authorities in each ITU Member State. Work in ITU-T SG2 continues to progress based
on the explicit assumption that the existing role and sovereignty of Member States with respect to the
allocation and management of their country code numbering resources, including the potential provisioning
of those resources in the DNS, will be respected. A draft ITU-T Recommendation (provisionally entitled
E.A-ENUM) is under preparation and will be further discussed at the next SG2 meeting in May 2003.
2.2

Reports on ENUM trial activities within Member States can be found at:
•

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/inr/enum/trials.html.

General information on ENUM, including a tutorial paper, can be found at:
•

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/inr/enum.

In addition, supplementary news and reference material related to ENUM are maintained at:
•

http://www.itu.int/osg/spu/enum/.

2.3
Liaisons have been exchanged between SG2 and the Internet Architecture Board (IAB) on technical
and administrative issues related to the administration of the top level registry for ENUM. See in particular
COM 2 LS 55 and COM 2 LS 56.
2.4
ITU Member States are considering the appropriate infrastructure, responsibility, delegation and
authority for the ENUM “root zone”: the location in the DNS where E.164 country code entries would be
assigned. While considerable discussion has taken place, no final decision has yet been made and this could
have an impact on the interim designation of the domain “e164.arpa” as well as its administration.
2.5
The TSB and Strategy and Policy Unit (SPU) are cooperating with the Asia Pacific Telecommunity
(APT) in the joint organization of a workshop on ENUM to be held 19 May 2003 in Brunei Darussalam, held
in conjunction with the annual APT Forum on Telecommunication Policy and Regulation.
3.

Internationalized Domain Names

3.1
The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has recently approved documents which, taken
together, provide a technical foundation for handling domain names with Unicode characters (that is, domain
names which contain non-ASCII characters). These developments are referred to as Internationalized
Domain Names (IDN).
3.2
In accordance with Resolution 133 (PLEN/5) (Marrakesh, 2002), the Director of TSB brought the
IETF documents and related work to the attention of ITU members by ITU-T Circular Letter 139, available
at:
•

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=sitems&lang=e&parent=T01-TSB-CIR-0139

3.3
As Resolution 133 (PLEN/5) (Marrakesh, 2002) originated in the Asia Pacific Telecommunity
(APT) region, where non-Latin based language scripts are common, the ITU approached APT to explore
cooperative activities for Member States to consider the implications of IDN. As a result of those
discussions, the TSB and SPU are cooperating with the Asia Pacific Telecommunity (APT) to jointly
organize a workshop on IDN to be held 20 May 2003 in Brunei Darussalam, in conjunction with the APT
Forum on Telecommunication Policy and Regulation.
3.4
The deployment of multilingual domain names raises a number of complex issues. These include,
inter alia, technical and interoperability issues, administrative arrangements for multilingual domains and top
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level domains, competition policy and market access, intellectual property and dispute resolution, as well as
the cultural and social issues inherently associated with languages.
3.5

For more information on IDN, please refer to the briefing paper available at:
•

http://www.itu.int/mdns/briefingpaper/index.html

and the presentations available at:
•
4.

http://www.itu.int/mdns/presentations/index.html.
Country Code Top Level Domains

4.1
In accordance with Resolution 102 (Rev. Marrakesh, 2002) instructions to the Director of
BDT, and the Istanbul Action Plan adopted at the WTDC-02, discussions related to management of
Internet names and addresses were held at the recent Forum on Telecommunication Regulation in
Africa held in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, from 19-21 November 2002. At the conclusion of this
meeting, African regulators recommended that ICANN cooperate fully with ITU in its initiatives
related to implementation of Resolution 102 (Rev. Marrakesh, 2002) as well as recommending that
regulators put into place a coordinated strategy in coordination with ITU to defend their national
interests vis-à-vis ICANN, particularly with regard to national interests in ccTLDs. The
recommendations from the Forum are at:
•

http://www.itu.int/ITU-D/treg/Events/Seminars/2002/Burkina/index.html

4.2
In accordance with Resolution 102 (Rev. Marrakesh, 2002), the Director of TSB organized a
Workshop on Member States' Experiences with ccTLDs on 3-4 March 2002, at ITU Headquarters. 140
participants, comprising a broad cross-section from Member States, ccTLD operators, public interest groups,
academic institutions, and other interested parties, attended the meeting. Representatives from ICANN also
attended the Workshop. There were 64 written input contributions. All contributions as well as
presentations made during the workshop are available at:
•

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/workshop/cctld/index.html

The Report of the Workshop and a summary of the input contributions are also available at the web site cited
above.
4.3
The meeting expressed its great appreciation for the ITU's initiative to organize the workshop and
unanimously agreed that this workshop was timely, useful, and resulted in an excellent and productive
exchange of information. No attempts were made to reach consensus on contentious topics.
The following topics were discussed during the meeting (not in order of significance):
a. The role of users and user groups.
b. The role of governments in representing the public interest and in Internet policy-making.
c. Intellectual property issues and dispute resolution.
d. Self-regulatory models.
e. Best practices for ccTLD operators.
f.

Public-private partnerships.

g. The interaction of technical and inter-operability issues with issues related to public policy.
h. The boundary between national matters and matters requiring international coordination.
i.

The legal status of the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), the
Memorandum of Understanding it has with the US Department of Commerce, and the role of the
Department of Commerce with respect to changes in the root zone master file.

j.

Transitioning to a multi-lateral model from a model where one government has a special role.

k. The concept that ownership of a domain name should be separated from its actual registration in any
particular domain.
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l.

The transition from ccTLDs operated by pioneers (often based in universities) towards ccTLDs
being operated by both not-for-profit and for-profit organizations.

m. The role of governments vis-à-vis ccTLD operations and/or policies.
n. Separation of the functions of the Internet Assigned Names Authority (IANA) from other functions
carried out by ICANN, and oversight and funding of the IANA functions.
o. The role of international treaty organizations, in particular with respect to issues related to gTLDs.
p. The relationship between ICANN and its Governmental Advisory Committee (GAC) and the powers
of GAC vis-à-vis ICANN.
A wide range of opinions was expressed on these topics.
The meeting expressed its desire to see another workshop of this kind within one year.
4.4
Administrations of Member States may wish to take note of the paper on Issues Concerning ccTLDs
reproduced in SG2 TD (WP1) 76, available at:
•
5.

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=mitems&lang=e&parent=T01-SG02-030423-TD-WP10076
IP addresses

5.1
Internet Protocol addresses (IP addresses) are a key resource required for the operation of IP-based
networks. General information on IP addresses, their allocation, and the evolution to a new generation of IP
addresses (IPv6) can be found at:
•

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/com2/infodocs/015.html

5.2
IP addresses are allocated by what are called Regional Internet Registries (RIRs). Each RIR assigns
addresses to Local Internet Registries (LIRs) or other organizations within a given geographical area without
reference to country. Each of the RIRs is incorporated in a specific country as a private, non-profit company
or organization
5.3
Recent changes in the policies of APNIC, the RIR for the Asia Pacific region were brought to the
attention of ITU members by TSAG TD (GEN) 128, Rev 1, available at:
•

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=mitems&lang=e&parent=T01-TSAG-030224-TDGEN-0128

5.4
Administrations of ITU Member States in the Asia Pacific region may wish to consider initiating
national consultations and coordination in relation to the possible establishment of National Internet
Registries (NIRs). They may also wish to consider whether they should be involved in the establishment,
endorsement and/or operations of their corresponding NIR, and if so, which agencies are most appropriate to
participate.
5.5
Administrations of all Member States may wish to take note of the Regional Internet Registries
Communiqué reproduced in SG2 TD (WP1) 75, available at:
•
6.

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=mitems&lang=e&parent=T01-SG02-030423-TD-WP10075
ICANN

6.1
ITU representatives have continued to participate in the discussions concerning the future
functioning of ICANN (Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers), a non-profit corporation
established under the laws of the State of California, in the United States1. ICANN operates under the
framework of a Memorandum of Understanding with the US Department of Commerce2 and performs
functions with respect to Internet domain names and addresses.
6.2
The ITU-T continued its participation in the ICANN Protocol Supporting Organization (PSO),
which has recently been replaced by the Technical Liaison Group, of which ITU-T is a member.
Representatives of the SPU and TSB continued their attendance at ICANN Government Advisory
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Committee (GAC) meetings. Subsequent to the adoption of Resolution 102 (Rev.Marrakesh 2002), there has
been no related discussion at subsequent GAC meetings.
6.3
One of the key functions of ICANN, under a purchase order from the US Department of
Commerce3, is the Internet Assigned Names Authority4 (IANA) function, which maintains and publishes
registers of key information (for example, allocation of IP address blocks at the top level, contact
information for ccTLD operators, and protocol numbers).
6.4
At its 17-21 June 2002 meeting, the Telecommunications Standardization Advisory Group (TSAG)
took note of the need for a better process for ITU-T to request IANA protocol number assignments and have
them assigned in a timely fashion (item 10.5.4 of TSAG-R 16; see also TSAG TD (GEN) 12.
6.5
A letter was written by the Study Group 2 Counsellor to IANA, and a response was received and
noted by TSAG at its 24-28 February 2003 meeting, see TSAG TD (GEN) 122, Rev 1. In essence, the reply
states that IANA has made improvements in its processes and that the difficulties reported to TSAG should
not occur in the future. The cited document can be accessed at:
•

http://www.itu.int/md/meetingdoc.asp?type=mitems&lang=e&parent=T01-TSAG-030224-TDGEN-0122
____________________
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Annex 2: ITU-T Cooperation with Standardization Development Organizations
(SDOs), Forums and Consortia
12.1

Introduction

The ITU-T’s processes for cooperation with other standardization development organizations and other
forums and consortia are defined in:
•

ITU-T Recommendation A.4: Communication process between ITU-T and Forums and Consortia1

•

ITU-T Recommendation A.5: Generic procedures for including references to documents of other
organizations in ITU-T Recommendations2

•

ITU-T Recommendation A.6: Cooperation and exchange of information between ITU-T and national
and regional standards development organizations3

Given below is the current status of specific SDO’s and Forums/Consortia:

10.2

Forums/Consortia Under Evaluation and/or Approved for Communication Process
under Rec. A.4

Table 12.1: Forums/Consortia Under Evaluation and/or Approved for Communication Process under
Rec. A.4
Forums/Consortium

Related Study Group

Qualified

4G Society

ALL

Under study

ASN.1 Consortium

ALL

Yes

ATM-F (ATM Forum)

ALL

Yes

DSL Forum

ALL

Yes

ETIS (e-and telecommunication information services) ALL

Yes

IMTC (Multimedia)

ALL

Yes

IPDR Organization

ALL

Yes

IPv6 Forum

ALL

Yes

MEF (Metro Ethernet Forum)

ALL

Yes

MPLS/Frame Relay Alliance

ALL

Yes

MSF (Multiservice Switching Forum)

ALL

Yes

OASIS

ALL

Yes

OIF (Optical Internetworking Forum)

ALL

Yes

OMG (Object Management Group)

ALL

Yes

SDL Forum Society

ALL

Yes

TM Forum (Tele Management Forum)

ALL

Yes

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)

ALL

Yes
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10.3

Organizations Qualified for Including References in ITU-T Recommendations under
Rec. A.5 Procedures

Table 12.2: Organizations Qualified for Including References in ITU-T Recommendations under Rec.
A.5 Procedures
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Organization

Related Study Group

Qualified

ARIB (Association of Radio Industries and
Businesses)

ALL

Yes

ATM Forum

ALL

Yes

BSI (British Standards)

ALL

Under study

Committee T1 (sponsored by ATIS, Alliance for
Telecommunications Industry Solutions)

ALL

Yes

CCSA (China Communications Standards
Association)

ALL

Yes

DSL Forum

ALL

Yes

ECMA Standardizing Information and
Communication Systems

ALL

Yes

ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute)

ALL

Yes

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers)

ALL

Yes

ISOC/IETF (Internet Society/Internet Engineering
Task Force)

ALL

Yes

JCTEA (Japan Cable Television Engineering
Association)

ALL

Yes

MEF (Metro Ethernet Forum)

ALL

Yes

MPLS/Frame Relay Alliance

ALL

Yes

NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology)

ALL

Yes

OASIS

ALL

Yes

OIF (Optical Internetworking Forum)

ALL

Yes

OMG (Object Management Group)

ALL

Yes

SCTE (Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers)

ALL

Yes

TIA (Telecommunications Industry Association)

ALL

Yes

TM Forum (Tele Management Forum)

ALL

Yes

TTA (Telecommunications Technology Association) ALL

Yes

TTC (Telecommunication Technology Committee)

ALL

Yes

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)

ALL

Yes
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10.4

Organizations Qualified for Including References in ITU-T Recommendations under
Rec. A.5 Procedures

Table 12.3: Organizations Qualified for Including References in ITU-T Recommendations under Rec.
A.5 Procedures
Organization

Related Study Group

Qualified

ARIB (Association of Radio Industries and
Businesses)

ALL

Yes

ATM Forum

ALL

Yes

BSI (British Standards)

ALL

Under study

Committee T1 (sponsored by ATIS, Alliance for
Telecommunications Industry Solutions)

ALL

Yes

CCSA (China Communications Standards
Association)

ALL

Yes

DSL Forum

ALL

Yes

ECMA Standardizing Information and
Communication Systems

ALL

Yes

ETSI (European Telecommunications Standards
Institute)

ALL

Yes

IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers)

ALL

Yes

ISOC/IETF (Internet Society/Internet Engineering
Task Force)

ALL

Yes

JCTEA (Japan Cable Television Engineering
Association)

ALL

Yes

MEF (Metro Ethernet Forum)

ALL

Yes

MPLS/Frame Relay Alliance

ALL

Yes

NIST (National Institute of Standards and
Technology)

ALL

Yes

OASIS

ALL

Yes

OIF (Optical Internetworking Forum)

ALL

Yes

OMG (Object Management Group)

ALL

Yes

SCTE (Society of Cable Telecommunications
Engineers)

ALL

Yes

TIA (Telecommunications Industry Association)

ALL

Yes

TM Forum (Tele Management Forum)

ALL

Yes

TTA (Telecommunications Technology Association) ALL

Yes

TTC (Telecommunication Technology Committee)

ALL

Yes

W3C (World Wide Web Consortium)

ALL

Yes
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_____________
1

See http://www.itu.int/infocom/enum/ for an overview of ENUM and ITU activities.

2

ITU-T Recommendation E.164 titled “The International Public Telecommunications Numbering Plan” specifies the
format and types of use of public telephone numbers.

3

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/workshop/enum/004.html

4

http://www.minc.org

5

http://www.itu.int/mdns/

6

http://www.itu.int/mdns/briefingpaper/

7

http://www.itu.int/mdns/presentations/

8

A particularly egregious case is described at http://www.iht.com/articles/53353.html.

9

http://wipo2.wipo.int/process2/report/

10

http://wipo2.wipo.int/process2/

11

http://ecommerce.wipo.int/domains/sct/index.html

12

Cooperative Agreement No. NCR-9218742, Amendment 11,
http://www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/domainname/proposals/docnsi100698.htm

13

http://www.icann.org.

14

http://www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/domainname/icann-memorandum.htm.

15

http://www.pso.icann.org/

16

http://www.pso.icann.org/PSO_Statements/PSO-Statements-28September2001.txt

17

http://www.itu.int/itudoc/itu-t/com2/contr/01-04/013.html

18

http://www.noie.gov.au/Projects/international/DNS/gac/index.htm

19

http://www.icann.org/general/lynn-reform-proposal-24feb02.htm

20

http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/

21
22

http://www.icann.org
http://www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/domainname/icann-memorandum.htm.

23

For more details of ICANN's mission, see ICANN Staff, Toward a Statement of the ICANN Mission, 10 March
2002, http://www.icann.org/general/toward-mission-statement-07mar02.htm

24

http://www.icann.org/financials/

25

http://www.icann.org/general/lynn-reform-proposal-24feb02.htm

26

http://www.pso.icann.org/

27

http://www.noie.gov.au/projects/international/DNS/gac/index.htm

28

ICANN Staff, Toward a Statement of the ICANN Mission, 10 March 2002, http://www.icann.org/general/towardmission-statement-07mar02.htm
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1

http://www.icann.org.

2

http://www.ntia.doc.gov/ntiahome/domainname/icann-memorandum.htm.

3

http://www.icann.org/general/iana-contract-21mar01.htm

4

http://www.iana.org

1

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-A.4
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2

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-A.5

3

http://www.itu.int/rec/recommendation.asp?type=folders&lang=e&parent=T-REC-A.6
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